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We will

certify

—

Write us and we will call

on

you

fTl

First Nat'onal Bank

mason,
Bldg..

Street.

Main

immediately.

I

Miss Louise E, Dutton spent last Sunday
in Ellsworth.

Ellsworth, Me.

SALE.

a

ft»et of land situate on south slds and at foot'd Sea street. Northeast
This lot of land Is on lbs shore and title given to low-water mm k.

stable, contains

John P. Murcti place at Ray side with dwelling and
the shore of Union river bay.
II. w. Carr property. Water street, Kllsworth. Me.

3ft acres

running to

re-

Simonton, of Boston, is visiting
brother, Dr. F. F. Simonton.
Miss Flora F. Milliken, of Waterville,
is the guest of Mrs. C. I. Staples.
Charles

!
1

1

his

Apply

to
C. w. Si F.

I*

Mason.

a

Wo represent

Miss Hannah Holmes has returned from
{
several weeks in Belfast.

visit of

Officers were elected as follows:
President, B. C. Reynolds, Bar Harbor; vicepresident, Rev. H. H. Saunderson, Cambridge, Mass.; secretary and treasurer,
Rev. 8. W. Sutton, Ellsworth; executive
committee: Irving Osgood, Ellsworth;
Fred A. Noyes, Sullivan; Capt. S. O.
Capt. Joseph M. Higgins has returned Moore, Prospect Harbor; Mrs. Elizabeth
from New York where be went last week S. Shaw, West Gouldsboro; Mrs. Thomas
in the interest of the owners of the F. Moran, Bar Harbor; Hon. Bedford E.
schooner Myronus, run down and sunk Tracy, Winter Harbor; Everett McFarin Long Island sound Aug. 12. No set- land, East Lamoine.
tlement has been made with the steam'
Resolutions of thanks were extended
boat company. Capt. Higgins has re- to the church at West Gouldsboro for
ceived a letter from a man who was a pas- courteous and bountiful hospitality, and
senger on the steamboat at the time of to the Maine Central railroad and the
the accident, who says he was on deck and management of the steamer Marjorie for
heard the schooner’s horn going before reduced fares to delegates.
she hove in sight.
An invitation was received and accepted
Harold H. Clark is spending a short to hold the session of 1906 at Bar Harbor;
vacation with his parents, A. W. Clark and the dates will be August 11 and 12.
The committee on resolutions, Rev. W.
wife, in Ellsworth. Mr. Clark, who has
been employed by the General Electric R. Hunt, Mrs. Thorn** F. Moran, Capt.
Co., at Schenectady, N. Y., for some years 8. O. Moore, presented the following,
past, has recently received a flattering which was adopted:
We learn with sorrow of the death of memgovernment appointment aa electrical expert aide at the bureau of yards and docks, bers of the conference who were loyal Unitarians and closely identified with the confer,
Washington, D. C., being the successful ence in the
past—Arthnr 8. Newman, of Bar
candidate among many who took the
Harbor; Mrs. Helen Wiggin Morrison, of
Mr. Clark will
necesaary examination.
Ellsworth; Albert M. Hopkins, of Ellsworth.
enter upon his new duties Sept. 9.
W’e
All have died since the last meeting.

j

James E. Ford, of East Boston, is in the
city visiting relatives and friends.
Goodw ill-Sunrise
will have !
Largest and Best American and Foreign Stock a dance at Mechanicscorporation
ball this evening.
|
Insurance
Fire
Companies,
Edward T. Irwin, of Greenfield, O., is
j
at
lines
on
the
lowest
to
write
the
of
S.
K.
and
wife.
tsdare prepared
improved property
Urge
pos.
guest
Whiting
slble rates.
City Clerk J. A. Cunningham has been
appointed a notary public by Gov. Cobb.
You can wire order* at our expense.
Mrs. Fred S. Smith, of Gardiner, is the
The Klark-lJrban company closed a
The GEO. H. GRANT Co.,
guest of her parents, Capt. S. L. Lord and week’s engagement at Hancock hall last
Maine.
and
Bar
Harbor
Ellsworth
wife.
Saturday evening. This company, which
Maurice sowle is at home from Aliaton, has been coming to Ellsworth once each
FORSALE.
Mass., called here by the death of his sis- year for the past eight years, grows better
and better. Always giving good perMiss Eugenia Sowle.
ter,
Three houses centrally located in Ellsworth; two line properties at
formances, it this year outdid itself. It is
Maria
Mrs.
of
la
Freeze,
Berkeley, Cal.,
Lamoine, and a fine property at Southwest Harbor. Call and find out
far and away the best repertoire company
in the city visiting her cousin, Capt. S. L. 1
about these if you are interested.
visiting this city. The hor°e was well
Lord, and other relatives.
filled at every performance, and many exo. W. TARLEY. Nathaniel L. Moore, of Boston, is pressions of satisfaction were heard. The
spending a few days in Ellsworth, the next visit of the company to this city
guest of his cousin, M. S. Smith.
will be hailed with pleasure.
Benjamin J. Tinker, of Calais, for many
Last Monday afternoon, at his summer
years clerk at the Hancock house in Ells- cottage at Hancock Point, Chief-Justice
is
a
few
here.
worth,
spending
days
L. A. Emery entertained at luncheon a
Sunrise council, Daughters of Liberty, rather judicial company, including Hon.
•
our
9»le
of
with
the
connection
next two weeks, in
I
Paring
will hold a business meeting to-morrow Melville W. Fuller, chief-justice of the
evening. A large attendance is desired.
supreme court of the United States, the
Christopher Pallis,
Fullerton Merrill and wife, Mrs. Eva D. Right Honorable
Gardner and Ralph S. Gardner, of Bangor, lord chief baron of Ireland, Mr. Bourke,
(35 cent Coffee)
K. C., of Dublin, Ireland,and Judge Peck,
are guests of Harry L. Crabtree and wife.
we shall give away, free of charge, either of the following very inter(I
! The ladies’ aid society of the Methodist of the superior court of Connecticut. The
esting and instructive books:
guests professed themselves much pleased
church will give an ice-c ream sociable at
of
with the natural beauty
Hancovk
to-morrow afternoon and even"Glimpses of the San Francisco Disaster,”
the
<

sixteen of the

‘—'^.t*^®*****-

FREE BOOKS! ji
“Top Notch” Coffee, jj
J,
f

“The Doomed

City,”

These books contain vivid and realistic stories accompanied by
pictures showing the destruction of San Francisco in the recent

and Are. Every school boy and girl will want one or
both of these books. The regular retail price of either is 25 cants,
but during the weeks of the sale we shall give these books away,
one being given to each purchaser of “Top Notch” Coffee.

earthquake

BOY8 AND CIRLS!
bring in the order for
you a book free.

i

a

pound

of this coffee,

and we will

give

from

our

receive a

l

25 cent and 35 cent, coffee: bring 10 of them back and
pound of coffee absolutely free.

: McCarthy

& wardwell,

Odd Fellows Block,

I

,I
,|
.,

{,)
,|

Save Your Bags
!

|l

Ellsworth.

],\

h#

pickling in prospect, it is high time to make sure you have plenty
of choice Vinegar on hand. Haynes’ offer in this line is truly
unusual: Duffy’s Pure Malt Vinegar—a superior, "pure
food" production, in greatest favor everywhere—at 10 cents
Per gallon instead of 25 cents as you’d be asked to pay elsewe are now on

the eve of the

pickling season—and

with

at

ference

the

Haskell is in
conduct

Ellsworth

quarterly

con-

Methodist church this

evening.
Mrs. L. E. Treadwell, with her cousin,
Miss Gertrude Jackson, left Ellsworth
to-day fora two-weeks’ visit to Lewiston
and Dufjton.
The schooner David Faust, which was
sold at U. S. marshal’s sale in Ellsworth
last Friday, was bought by Capt. John
Kief for |1,450.

j

few

George H. Grant.
George A. Dyer, of Lansing, Mich., is in
the city for a short stay. Mr. Dyer was
formerly a resident of this city, but has
lert and

Mrs. Mary Bernardini, who recently arrived from Italy, is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Joseph Luchini. Mrs. Luchini anticipates a visit in Italy the coming winter, in which case her siBter will remain

flaying purchased the interest

here to

the courtwild land
house here Saturday to
assessments in this vicinity and hear wild
land owners as to valuation and condition
of their lands. Very few wild land owners
appeared before the board.

of my brother, John H. Brimmer, in

wMteous treatment, to merit a continuance of the patronage beretore
enjoyed. I will keep a full line of
K„

El.

Prices

as

low

as

W.

j

quality will permit.

H.

BRIMMER,

m

,

for her.

assessors

met

at

review

®,P.U8ine»g conducted under tlie firm name of J. II. Brimmer & to.,
J"'*1 continue the business at the same stand, and hope by fair anil

Boots and Shoes

keep house

The State

I

w'as a rare

soprano,
music well

treat to lovers of

rendered.

Mi9S

good

Giles is

a

lady of splendid physique, was
becomingly gowned, and sang delightfully, surprising even her closest friends

young

who had not heard her since her return a
few weeks ago from New’ York, where

she spent
studying. Her selections covered a w’ide range, and showed
the capacity and quality of her voice to
fine advantage. At the close of the prolast winter

Foster, of Boston, accompanied gramme she was heartily congratulated.
wife, son and daughter, is here Those who did not attend missed the best
for a short visit, and to attend the Foster musical event of the season.
family reunion next Tuesday.
Abel Hunt, a prominent citizen of BanMrs. Lyman L. Lord, of Boston, is the gor, and well known in Ellsworth, where
died sudguest of her father, Capt. N. H. Means, he had been a frequent visitor,
Mr. Lord will arrive denly Tuesday morning at Rainbow lake,
and other relatives.
where he was spending a few days in
next week for a two-weeks’ vacation.
with friends. Mr. Hunt was in the
Linwood Beckwith, who has spent biB camp
seventy-third year of his age; He leaves
summer vacation at his home here, left
four children-Rev. W. R. Hunt, of East
Saturday for a visit in Boston before reN. J., formerly pastor of the Ellsturning to Porto Rico to resume teaching. Orange,Unitarian
worth
church; Miss Evelyn
last
week
Miss Ella Morang returned
Hunt, of New York; Dr. Ralph Hunt, of
where
she
has
from Mt. Carmel, Pa.,
spent East Orange, N. J., and Edward J. Hunt,
the past three months with friends. She of Pittsfield, Mass.
He also leaves a
and
the
Jamesalso visited Washington
Mrs. Hunt, with her daughter
widow.
town exposition.
and Rev. W. R. Hunt and wife, was at
I. L. Halman arrived last Friday from their Green Lake cottage at the time of
Boston, in his large automobile, to spend Mr. Hunt's death.

West for many years. His last
visit here was some sixteen years ago.
Hoyt StevenB to-day commenced excavation for his new house on Oak street.
It will be a two-story house, with hip
roof. The main house will be 25x27 feet,
The stable is already up and
with ell.
enclosed.

CHANGE IN FIRM.

recital at Odd Fellows’ hall
Miss Bertha L. Giles,

evening by

his

been in the

The “Cash Down” Store,
34 Main St.

The song
last

Stetson

by

days with his family. He returned
to Boston to-day, accompanied by M. Gal-

j

*

Point.

Presiding Elder
| to-day, and will

a

where !
Tor the sake of your pickles buy Duffy’s Pure Malt Vinegar,
and for the sake of your purse buy it of Haynes, at his “cash
down" price, 10 cents per gallon.

j

vestry
ing.

The lawn party given by the Helpsomesociety last evening at the home of U.
G. Hodgkins and wife was a pretty affair,
and a social success. The lawn was illuminated by Chinese lanterns. There was

at

were

Ellsworth.
FAMILY REUNIONS.

James Mullally, of South Boston, aged
about twenty-six years, who had been employed on the dam the past few months,
was killed in Bangor Saturday night by
falling from the Maine Central bridge

22—Clark

family

t

West

Franklin.

Thursday, Aag. 22— McGown family at
Agricultural hall, North Ellsworth.
Wednesday, Aug. 28—Hodgkins family
at

Marlboro.

Saturday, Aug.

Giles family at An-

31—

i

rora.

j

Saturday, Aug. 31 -Maddocks family
Agricultural hall, North Ellsworth
Wednesday, Sept. 4—Wilbur family

at

East brook.

Wednesday, Sept. 4—Hooper family

at

East Franklin.

Wednesday, Sept. 4 Salisbury family
Young’s grove, Otis.
Wednesday, Sept. 4-Orcutt family at
Eddington Bend.
j Saturday, Sept. 14 Hasiem family at
—

j

at

j

Waltham.

—

FAIR DATES.

—

Sept. 10.11,12—Fair of Hancock County
Agricult ural.society at Bluehill.
Sept. 18, 19—Fair of Eden Agricultural
society, at Eden.
Wednesday, Sept. 26 Narramissic grange
fair, Orland.
Sept. 26, 28—Fair of North Ellsworth
Farmers’ club, at North Ellsworth.
Oct. 1, 2

—

Fair of Northern Hancock
at Amherst.

Agricultural society

This is worth 25c.

Family Reunions.
The Wilbur family reunion will be held
at the old Wilbur homestead in Eastbrook
Wednesday, Sept. 4.
The Haslem family reunion will be held
at the town hall in Waltham, Saturday,
Sept. 14.

The Kalamazoo

Tonic
is guranteed
fering from

quest.

aWjtrttBnnrntt.

to

help

ing

A MEAL

or

in this advertisement as a

coupon we will sell a full size
75
one dollar bottle for

YOU’LL RELISH

cents.

from the time C start till U finish. A
meal that'll satisfy your inner man; a
meal that’ll do you more good than that
you would obtain In a ‘near restaurant';
a meal that will brace U up, and U will
have that good after-dinner feeling that
U have eaten a meal Into which the best
of material is used combined with cooking /tar excellence.
Once U try a full course dinner here,
•26 cents that’s all. you’ll come every day.
That's what they all say. That's what
U will say.
Let me 9ee your snail* ng face at the
table hereafter.
bring your mother, sister or sweet-

neu-

dyspepsia.
anyone bring-

To introduce it

’

anyone suf-

nervousness,

ralgia, rheumatism

r

Celery

Nerve and Blood

NntlcM.
The advertisement of Gray’s business college, of Portland, may be found elsewhere in
this issue. Catalogue will be &nt free ou re-

Parcher, Agt„

Geo. A.

Maine.

Ellsworth,

Save this, you
25 cents.

save

I

heart to

CIRONES
FIRST-CLASS

RESTAURANT
FVanUlin St.. Ellsworth

The

Help Wanted immediately.
r

ELECTRICAL
Full l:.-„ of

BMioates

on

AND FIXTURES.
Wiring and Supplies Cheerfully Given

If your eyes
■

ANDREW M
MOOR.
Ellsworth
Laundry Bldg, (went end bridge).

Ferns, Tuberous
Summer

Ellsworth

Kenduskeag stream. Mullally left
It was
here Saturday for a day in Bangor.
shortly before 7.30 o’clock that he
started across the bridge in company with
two friends. It was quite dark when they
approached the footpath of the drawbridge. Instead of keeping to the right
and entering the new footpath, Mullally
and his friends, getting astray in the
darkness, passed the fence which separates the old footpath from the new one,
and started out over a portion of the old

Begonias.

Flowering

Strain on

Women’s Eyes

WIRINC.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

across

Plants.

Greenhouse

Telephone 43.

TROUBLE YOU
call

on us.

mitiniioK mss.

E. F. Robinson.

&crjcntscmmi0.

THE HOPKINS STORE
I have purchased the business of the old established
grocery store of my father, the late Albert M. Hopkins,
and will continue the business at the same stand. I
will (#irry a complete line of

path which was left when alterations were
made. Mullally, being in the lead, supposed that he was on the new footpath,
but suddenly bearing a little way to the
right where the old rail is broken down,
he fell, striking his head against the granite abutment of the new bridge. The
other men bearing Mullally fall, ran away
from the scene, but later one of them
showed up and told the officers his Btorv
of the accident. His skull was fractured.
The body was recovered. Stories of foul
seem to
play at first in .circulation here
have no foundation.
Special attention is called to the advertisement in another column of a satin hand bag
lost on the Bayside road. Reward is offered.
—Advt.

Thursday, Aug.

I

wish to spread upon the minutes of the conference an appreciation of their interest in
the conference, oar sorrow at their death,
and our sympathy with their families.

Fine

Groceries

and will continue the fair dealing which has always
ruled in thisstore in dealing with customers and farmers.

-TERMS

CASH.

Orders Taken for Home

how

music by graphophone, and games

Tuesday, Aug. 27, at town h»ll, due.hill
-Song recital by Miss Bertha L. Giles, of

store where it has been located many
Mr. Hopkins has had long exyears.
perience in the grocery business, having
been in the* store with his father for
twenty years, and daring the past few
years the main work of the store has
devolved upon him.

E. F. Doyle is at home from Bangor for
week’s vacation.

The Main street bridge is being
planked with four-inch plank.

Harbor,

ELLSWORTH.
and Addresset
Thursday, Aug. 22, afternoon and evenWest Ciouldsboro.
ing at Methodist vestry— Ice-cream *oA large number attended the Unitarian
Lieut. Martyn H. Shute, U. 8. A., who
! ciable.
is stationed at Fort Russell, Wyoming, conference at West Gouldsboro WednesWednesday aod Thursday, Aug. 28 and
arrived here Monday night. He was sent day. It was a fine occasion, and wat
Tin 29 —Reunion of 6th Maine regiment at
East for duty as range officer in marks- greatly enjoyed by all present.
session
of
ad- Ellsworth.
consisted
manship trials, and made a flying visit morning
dresses by Rev. Walter Reid Hunt and
Friday and Saturday, Sept. 27 and 28—
home. He leaves for the West to-day.
Rev. H. H. Saunderson, the former on the Hancock county teachers’ convention at
At a meeting of the directors of the
“Church as a Factor in the Development Ellsworth.
Ellsworth Loan & Building association
COUNTY.
of Morals”, and the latter on “Religion
last Saturday, O. W. Tapley was elected
1
and Habit”. Both subjects were handled
22
Bar Harbor hor*< bow.
Aug.
20,
21,
vice

Interesting Meetings

—

Trom West—*640, *11.98.r m. 4 30and *8.12 pm.
From East— 12.24, 5 37 and 11.07 p m.
mail closes at postoffice.
Going East—8 and 6 45 a m, 4 and 5.80 p m.
Going West—11^0a tn, *2 *5and *»p m.
•Haile, «uhd»ys Inc'uded.
No mails dispatched to or received from the
east Sui.dav*.

the title.

COMING EVENTS.

secretary,
Henry H. Higgins, re- in a
masterly manner.
signed, the change to take place Sept. 1.
The afternoon session was given up tc
Mr. Tapley resigned the office of auditor,
the subject of the “New Thought”, which
this also to take effect Sept. 1.
was wonderfully dealt with by Mr. Van
H. P. Hopkins has purchased the Ness and Mr.
Brown, the addresses closely
grocery business so long conducted by his holding the attention of the audience.
father, the late Albert M. Hopkins, and
The reports from the churches were satwill continue the business at the same
isfying.

MAILS RECEIVED.

We write all kinds of insurance.

c. w &

!

sUlKDlMik Of MAILS
AT ELLSWOMTH M»ST-Of>lC*
In effect June 10, 1907.

We will rent for you.
We will buy for yon.

FOR
Maine.

Rodick

Realty Co—Notice.
I.angdoh B Wood—Notice of foreclosure.
Admr notice—Est Caroline H 8tai ley.
In bankruptcy—Herrick A Tourtelot'tc.
Fred G Smith—Watch lost.
Mary Catharine Fretz Austin—Incident in
I
park.
| Cuniculocus
The Ellsworth Power Supply Co
Petition
to city of Ellsworth.
The Mutual Life Ins Co.
Harry M Bellatty—Post cards.
H W Cushman—Satin bag lost.
Mrs A L Hudson—Woman wanted.
H P Hnpki• s—Groceries.
Hancock Co Savings Bank.
The Geo H Grant Co—Insurance.
J A Haynes—Cash market.
I
C R Cirone—City lunch room.
Portland, Me:
Gray Business college.

UNITARIAN CONFERENCE.

much

ADVEKTlMCAIMVrft THIS WKEK.

We will sell for you.

SELL
YOUR
REAL
ESTATE.

The bean hag contest furnished
excitement and noise, and was
Anally won by Miss Cora Anderson. Icecream and candy were for gale.

enjoyed.

Cooking.

II. I\ HOPKIN8.
k.

—

—

-

—

—
*

—

j
,

filutual Iknrfit Cotninn.

CHIUS HAN ENDEAVOR.

Fray%» Meeting Topic For the
Beginning Aug. 25.

Week

By REV. a H. DOYLE.
Topic.—Foreign missions—Christ In Mexico anl South America.—Ex. xx. 1-G.
The topical reference in that which
It forbids sets forth the trite religious
conditions in Mexico and South America. Since the earliest settlements of
these great lands they have been largely dominated by Roman Catholicism.
This fact, taken together with the natural conditions of the inhabitants of
Latin America, has made tile cast majority of them idoiat *rs and image worshipers. They have seen Christ represented in images an l symbols and have
not been able to get far beyond the
Images. Their conceptions of the real
Christ have fallen far short of what a
true Christian's conception of Him
ought to be.
But. a brighter day is dawning in
Vast
Mexico and South America.
progress has been made, especially In
South America, in the last twenty-five
years, industrially and politically. The
great wealth of the various countries
18 being realized, and they are coming
more and more in touch with the life
of other nations.
The character of
the people is being gradually raised to
a higher standard.
Moreover.- Protestant missions were
Introduced about the same time as the
Industrial awakening took place, and
good results have followed. The diffi
cultiesf In the way have l>een very
great, but v4hey are gradually being
The persecutions that once
overcome.
stained the soil of those countries with
the blood of martyrs has entirely
passed away. Though Mexico Is so
close to the United States, yet in the
days of early Christian work no less
than sixty or seventy missionaries suffered martyrdom in that land.
The
American Bible society, the Christian
Endeavor society ami the prominent religious denominations of our country
are earnestly at work in both Mexico
Almost every
and South America.
country in South America is now
opened to the gospel, with the result
that thousands have been led to Christ,
la Brazil especially good results are
being produced, and as Brazil goes so
go largely the other countries of the
But there Is still a vast
continent
amount of work to be done, and every
Endeavorer should do his part. Mexico,
and South America need, above all.
our prayers and our sympathy.
Consecrated workers are also needed.
As
cur country, under the Monroe doctrine. protects them from foreign iniraaion, the Christian church, under
Christ’s commission, should protect
them from sin and superstition. What
will you do In this great work?
BIBLE

Isa.
15-21;
Matt,
Bom.

READINGS.

Ill, 12: Nah. 1, 15: Ps. cxxxv.
ITov. 11. 25-31: II Cor. viii, 1 -5:
xxviii. 19. 20; Lnke xv. 1-10;
x. 14. 15.

The Importance of the Prayer Meeting.
The prayer meeting has fallen upon
evil days In many of our churches
The materialism, the \ush, the hurry
the unsplrltual trend or .the time, are
against us In some quarters. It needs
some reviving Influence.
The church
will always need the unabashed testi
many of outspoken believers. “Wanted
—A testifying church." might well Is
printed in every church paper and inscribed on every church wall.
The
church can never flourish while oue
however eloquent and gifted,
man,
does all the preaching and all the
praying. It is undemocratic, unscriptural, suicidal. The community of the
disciples In the upper room, we may
Infer from the narrative, did not listen
to a sermon, but did engage In a
prayer and testimony meeting. Wherever the pentecostal spirit has flourished the prayer meeting or something
like It has also flourished. Wherever
•ouls are saved and men are brought
near to Christ there Is some provision
for united prayer and open confession
of the Master.—Francis E. Clark, D. D.,
in Pine Tree Endeavorer.
Near Antioch.
A new Christian Endeavor society
has been organised at Knssab, at the
foot of Mount Cassius, a day’s Journey
from Antioch, In Asia.
This society
consists entirely of girls and has nearly fifty members. Nearly 200 girls go
to the meetings, but many are not
ready to Join as active members. So
many younger children are Interested
In the work that they will soon start a
Junior society for both girls and boys.

A Brightener of Faith.
jurty anchor of <nir faith ha*
been scoured and polished by the yorrr.
servants of the church. enUste.l unde-the banner of Christian Endearor.Rev. W. W. Sleeper.

Many

a

Junior Endeavor Song.
My Juniors for Jes”s! Saviour mine
Acoept this flow; my Juniors make Thine
Not

but all who round me meet
Bring in contrition to Thy feet.
The Spirit’s power in love impart
And captivate each youthful heart.
one.

My Juniors for Jesus! To my care
These dear ones committed are.
While on my heart there oft remains
The charge which oft my faith sustains,
"Go. train these precious souls for Me.
And I will thy re warder be.’*
My Juniors for Jesus! One and ah
Shall hear through me the Saviour’s call
For souls X toil, nor will I rest
While one remains unsaved, unblest.
If Christ could give His life to save.
Sure I can disappointment brave.
My Juniors for Jesus! He who gave
His all for me should surely have
All I possess. My Juniors I bring
And on His sovereign mercy fling.
Each loving soul, that He may bless
And fit for endless happiness.
My Juniors for Jesus! Oh. the bliss
Of feeling all mj* charge is His.
And when the recompense shall come.
The large reward for little done.
How sweet to meet around the throne
The Juniors on earth I called my own.
—Herbert Whitney in the Australian
Christian Endeavor Link.

EDITED BT "AUST

^

Mrs. M. H. Brockleuby and Mrs. Wsrrener, of Newton, Mass., returned home

Second, that Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, made from
native roots ana herbs, has cured

Thursday.
Dr. Charles L. Philips, of Lcwiaton, wi«
the guest of Mrs. E. \V. Hardy Saturday

of female ilia than any
medicine known. It reg-

cases

other

one

males,

htreugnieun

auu rwiores

v»

and
o

•>«••*••

-—

",

Gather then close to your loving heart,
Cradle them close to your breast;
They will |soon euough Jeave your brooding
care.
mount

youth's topmost stair.

that the children's hearts are gay.
That their restless feet will run;
There may come a time in the bv-and-by
When you'll sit in your lonely room and sigh
For a sound of childish fun.
Fret

For

to

their

Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
write Mrs. Pinkham. Lynn. Mass for advice. She is the Mrs. Pinkham who
has been advising sick women free of charge for more than twenty
E. I ink*
years, and before that she assisted her mother-in-law. Lydia
ham in advising. Thus she is especially well qualified to guide sick
Write today, don't wait until too late.
women back to health.

stately gloom.
long

There may come a time when you’ll
bear
The eager boyish tread.
The tuneless whistle, the clear, shrill
The busy bustle in and out.
And pattering overhead.

to

have

If matters relating to “childish things"
could be seen by grown people from a
child's

Where youth and age come never more.
You will miss them from your side.

care.

Little

mount

ones

youth’s topmost stair,

in the nest.

Otar Mutual*

j

Sitting high above the tree tops on the cottag* roof seat, I was thinking what a neat of |
ua there would be if all the contributors of
the column could be present at the next rennion. and wishing tor just such a perfect
^
day for the occasion.
I wonder if£ any of yon have missed the
prattle of little children at these reunions.
Whoever beard of a reunion of families without little ones? And if this is not a reunion
of families, what do you call it? When you j
•top to think of it. how little has been aaid

|

Recently a
about ahildren in the column.
poem was contributed about the childless
with little
mother
mother who envied the
ones, and I have often wondered why women
with such heart-longings for children do not ;
take some of the little motherleaa ones and j
Often children taken
give them a home.
this way make better men and women than

j

the mother's own.
Coming home, as 1 was passing a house, a
little child was toddling about the yard. As
I came nearer it turned its face toward me.
and in its mouth, being sucked with evident
The
satisfaction, was an o'.d black pipe.
mother of that child would denounce me
roundly should I tell her that she loved not
ber child.
Some of you have spoken of living some
distance from a church, and not having the
privilege of listening to a sermon. I would
be pleased to send you some sermons, written
by some of the ablest preachera of our country. To be sure, they are Unitarians, but are
we not all traveling toward the same goal? I
tent some sermons to our shut-in friend, 1
Mrs. E. A. Griffin, a sister of Mrs. Dieter, and ;
she wrote that she enjoyed them very much,
She is making a collection of post cards, and
if any of you have one to spare I think there
will be room for it in her collection. We who
have the use of our limbs, should not forget
those who? are unfortunate and afflicted. 1
would like to tell Mrs. G.. through the column,
that as soon as all my flowers come into bloom
I will send her another box.
Dell, yonr companion on one of yonr egg
trips regaled me with an account of your experience ..and she enjoyed it, especially the
thunder shower. When you go again, please
inquire if any of the country people have the
Spangled-Hamburg or the Hondan breed of
hens. I used to have them, and wonld like to

again.
pleasant chat with Aunt Madge
recently, and| among other subjects we dis-

keep

some

1 had

a

very

cussed the reunion.
Last week she aaid in
the column that I had become possessed of a
pin, but she refrained from saying in what
manner.
Yes, Aunt Madge. I am palling the
cat’s tail, so please let her oat of the bag, and
set the date of the reunion, as the cottage
will be at yonr disposal after the first of September.
Eixb Stine.
wun

many

tnants ior Ernestine a kina

offer, will thefsisters please promptly
make suggestions as to their preference
for the time of our annual gathering?
Aont Maria hasn’t forgotten the tirst reunion, on a cold day w ith a gray easterly
blowing across the bay, when the open
fire made

us

welcome and gave

us

the op-

portunity to snug up to the warm blaze
and enjoy good comradeship to the utmost.

“children” have not been
the writings for the column
so much as many other matters relating to
family life. We hear and read that the
American children are forward and “run
the home”, and numerous other serious
charges are brought against them; but
don’t believe more than half of that.
1 presume the children of the present
day, and of all the days since the “first

Perhaps

the

considered in

parents,”—who

are

not

supposed

to have

had any childhood of their own-are, and
have been, like grown folks, individually
and collectively, a mixture of good and
bad. If only the good traits of character
in the parents had been bestowed upon
their

offspring,

a

very

few

generations

I will mail you free, to prove merit, samples
of my Dr. Shoop’s Restorative and my Book
on either Dyspepsia, The Heart or The Kidneys. Troubles of the Stomach. Heart or Kidneys are merely symptoms of a deeper ailment. Don't make the common error of treating symptoms only. Symptom treatment is
treating the reeult of youi ailment, and not
the cauee. Weak Stomach neives—the inside
Stomach
weakness, always.
nerves—mean
And the Heart, and Kidneys as well, have
their controlling or inside nerves. Weaken
these nerves, and you inevitably have weak
vital organs. Here is where Dr. Shoop’s
Restorative has made its fame. No other
remedy even claims to treat the “inside
nerves”. Also for bloating, biliousness, bad
use
breath or complexion,
Dr.
Hhoop’s
Restorative. Write me to-day for sample and
free Book. Dr. 8hoop, Racine, Wis. The
Restorative is sold by G. A. Pakcuer.

much

injustice

would

A Measure «r

Merit
Wei!

Ellsworth Citizens Should
Well This Evidence.

Proof of merit lies in the
evident

Convincing evidence

in

Ellsworth.

Is not the
testimony of atrsiige,^
But the endorsement ol

|

jjj

3mong tljc Grangers.
This column is devoted to the Grange, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all granger* for the
discussion of topics of geuexal interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed exAll comcept by permission of the writer.
munications nil! be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

formerly

OBHTAKY.

Wiggin A Moore's, and obtained
Doan',
Kidney Pills. I never used anything
flat
was
ao
effective. They acted

j
J
j

The sad news of the death of Capt.
Nathan R. Lowe, who died in the hospital
directly
at Portland at 7.50 Friday evening, came upon the kidneys and cured the
value.
lackschs |
late
that
who
had
I
illustrate
from
a
night.
Lowe,
child’s stand
Capt.
and allayed the inflammation
May
in a short
been in poor health for some months, was
point? Here are the ideas of a little one
time. Since then I have advised
taken to the hospital on the Wednesday
many of
who has just learned to talk, and the enmy friends and acquaintances to use this !
before hia death.
tire family propose to teach it manners. good reason.
Now I expect exceptions to be taken to
Capt. Lowe leaves a wife and one little remedy, aa I know that they would not be
girl, a father, two sisters and a boat of disappointed in the results obtained."
this, bnt think it over twice before you
DATES.
kind friends, who have the sympathy of
tell me how far I have “fallen from grace”
For sale by all dealers.
Price SO
Friday, Sept. 6 —Meeting of Hancock all in their
in these ideas.
great trouble. Capt. Lowe Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo. N. cents.
Pomona
with
Penobscot
county
grange.
Y, sols
was e young man whom ell liked, and he
“If I say ‘please’ 1 can have anything I
tor the United States
Sept. 11— Green Mountain Pomona Held will be missed a great deal. He was a agents
ask for. When I want a drink of water
Remember
the
name-Doan's-and tab
day at Blunt’a pond, Lamoine.
member of Marine Lodge, and
or a glass of milk,
mamma
waa no
says, ‘say
other.
treasurer of the Liberty club.
He had
please,’ and I can have it and I always get
HANCOCK POMONA.
been ill eince Jan. 1&, when
it 'cause I say please. Papa says, ‘say
h e was
ttaltsabs mb Stumtou.
The
for the meeting of Hanstricken with a shock. Capt. Lowe's age
please and I'll lift yon up into your high cock programme
Pomona grange with Penobscot
chair.’ Grandma says, -say please if you
waa thirty-two years, seven months.
6, will include the following:
want a cooky,' and Uncle George boosts grange Sept.
The funeral waa held Monday at the
Address
of
welcome.John
Littlefield
me up to the plastering when I say ‘please’.
home of hia sister, Mrs. G. L. Holden.
Burrill
Response.Mary
Oh dear! Something's wrong! 1 saw a
Interment waa at Forest Hill cemetery.
Topic: What is the true purpose and
Conumrii! June to, 1007.
Rev. L. M. Bo*worth officiated.
The
Drelty, bright glittering thing on the
mission of the grange as it exist toBAR HARBOR TO BAXOOR
flowers were many and beautiful.
table. I wanted it dreadfully. I said
day?.Leader. Bradley Morgrage
Sundiy
H.
‘please', and everybody 'said ‘no’, and I Paper.Bernard Yarnum
Aug. 19.
Mnat ;....{« 5 nvx>
r "o
kept on saying ‘please', because you know Resolved. That the success of farming
SWH
• Mil SO
7 JO
SOUTH DEEB ISLE.
depends more on the farmer than on
X E H-• M 11 30
they said I could hive anything I had
7 »
SenlH!...0 30 11 M
TV.
the farm or it* location. Aff. J Y PerLiuie Judkins is visiting st Sunset.
ever asked for by saying ‘please’.
PrettyBar H 6 00 10 33 1 DO 4*10 9 00
5r55
kins.
William
Neg.
Bridges.
soon they said ‘stop teasing for things;
Mr. Smith, ol Augusta, is visiting his Srnto
10 JO. IK
H»n ft 33 10 43
4 34
it's dangerous for you to have that. Why
brother, Richard Smith.
Sull'n_ 11 13
4 30
SEDGWICK.
can't I have it, I wonder? 11 kept saying
45
Mrs. Lincoln Watts and son Robert, ol M D F 9 SMI 43 1 SO 4 06 1 9..
MEMORIAL RRSOLrnoKS.
Wonk 7 00 ll 32 1 57 s 12 9 s;
5)
‘please’; guess I won’t say ‘please’ anSince it has been the will of our Ditine Somerville, are at Gept. Hatch's.
Hnn
7*97 11*55.*5 15
143.
other time, when 1 want anything.”
Fr K 7*19 12 06 .*5 23
r*rrr
Master to again enter our grange and call
Mrs. W'srren Torrey and two children, 43’ Jc 17 23 IS 17.IS 31 ...HR VII HR
Remembering this, there seems to be re- hence our beloved sister, Malinda Allen,
ELLS 7 (I 13 14 1 23 5 37 10 21 1! 07 : a 10 «
ol Beachmont, are at Mrs. Peirce’s tor a
bellion brewing in the family because therefore be it
Ella F.7 *7 13*20
5 42
11 11 ; 15 10 13
lew weeks.
Nlc'n 7*40 13*41. 5 VI
11*23 7137 »•»
later the child refuses to say “please” for
Reaoire *, That while we bow in submisOr L 7 50 13*». 6 04
II 31 V44 I0S
The
Sunday school convention was held Phil L 3*00 12*57 .*4 12
something it could have without injury to sion to the divine will, uiay this teach os a
11*41 7*53 10*41
lesson
to
for
the summons that will at North Deer Isle Aug. 14. A very pleasHldn *19 13 1*05
4 20
.11 44 1*00 10 •
prepare
itself, and then quite likely the child is
Hr Jc 9 3*1 1 24...
9 39
*2 til 19 11 R
ant time is reported.
punished for refusing to be polite. Ami surely come to each of us.
Ban
9 10 IK 3*30 4 15 11*75 12 IS
21 11 IS
Rraotrrd, That we extend our heartfelt
x rx a a
ax
e
uru
ax
Lelia Judkins (ell from the
right? Is this a correct picture of the exwharf
Polld
5 55 7 40 12 V5 3 4 I .II3II
sympathy to the bereaved son and relatives.
perience of many little ones?
9 OM1 05 5 30 7 0* * 2* 1 14 4 a
Reaolreds That our charter be draped in Tuesday, and but for timely assistance, Bain
X Y dally ex Sunday 7OSconJuue 11
Ai’nt Madge.
mourning thirty days, that a page be set apart would have drowned.
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR. Sunin our records for these resolutions, and a
Mr. Scoville, of Torrington, Conn., has
day
copy be sent to the son of the deceased, and Joined his family at Mrs.
» X
A M
A X
r It }
Angus Annia’,
Seized Liquor I'nder “Pure Kootl” also to The Ellsworth American for
toolOaM
Bata _10 oo
publi- where they have spent the summer.
r x
ax
Bub.
cation.
Miss Cora Hanscome,
450 11 0512 41
Alice Robbins left on Tuesday. She will Polld.... M 30
Chief of Police Mewer of Old Orchard
Mrs. Bertha Orcctt,
* X
PM
A X
r X
AM
AX
J
visit her brother in Portsmouth, and will Hog'r.... *5 36 9 10* 10 10 10 OC 3*>*S«ii»
Fred H. Allen.
has sprung a'brand new point that seems
6 427 9 32
9 17)10 07
Bp Jc....'
then
Committee
abroad
to
on
finish
her
resolutions.
studies.
be
to
effective
in
go
likely
overcoming, in ■
5 27 9 ST
Hld'n. 9 79U0 27
*5 34j*9 04
Lina Grvenlaa- left on Tuesday to visit Phil L.*9 44 10*34
measure, tbe|handicap that the interstate
5 a 9
9 S3 1C* 43
Or L.
PENOBSCOT.
i*
commerce law has been to local officers in
friends in Provincetown, Mass., after Ste in.*7 00 10*53
1 5 1“
Penobscot grange met Friday evening,
07 9 33
4
7
«
14
11
the enforcement of the Maine prohibitory
Kill
F.
which she will go to Springfield, where
it!*®
ELLS
..*6 9» 7 30 II 12 11 53 4 *
August 16; thirty-taro present. Quite a she has been
law.
employed as a teacher for the W Jc....
7 *5,11 IB 11 "> 4 41 *4 1! *»»
■> * »*
When he made two big seizures of lot of business w as transacted in prepara- past year.
Fr R. .11 W
for the county grange to be held here
tion
Hna.: .11*35
•‘SJJ*
at
the
Boaton A Maine freight
liquors
s» 13 17 4 » « * H ®
The
reunion
of
Wonk
7
03
■•••'ll
the
Hatch
took
family
in September.
A short programme was
sheds and the American express office, two
.11 4.5 12 26 5 03 4 4! 10 15
MDF... 7 10
at
the
home
of
the
late
Webb
place
Hatch
11 55 12 54
Sull'n... 7 40
weeks ago, everyone supposed he had done carried out, consisting of singing; read- at Oceanville
»»
12 45 12*45 5 IV
Aug. 14. A very pleasant Hao P... 0 10
Jennie Bridges; story, B. H. Cushit with the sole intention of making Old ing,
Srnto
C733
1 JSdl 24 5 40 t « HR
time
is
from
ont of Bar H
reported.
Many
1 30 *1 * 5 50*7 HU IS
*9 00
Orchard dry the next day, Sunday, and man; reading, Bernard E. Varnum.
town gathered there, including some who Seal H
*3 50
2 10 *2 10 4 10.
that the well known provision of the
1 so -2 30 7 ie
E Har •» 10
had not visited the old home in years. 8X W
RAINBOW, NORTH BROOK0Y1LLE.
1 40 2 40 7 5
Har •» 30
interstate law which protects from seizure
T 10
There
Manat...
*0
33
were
Rainbow grange held its regular meetseventy-seven present.
of liquors in transit, would necessitate his
7.201 m and 420 0
Ellaworth
Traina
leavlni
15.
Aug.
H.
with
a small
ing
Thursday
evening,
only
noon, U3i V
12.24
Ellaworth
m.
and
arrlein*
returning the load as soon as claims were
attendance. The literary programme was
in, connect with WaahlnKtou Co. Ry.
The Ailing Habit.
filed.
•
laid over until Aug. 22. Master Herbert
Daily.
If you are not well, don’t talk about it.
Chief Mewer, however, had been lookGrindle being absent, the chair was filled To do to
• leaves Sunday at 9 a in.
only aggravates your consciousing op the pure food laws and, believing
• Sundays only.
Cousins.
ness of physical discomfort
that there wonld be a chance to strike in by Angie
also, it casts a
T Stop on aignal to conductor.
shadow of gloom over other people. They
that line, he consulted federal authorities
c 8tope to leave but not to take
hesitant
about
and had testa made of the seized
grow
asking you how you
The Raking of the Green.
liqnora.
dSlope at Sorrento Sunday 12.35 *"*,
feel. It gives them cold chills to be con- leave paaveuger* from poiuts wot o* »*a*
It is said that the tests showed all the
Many years ago there was observed a
told
that
Tickets for all point** sontli ana
you are “not very well”
liquors seized to be under standard proof, unique custom in the little town of Guil- tinually
West for sale at the 31. C. «.*•
or “not so well" or “about the same".
as much of the whiskey that cornea into
ford, Conn. On one day in the fall of the
Maine tor sale is known to be. The rail- year the women ot the town assembled on
Probably you’ve said these things so ticket office, Ellsworth.
Theaa trains connect at Bao«or
often that you say them now as a matter
road and express companies filed claims the
PortoM.
village green. Each carried a wooden
traina on Main Line, to and from
for the seized liquors in
question, but rake, decorated with her favorite color, of course. It seems incredible to you by Boston and 8t John.
earnestly
now
are
when confronted with Chief Mewer’s al- and each was dressed in
that you should ever feel really well,
Paaaengera
white, decked
core ticket* before entering “**
FA1*» to
legation that the liquors were shipped in out with colored ribbons. It was a day of because you’ve unconsciously made it a tapeciallv Ellaworth to Falla andApaiji
Ellsworth.
violation of the pure food laws they de- fete, and it was called “The Raking ot the habit to be ailing.
_p
* *• A,
P
GF. E. BOOTHB\*
Green.”
Do you know that a good deal of this is
cided not to press the claims. No one
GEO. F. EVANS.
apand with
Then, with song and
Vice-Pre*. and Gen’l Manager._
If you braced up and told
pearing to answer the officer’s charge, the many a jest, this band laughter
of women cleaned imagination?
court ordered the liquors destroyed.
the village green of all the leaves and people cheerily that you felt tiptop, nine
EASTERN
If the precedent thus set by Old Or- refuse and dirt of a year's accumulation. chances in ten you would feel tiptop pretty
V* hen the job was done, they adjourned
chard’s chief of police is
soon.
You’d forget the ailing habit.
generally fol- to the town hall, where they
were joined
lowed throughout the Bute, it w ill be
And, alter all, what great difference
by their husbands and brothers and the
likely to result in materially lessening the village fathers. A public banquet cele- does it make to any but your nearest and
brated
the
occasion.
dearest it you don’t feel well? Suppose you
shipping of low grade liquors into Maine,
While this was not the first chartered
Mount Deaart sn.l Blnehlll
and will give Maine officers an
are even hampered by
downright physical
opportu- village improvement association in the
Included.
Dally Line—Sandnya
nity to bold np for investigation liquors country, it was probably at that time the ills? Your work must he done just the
most enthusiastic, and had perhaps the same. It can’t be? What nonsense!
in transit heretofore protected until
Of
they
largest attendance. New Haven, Conn., course it can.
reached their destination.
can rightly claim the first effort in
village
Consider the splendid people who hare
improvement, while Stockbridge, Mass.,
should be remembered as offering the conquered desperate ills in order to
get
A traveler in the dining-car of a
second.
Georgia
their work done. The woman who
railroad had ordered fried eggs for brea kMore than a hundred years ago James
Steamer leave* Bar ll*'1"’
sortrra*1
something to do doesn’t have the time to Sunday* at I *0 p m. for Seal H»'b
peer lajs
faat.
“Can’t give yo’ fried aiga, bosa,” Hillhouse, of New Haven, organized what
Broo«
and
Harbor, SoulbweM Hatbor.
he called the “Public Green Association.’’ complain of not feeling well.
111
the negro waiter informed
Sargemvllle. lale.boro <■'»'*
him, “lessen He raised fifteen hundred dollars for
counectp-g (or Burton.
Rockland,
,jj
yo’ want to wait till we stops.” “Why,
I'
Steamer leave* Biueblll at
9toli!n.toa
bow is that?” “Well, de -ook he
Compassion will cure more sins than and
for South Bluenlll. sl“(or Boa
says de
Sunday,
North Haven and Rockland, eobnecli
road’s so rough dat ebery time he tries to gallons of rum for this purpose. James condemnation.—Henry Ward Beecher.
Hillhouse was also United States Senator
tonwwt
fry aigs dey scrambles.”
for twenty years. Almost every one had
Bteainnr leave* Baa. .H*'i«„mnt "sei**1*
The Limit of Life.
forgotten what he did at Washington, but
and Sunday, for W e.t T.r5ntlk,f'nit'. hit*
<l.ya
The most eminent medical scientists are Hcrrlck’a Landing.
&
*ou‘h,
AH the good qualities of Ely’s Cream no one is ever likely to forget his services
in making the city of New Haven classic unanimous in the conclusion that the moggln, Dlrlgo and Rocklaud.
Balm, solid, are found in Liquid Cream Balm,
generally
limitation
accepted
of
ftoaton.
human
of
the
nature's
Gothic
beauty
architec- life is
by
which is intended for use in atomizers. ture. The whole
bworntno
many years below the attainment
sarf
country owes him a debt
with the advanced knowledge of
That it is an unfailing curs for Nasal Catarrh of
leave Boston, Booet’gratitude that can only be [laid by possible
is proved by an ever-increasing mass of testi- planting elms in his memory.—U. D. which the race is now possessed. The Sunday., at 1 p m, tor Iroctian’lr,,8|
critical period, that determines its duraH’ard in U'oman’s Home Companion.
Leave Roeklan l at S.*> • “>• ?[
mony. It does not dry ont nor rasp the
-iiis»Jj
tion, seems to be between 50 and 80: the .trainer from Boston, •reck '1:' Jnd'
lur-or’®
tender air-passages. It allays the inflammaproper care of the body during this decade for Baa. Harbor. Biueblll and
tion and goes straight to the roqt of the disIntermediate lauding.
v,!l
Most disfiguring skin eruptions, scrofula, cannot be too strongly urged; carelessness
lo lto.toi,.
ease. Obstinate old cases have been cured in
then
fatal to
Klr.t-cla-a fare Bar Harbor
pimples, rashes, etc., are due to impure blood. best being after 50 is longevity. Nature’s
a few weeks.
All druggists. 75., including
one way; »S round trip.
helper
Electric
the
redM*®*
Bitters,
Burdock Blood Bitters is a cleansing blood scientific tonic
la 1
medicine that revitalizes
All freight, except livestock,
spraying tube, or mailed by Ely Bros., 5« tonic. Makes
you clear-eyed, clear-brained, every organ f the
Warren btreet. New York,
body. Guaranteed by Ore an.l marine risk.
Bar unroot,**
vt.
dear-skinned.—Ad
E.
G.
Agent,
Moose, druggist. 50c.
E. S. J. Mount,
I
ing

gather them to your lovinglbeart.
Cradle them to your breast.
They will soon enough leave your brooding
enough

standpoint,
away with,

be done

Then

Soon

developed a rare which would
changed this earth to a heaven.

would have

all grown up.
When the hoys and gi-la
And scattered far and wide,
Or gone to the undiscovered shore.

ffitCiral.

Do,”.!

shout.

are

wSmS: uho
held

8e"<, ,*'£*£*

cit1M~a

more

Mrs. Pinkham’s Standing Invitation to Women

When yon long for a repetition sweet,
Thai sounded through each room.
Of ••mother! mother!” the dear love-calls.
That will echo long through the silent balls.

l>oweU, Maas

5!!^* »nd r*.

UiLi

Ellsworth p*.
Kvle, Mary Kyle and Margaret
pie.
Kyle left for their home in Ludlow, Mass.,
Tbtt's the kind of
Saturday.
proof given bereThe statement of an
The Deer Isle and Stonington Sunday
Ellsworth
Mrs. Mary E. Tate,
sebuol convention met Wednesday at the
living two mU„
church here. There was a large attend* on the Shore
Road, Ellsworth. Me., „
anee. and
many good and
intereating “In
praising and recommending
talks and speeches.
Kidney Pills 1 not only base rav
opjl)i(|i
Charles F. Howland, of Newton, Maas.,
upon my own experience hut
also op0,
arrived at the Island View Saturday, also
of
friend, who have used
Frederick Larrabec,?of Boston. Mrs. J. H. experience
thra
Nolan and two children and sifter, of With the most beneficial results. In
said I had a steady
Philadelphia, arrived Friday.
puin acres, the
IMU
The guests at the Tangle wood cottage of my back and inflammation of
u.
are Dr. R. kG. Grimes and bis daughter
Madder which was painful and
distrm.
Florence, Miss Julia and Anna Thompson, ing. One of
my neighbors rs,
omroended
all of Philadelphia, Pa. Miss Lydia James,
Doan's Kidney Pill,
being good (or
of Germantown. IPs., Philip Brorklesby
and Kenneth Dydan left for their home in such ailment,, and upon her advice 1 sent
to E. O. Moore's
Philadelphia Saturday.
drug store,
(•race

such a*
than SO years has been erring Female
InDragging Sensations, Weak Back. Falling and Displacement*.
flammation and Ulceration, and f>rganic Disease*, and it dissolve*
and expel* Tumor* at an early stage.

not

And add

«?so

Compound
Lydia E. Pinkham’s VegetableComplaints,

in the nest.

Sunday.

Edward Adams, w ife, son and daughter,
Miss Mary Gorman, of Dorchester,
have opened their cottage for the summer.
I Films
Miss
Bjerk nan and Mieses

of Change
women for chlld*birth and during the period
of Life.
on
Third, the great volume of unsolicited and grateful testimonials
Hi
from
file at the Pinkham Laboratory at Lynn. Ma»s. many of which are
time to time being published* bv special permission, give absolute evidence of the value of Lydia E. Piikham s Vegetable Compound and Mrs.
Pinkham's advice.

1H THE NEST.

Stlihi‘pFrw
Exe,t<‘I•*»ut
(.'hunm

Rev. Claud Butterfield and wife returned
Ludlow, Maas., Friday.

ness.

more

^

'|,'>hn.I‘rH"

''"’““'l.-itloi,.
eleventh annual
wthu>.

to their home in

preparing

ones

The
The*

Winsor Torrey arrived home Saturday
night.
n bin* piles
provoke
Capt. Charles Gray and wile arrived fonlljr won't cure them prof unit.
.'' t>ut Pn>j, '*
home last week.
cure, itching.
bleedtug ot or
*
•fter
wife
ot
returned to
yean
Arthur B. Price and
suffering Al
u aay ?""*« Pi’at
drag vtoiv^.
AAn.
their home in West break, N. J., Friday.

First, that almost every operation
in our hospitals, performed upon
women. Incomes necessary because
of neglect of such symptoms as
Backache. Irregularities, Displacements. Pain in the Side, Dragging
Sensations, Dizziness and Sleepless-

writer will not be printed ex^pt by permission
Communliattons will be subject to.approval or
rejection by the editor of the column. but none
Address
will be rejected without go«*l reason
All communications to
Thk AMEU1CA5,
Kllwworth, Me.

enough

*

NORTH DEER ISLE.
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STOP WOMAN
AND CONSIDER

communications, and Its success depend} largely
on the support given it in this re‘»i*ect. Communications must be signed, but the name of

Little

\! W

onion of descendant* of

Tuc purposes of this column are succinctly
stated in the title and motto—It is for t»»t mutual
benefit, and aims to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good. U is t*rtheeom
Inmon use—a public servant, a purveyor of
formation and suggestion, a medium for tbe interchange of ideas. In this capacity it solicits

Soon

n

\

;

_

MADGE”.

MHelpful and Hopeful.”

It* Motto:

_»bb»rtf»rinrnt».
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P-rU Celebrate, the Fctr
B0,v Gay
Nationale.
C“° M

^

1907.
Paris, Francs, July 20,
-Fete Nationale” of Franc.
The great
this y««. but «
W, on Sunday
in the observance ol
difference whatever
The celebration really lasted
a
Saturday, Sunday and Mon-

d.”
free da vs

Sunday, Jnly 14,
"y_butot
the review
'feature of it
^Tbe si*eeial
Hippodrome de
French army
d. Boulogne
‘be
L*eh.mp,
o’clock
UkeBoj.
place
review
was

course

era*

at

the

■

in

Zir

was

morning,

the

„

at 8

to

so

an

to get
“Lssary in order
and
at

L,

early

.Urt

where

we

wu

could

were on our way
5,
indication that we bad o!
of the
festivities was the condition
who had evidently begun to
We
small hours.
odebrste in the wee,
time we aaw a corheld our breath every
but only once did we think we
ner ahead,
over.
were actually going
alive with people, aU
The streets were
to the Hippodrome.
nuking their way
swarmed. One
The Champs Elysees fairly
DOticeable in the French
thing that i» very
a time it the good humor
neopie «t such
are likely to Jump Into
*a displav. They
that may be patting,
,nv open carriages
bo’t tbev mean no harm whatever. It la
fun and a part of their
nil in the spirit of
enjoy
apparently
vele brat ion. They
When
amusing their friends in that way.

Wf

T6

rose

The first

L

Lehman,

nearly reached onr destination, a
unattractive man Jumped on the

bad

we

most
step of

carriage, and rode there almost
went. No effort was made to
windrive him away; but as the carriage
be waa enjoying a
dows were o|>en, and
not to smoke, and
cigarette, he w as asked
When he Anvery willingly acquiesced.
with a •‘merci, meaally left us, it waa
Once, when we drove near the
dsmes
Sidewalk, some young girls rapped on the
Window. One of our party Jokingly cried
waved their
out, “entrer," but they gaily
U

far

our

as we

binds and went on.
Tb? review was truly

and

w

ell

w

a

wonderful sight.

orm me enort we

mane

iu

aee

it.
president of France was stationed
in front of the grand atand and the troopa
limply passed before him. The number
seemed endless. There were line* and
lines of infantry, cavalry and artillery,
and as they sped off the field, their helmets glistening in the son, it seemed as if
they mast be on their way to a great
battle. In the early part ol the review a
balloon went up, w hich kept the French
The

over the army.
It seemed to me that there wee a lack ol
enthusiasm on the part of the French peo-

Bag

greater crowd then
ple,
I had seen m all my life, but 1 verily believe that we exploded more enthusiasm
on the '‘Potsdam” on our own glorious
“Fourth than 1, at least, witnessed in all
that seething mass. Finally, et 10 o'clock,
all the lines-many of them 1 should Bayfifty or more deep—have passed. We
witched some of the steamers, loaded
with soldiers, glide down the .Seme, and
the strains of the -‘Marseillaiae” were
wafted to us over the water. I saw more
enthusiasm displayed then than at any
other time dnring the morning.
We went home and tried to make the
rest of the day seem like Sunday, but it
wasn't an easy matter.
how.

ver.

It

was e

KITTKRY TO CARIBOU.

the Animals and Birds In or
Around Your House.
Do you have any animals about your
home? If you live in the
country no
donbt you do; if in the city, perhaps
you
pomes a pet cat or parrot or canary. Well,
watch them for a few minutes; most animals and birds are good barometers, says
the Detroit Notes Tribune.
Before a rain storm the cat nearly always washes her face. Why? Some claim
that the atmosphere excites the
electricity
in the cat’s fur, irritating her, and to
overcome the tingling sensation she sets
to washing herself.
Or, if there is no cat in the house a
maiden lady next door may possess a loquacious parrot. If the bird sits and
makes a sort of hissing noise, yon may be
sure there will be rain before
night.
If you have an aquarium of goldfish,
yon may observe that they will become
unusually active some sunny afternoon.
They will dart about jin the water and
flap their little tails. This is a sign of
rain. One seldom need fear getting wet if
be lives in the country. Horses, cows,
sheep, hogs, dogs, peacocks—all evince
certain peculiarities before a storm.
Suppose you are master of a skye terrier,
or any other dog.
No donbt you have
often seen him burying bones; yet you
never took notice of the fact that he did
this shortly before it rained.
In the days when man wandered
through the forests, a savage creature,
clothed principally with sunshine and
smiles, he took little care of the dog. It
required all the efforts of the tribal ancestor to take care of himself.
So the
dog had to be on the lookout for a “rainy

day”.
Dogs

those days

lived

mostly

on

fowls. Now, in rainy weather, fowls are
hard to catch. So the early pet of man
caught game before the rain began and
buried it, so he should not die of hunger
in case the storm continued. This instinct still remains with the dogs.
Horses become uneasy ss a storm ap-

proaches. They fidget
neigh impatiently in their stalls.
As the sky becomes overcast, asses bray
snd

and ahow their asinine defiance of the
inevitable. Before a storm cows lie down.
Some day you may walk into a field and
see a flock of sheep in a corner with their
backs turned to the northwest. If you
wait long enough, you will see a wind
blow up from that direction.
At other times the sheep ran and bound
over the fields, rearing on their bind feet
as if they were fighting imaginary foes.
This indicates s disturbance of the atmosphere snd the approach of a brisk

■

Little Further Advance In Eggs
l>alry Butter Scarcer.
A little further advance in eggs, and a
little scarcity in good dairy butter are the
only features of the local market. A few
•<WUi°n» to the vegetable line are shown.
The quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth.
Countrjr Product

Seventeen
tages and a

hotels, sixty cotbuildings, occupied
burned Thursday night in a

summer
score

of

fire which swept the eastern section of
Orchard along the shore, causing a
|; Old
loss estimated at $1,500,000. All the build-

ings

I

Neufchgtcl.
**«*•
Fresh laid, per do/.

again.

do in the
so

Here and

women can

public

now

I

do and

schools.

I do not

much whether they be chosen

committee,

on

to

see

tions.

point

festivities and the illuminaWe screwed our courage to the
of going in an open carriage, but
the

felt a little timid about it, as we had
heard so many tales of the experiences ol
other-. We were told of a lady here who
we

went out in

an

open

carriage,

was

sud-

denly

seized from it and whirled in a
merry waltz, her partner turning out to
be her charcoal man. She know just how
to take it. however, finished the waltx

sort of

PRObPECT HARBOR.
Thomas F. Beudix left for Machias Fri-

day.
W.

P. Hewins is in Boston for

a

few

days.
Mrs. John Stinson is visiting her sister
Peaks island.

on

Mrs. Ella Johns and daughter Lotie
visiting at Mrs. Nancy Johns’.

are

things

rqusbh.lh
Beets, lt»
Sw»*et

YelHiw.eye

04

04

otatoes, ft**

CuuilUowir,

Pea.

10*

were

brought

of

an

06

Wood—per cord
Coal—per ton—
Broken,
Dry hard, 5 00 46 50
3 00 95 00
Dry soft,
Stove,
Hounding* per load
Egg,
10041 25
Nut,
5.00
Blacksmith's
Buttings, hard

®*n

and other amusement-afford-

Perry and

J* Wind seem to be so skillful in doing.
neStrasburg, in the splendid Place de la

oncordc-. one of the eight stone figures
•re**, representing the chief towns of
***&<*, was decorated with some fresh
*™ods commemorating the lost Alsace.
The streets of Paris are
very straight,
wherever there were arches the
whole street
beyond was festooned with
rtngs A electric lights which formed
•rerhead a continuous arch. We had to
very near a stand of some sort, I
on t
remember what, all decorated with
" e P*88^ so near that
re
Proprietor happened to look up at us,
© we
couldn’t suppress an unconvenbwtti “Vive 1’
Amerique”.
had had
arrival in
since

J11*

th*CriCan

difficulty

jrelizing

my

that I am actually here, but that
cIo8€d my eyes- I thought,
_efUy, I am in *Gay PareeV*
>°nr pain free.
bi»il^toP
t
spend

PaL

Trui d
Tahit,,

ts

To show you first—
a penny—what my Pink
can do» * will mall you free, a
ot them—Dr. Shoop's Headache

Neuralgia, Headache, Toothache,
Peru!!*,P**®8*
etc are due alone to blood conRestir!'
Tablets sim►Ivfcm' *?r- Shoop** Headache
dorwi paln b.V coaxing away the unnatural
Hr, <®ure. That is all. Address Dr
wy, Raciae, Wis. Sold
by <J. A. Paschbb,

Uaoc!.

News was received the last of the week
of the death of Lewis F. Sarvis, of
Thompson, S. C., on Aug. 14. Mr. Sarvis
and wife had been summer residents here
for many years, until last summer, when
ill health prevented the long journey.
The widow, who is a native of this place,
has the sympathy of a wide circle of
frienda.

Aug.

19._C.
SORRENTO.

E.

R. Conners is

on a

business trip to

Boston.

D. S. Laraont and family were
arrivals here last week.
The ladies’ auxiliary held a fair aud sale
at the Arcadia Thursday, it was a sucthe net proceeds being over $250.
Charlie Simpson, civil engineer, of Sullivan, was in tow n two days, locating land
recently purchased by the Misses Ed-

cess,

wards and Thomas Ewing, jr.
Aug. 19. _

T.

Better fall with many bruises trying to
fly. than to creep forever without them.—

Selected.

♦
If you

considering the purchase of

send you
illustrated catalogue of

piano, let

us

as

the

our

a

beautifully

Merrill
Pianos
also, if yon wish, address of nearest
party having a Merrill Piano that can be
seen

tbe

care

nnv

Merrill Piano

ami are legal residents of Ellsworth. I MrtW
all person* trust*.- them mi my scooul, as
there is plenty of room ana accorciuodsttSM to
care for then, at the tit> ‘•anr house.
•
VOeTTMMIT.

Mfg. Co.,

BOSTON.

TELEPHONE TALKS.

Sun”

an

verse, unless it is the action of the liver
lid bowels when regulated with Dr.
New Life Pilis. Guaranteed by E.
G. Moore, druggist. 25c.

and.

as

it hopes, for the benefit of all telephone

users.

Kind’s

to

3i!b£lUnnumE

care

of the service shall, to save their own
time and “Central’s”, look numbers
up before they call the operator. All
told, upwards of a million copies of
the New England company’s different

BIG PUBLISHING “STUNT”.

the

#

possible exception of one,
published runs into
such large editions as the telephone
Neither does any other
directory.
With the

no

other book

directories
are
distributed every
twelve months. The records of new
subscribers, of removals, of changes
of number and all the o her details
that affect the make-up of the direc-

represent the same amount of incessant labor, and none is more accurate.

Though

to her

mistakes are liable to creep

into every human production in spite
of every precaution, the telephone
directory is acknowledged to be more
free from them than any other list of

tory

are corrected each day in every
of the 488 exchanges in the system, and once in so often these corrections are forwarded to the cata-

one

■

logue department, as it is called,
i where they are transferred to proof
compiled.
The telephone directory is one of sheets of the standing type of the
the most important adjuncts to good | next issue of the book. Thus the list
telephone service. As the telephone is kept “up to the hour” all the time,
system grew, not only in the number 1 practically to the moment of going to
When a new exchange is
of people who made use of it but in press.

names

a
remedy for
in knowing of
rheumatism called Neuralgic Anodyne,
successful
that
which is so uniformly
It is sold by dealers everywhere, with
the understanding that the money will
be refunded, if it does not do all that

ested

“As 1 write I remember tne instruction
I once gave to one of the best of my office
He had
assistants and what came of it.
one morning that Michael Sliea
gone drunk again, and was sent to the
We
House of Correction for six months.
determined between ue that we would find
where the family had moved to, and would
suggest that thus and so should be done
for the boys, and this and that be done for
the girls while there was no bread winner

reported
had

Is claimed for it.

Neuralgic Anodyne is used internally and externally, thus reaching the
and at the same time
nerve centres,
absorbed through the pores of the
skin, eases the aching muscles and
throbbing nerves.
All rheumatism sufferers should try
Neuralgic Anodyne, and see the quick

for the house.
Very grand in us! The
Christian church was showing that it
Yes!
But
could care for what was lost.
before my excellent curate got around to
I
the boarding house that evening he found
that the public school teacher of the
school where Nahum ‘attended’ had taken
the whole family in charge, and made all
the plans which were needed.
“Now, what I am asking for your
Excelsior club or your Martha and Mary
club or your Egeria club is that when a
new schoolmistress is appointed she shall
be sure of your cordial sympathy and help
in any such duties.”

Endorsed JJy The County.

Otsego

County, aud the best friend of my family.” writes Wm. M. Dietz, editor and
publisher of the Otsego Journal, Qilbertsville, N. Y., “is Dr. King’s New Discovery.
It has proved to be an infallible cure for

the number of times each person em- 1 opened, or a revision of numbers in
ployed it, obviously it became im- i an old one is necessary, special suppossible for operators to keep the run [ plements are published so that the
To attempt public may have correct information
of subscribers by name.
to do so would not only make all sorts without waiting for the next regular
of chances for errors, but would seri- issue of the telephone book to come
ously reduce the quickness cf the ser- around.
Sometimes a telephone user is unvice.
So, for the convenience of the large able to look up the number of the perbody of telephone users—there are a son he wants to speak with. Maybe
quarter of a million regular subscrib- he has mislaid his directory, or the
ers alone now in the four northern man he wants is a new subscriber
New England states—and for the sake
of uniformly good service, the New

England

■

The finest wheat,
The highest skill,
Are reasons
It costs more to mill

“Town Talk” Floi
(America’s Greatest

Price 50c. and fl.

i

•

Winter Wheat Patent)

short work of
the worst of them. We always keep a
bottle in the house. I believe it to-be the
most valuable prescription known for

Lung and Throat diseases.” Guaranteed i
to never disappoint the taker, by E. G.

whose name does not appear in the
last printed list.
In such cases yon
can always learn instantly the number you want by asking your operator to connect you with the “information operators”. The “information
operator” in every exchange have

company was compelled several years ago to establish the practice among its operators that they
should not undertake to do their work
by name, so to speak, but must be
told the number of the telephone with special directories, arranged by name,
;
which connection was wanted.
by numbers and by streets, so that no
With 40,000 telephones added to the matter what inquiry is made about
New England system each year, it is subscribers’ numbers they can answer
more necessary all the time that users ! it immediately.

coughs and colds, making

Moore's drug store.
Txial bottle free.

Pauper Notice

contracted with
City of Kfflo*
for those «M
worth to support and
HAVING
need as«fstance during the neit five yvw

and examined.

14*4-45
Middlings,bag 1 45 <jl55

intelligent

in

are

a

children.

popular remedy

Pianos

arepopularlyknown asthePianoswiththe
S-weet, Resonant Tone.

50
75
7 50
7 5.
6 5»

should be desirable.

“The most

Merrill
*

Flour, Grain and Feed.
€5
Oats, bu
6 50 «6 5 * Shorts—bag— 1 35 41 40
1004 bag 1 80® 1 35 Mixed feed, bas,

“Regular

FREE BOOKLET

the New England
expression as old as the race. No Believing that exact knowledge promotes co-operation,
doubt the rising and setting of the sun is
Telephone and Telegraph Company is publishing a series of brief exthe most regular performance in the unipositions of some phases of telephony, for the benefit of itself,

is

Mrs.

among the

Pianos

noted for their remarkable capacity for
remaining long in tune under constant um.
are

Flour—per bbl—

Corn meai.ba^l Era 1 35
Cracked com. 1 30® 33

The liquid that grows healthy /tesk on assy ear..
Torn Flesh
Eczema Sores
Running Seres
Mouth Sores
Humor
Ulcere
Varicose Verne
Scaly Itching
Pimfles
Head Catarrh
Carbuncles
Chaffed Hmods
All you do is to simply keep the sore wet with X-Zalia.
Get a 00c. bottle from any druggist to-day.

Merrill

7

“For myself, in my daily work as a
parish minister in a great city, I find I
good-naturedly, jumped back in her carCapt. Daniel Deasy and wife have been* have no friends or assistants who can help
riage and drove away. We, however, spending a few days in Franklin.
me better than the young ladies who have
feached home without any experiences
Miss Jennie Chase has returned from a the charge of the different rooms in the
other than being shouted at now and
visit to relatives in Winter Harbor.\
public schools. They are really what in
SUMMER RHEUMATISM
then.
My
Miss Bernice Farrar, of Winter Harbor, the East we call ministers at large.
in most of the
public squares, there was a
guest recently of Mrs. \W H. Moore. friend. Miss Maria Symonds, would know, Painful Furm of the DUeaae that
were stands for the orchestras tnat furno necktie or a ragged neckMiss Ida Allen, of Boston, with several if a boy had
Cones la Hot Weather.
nished the music for the dancing. The
tie, that there was a careless mother at
Mincers, everywhere, had the happiest ex- friends, arrived Saturday at the Sands for
Many
people are especially susceptihome, or that there was no mother there,
pressions on their faces. Children were two weeks.
ble to rheumattsm in the summer, due
and in the latter case she would supply
kavintr ring dances around bonfires, evjieivuie i-. rerrj ui x uuwim, is upendto eating acid fruits, to sitting in a
the vacancy in her kind care aud oversight
draught when perspiring, or to other
•tywhere were merry-go-rounds, tobog- ing his vacation with his parents, J. F.
of Nahum or Tbyphena, the motherless
These sufferers will be Intercauses.
-lid*
wife.

ing devices that I had never seen before.
G. Prescott Cleaves and his sisters. Miss
The illuminations, of course,
surpassed Cleaves and Miss Isabel, were at E. W.
Anything in our experience. We rode by Cleaves’ over Sunday.
Kotre Dame, Hotel de Ville, Place de la
Miss Blanche Deasy and Miss Vose, of
®n»tille, Place de la Republique and Waterville, were guests at Mrs. M. A.
through 1'aveuue de l’Opera. In the Rue
Handy’s over Sunday.
re Rivoli
there was such a crowd of
News was received recently of the marand the carriages were packed so
of Boston,
People,
-orely, tuat we had difficulty in advanc- riage of Allen Wilkinson Cole,
and Miss
lng- It seemed as if we inuat lock a former Prospect Harbor boy,
Ellen Perry, of Ingoinar, N. 8., on Aug. 12.
wheels with some other
carriage, but the A host of friends extend good wishes.
©ocher threaded his
way through, as all

w

i;®8)

large city was absolutely necessary. If
you think of it, forty different exigencies
might arise in a month’s time where the

special suggestion

up

smarting.

as

which

them

>*
lo

Fruit.
Oranges, dor
26*50 Lemons do*
25@30
Kaspi»errl«*-, tb 12 J S Cantaloupe,
10
Currants, bx
12 Pineapp,. a, each 15 «25
Hlueberrles,
OS Water melons, each
40® 3C.
Ororsrlei.
Coflee—per a
.<»;*.«*
Bice, per M
Rio,
.184.25 Vinegar, va*
20 42.5
35
Mocha,
Cracked wheat,
.05
35 Oatmeal, per 4
.m
Java,
Tea—per 1—
Buckwheat, pkg
.24*
.45 4-65 Graham,
Japan,
.0i
Oolong,
.8O4 65 Bye meal,
.(h
Granulated rara-,4 (via
Sugar—per lb—
Granul
itc
05
I
i,
g05>4 Oil—per gal—
Coffee—A jt it,
."6
Lluseea,
®5$.7
Tellow, C
12
C5>,
Kerosene,
OS
« k
Powdered,
MoUmSCA— per gal—
.35
Havana,
Porto Btco.
.5--

Corn,

gave

less than « weeks the
sore had entirely healed.’*
Any sore can be healed
by this liquid X-Zalia,
whether it is a rash,
humor, eczema, nicer,
or
a
running sort of
long standing. Try It.
You just keep the sore
place wet with it. It’s
clean, soothing, and you
can put it on tne rawest
sore without one bit or

(Sftft*
<-Mt 7
Q&m07
u« «
0ft ..06
20® 30

for advice by teachers and by mothers
would say that the presence of one or
more women in a school committee of a

woman

but

I used that
disgust.
liquid X-Zalia, and in

»c 1)

Saturday, Sunday and Monday evenings
means friends of the court
were balls in the public squares ol
“My sister Lucretia, well known to many
the city. Monday afternoon we took a
gauge tjie weather by the croak of frogs.
of the readers of these lines, was one of
warm
and
or
weather
becomes
As
the
dry,
bus ride to Place de la BaatiUe, the site ol
the first women ever chosen to the school
the prison w hose destruction on July 11, wet and disagreeable, the frog’s croak
committee in Boston. Before she had
and
the
varies,
ascending
descending
175*9. all France was then celebrating.
been in office three months she told me
a barometer.
of
souhd
like
scale
Monday vemng we drove about the city
that any intelligent man who knew the
there

ansrrtisfmrma

..

they are in many
states, or whether they act as what the
lawyers would call amicce curiae, which
school

Paul Glover, zoo AF
St.,
Springfield*
Mass., says: ’‘I had a
large running sore on
lace
lor
I
years.
my
tned remedy ifterremedy,
len

loose, per ton.
]2ft 4
Baled.' ,b

want to

ought

Ulcers

Straw.

Vegetables.
Green corn,d z
2? unions, lb
30 Birch beets,
Potatoes,new pk
New turnip.*,lb 02«02Bun<;b carrot#,
0. Cabbage Ih
lettuce,
Cucumber*, each 04®05 String beuns. qt
Spinach, pk
2, Green peas, pn
Tomato** D>
15 Beans—per-<»-

Eczema

a

3« «33

Lo<»f

Plmptos

SAPA
71 W I C

fovrt. 10 41«

RayBest

Edward Everett Hale Tells the Good
Women Can Do."
Edward Everett Hale in an editorial in
If'oman’a Home Companion, describes
what women can do about good government. The venerable publicist believes
that women should take more interest in
school affairs, and says on this subject:
“In March W’omaa’i Home Companion
I had a good deal to say about what
women can do in the penitentiaries and
poorhouses, and I shall refer to this sort
what

Humors

^

Chicken*.lSffi’4

WOMAN AND THE SCHOOLS.

talk of

—

i/f

were of wooden construction and the
flimes spread with remarkable swiftness,
.60
reducing to ashes a section of half a hun- Syrup.
Meats and Provisions.
dred acres within three hours. Two men i
Beef,*:
Pork, !b.
were killed by the explosion of a
15 *2:0
15 418
gasolene ! Steak,
Chop,
Roasts.
.12 a>25
»► .25
Ham, per a
tank. The burned area extends from Old
Corned,
.664-10
Shoulder,
10® it
Orchard avenue eastward, between MilliId
Tongues,
Bacon,
«7«*25
Salt
Tripe,
.0541)6
ken street and the beach, for nearly half a
10® 3
▼841:
Lard,
11414
and
in
were
it
included some of the
mile,
18 8.0
Steak,
Roasts,
log.: 5
finest private residences of this popular
Lamb*
resort. The fire started in the annex of
Spring In mb, 10 830
co
the Olympia house, on Milliken street,
Tongues, each
Fr*sh FI ah.
and had gained such headway when dis06 Shad, lb
10
covered that the Old Orchard fire depart- Cod,
oh
Haddock,
30
."shrimps, qt
40
12*18 Scallops,
ment, consisting only of a small steamer Halibut,
ft.
3C@35 Boneless herring,lb 1ft
and a hose wagon, manned by a volunteer Salmon,
Sea trout, lb
12 Mackerel, each
30
force, was unable to stay its progress.
Fuel.

of work

Running

George—Suppose a fellow’s beat girl gets
mad when you ask for a kiss. Henry
Take it without asking. George- Suppose she gets mad tbeu. Henry—Then
you’ve got some other fellow’s girl.

Pool try.

8VUI ill.

Hogs, as would be typical of them,
grunt before it rains.
When lions eat ravenously, circus trainers know there is going to be bad weathers.
Then they take particular precautions in fastening the poles and ropes of
circus tents.
Birds, also, evince feelings of discomfort before inclement weather. Swallows
fly low, rooks caw discordantly and peacocks and guinea hens cry constantly.
Waterfowl, before a rain, make a bee-line
for a lake or river.
The weather has a noticeable effect on
flsb of all kinds. Fishermen will tell you
that trout become electrified with energy
before a storm. As if in joyful anticipation of a feast, sharks disport playfully
about ships before a hurricane rises.
Persons living near rivers or streams can

1

“Everybody Should Know,”
Matter.
business
says C. G. Hays, a prominent
Creamery per a. 28*35 man of Bluff, Mo., that Bucklen’s Arnica
Dairy.
20430 Salve is th” qui -least and surest healing
salve ever applied
o
OhMM.
sore, burn or wound,
or to a case of pile.*.
I!ve used it and
Best factory (new) per ».it.aj*
Best dairy (new)...It know what I’m talking about.” GuarDutch (Ira ported).... .**<
anteed by E. G. Moon*-:, druggist. 26c.

It is announced that the Maine Central
railroad will soon build a new bridge
across the Penobscot river at
Bangor,
which will do away with the necessity of
backing trains from the Mt. Desert and
Bucksport branches into the station.
The Casino at Underwood Spring park,
Portland, together with the open-air
theatre, was burned last Wednesday
afternoon. The tire caught in the upper
story of the Casino, how or from what
cause is not known.
Loss $25,000; covered by insurance.
Horace B. Cony, one of Augusta’s most
respected citizens, died Friday after an
illness of little more than a week, due to
heat prostration. Mr. Cony went to Bath
with the members of Canton Augusta
Patriarchs Militant, to participate in the
parade, and during the march fell out and
was taken to the
hospital, being later
brought home. Mr. Cony was born in
Augusta January 6, 1837. He had been a
resident of Augusta throughout his long
life, and few men living knew more about
the history and growth of the city than
did he.

‘a&rrtiKZunn

Life is not wages, but worth; not what
have, but what we are.—liattbi* D.

we

Babcock.

—

building occupied by H. P. Atkinson &
Son, furniture dealers, and H. L. Merrill,
confectioner, caused $12,000 damage.
Friday evening the house of Mrs. Eliza
Morgan, at Burnham, was destroyed by
fire. An imbecile son,
Frank, aged about
thirty-five years, perished in the flames.

by stores, were
in

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

The thirty-sixth reunion of the First
Maine cavalry will be held at Peaks Island, Portland harbor, Sept. 2.
Fire at Biddeford last week in the

Watch

JhA your Grocer for "Tid-Blts" from "Town Talk" -the latest
Cook-book.

’Tis no surprise,
It makes
Such matchless
Rolls and 4pies,
...

CHARLES E. WHITCOMB.

E. Whitcomb died at his
home at Ellsworth Falls last Thursday
advanced
morning at 11 o’clock, at the
Mr. Whitcomb
age ot eighty-four years.
had been in poor health for some time,
and during the last few days his condition
was so critical that the end was hourly
Charles

l/X’AL AND POLITICAL JOUBNAL
PUBLISHED

rftSBY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

MAINE.

ELLSWORTH.
BI

TBK

Mon Price—$2 t¥> a year; $100 for six
aid
; SO cents for three months; If
in advanr-. # .V. 75 and 38 cents
All ar*
Mvelv. Single tuple* 5 cents.
safe reckoned ai the rate of #2 per

:!
re-,'
r<

Mrp Rates— A»e reasonable and will be
uovo on

application.

*«comBinnlcat1or « shonkl be addressed
a 1 checks ar»«i money nrtfert made pay
the Raucous Couktt Publishing
worth. Maine.

nt

K

This week’s

edition of The

American is 3,650

copies.
2,304

Average for the year of 1906,

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 21, 1907.
Elec tric Railroad.
In another column are two importatements relating to the pro,nt
ved electric railway between EllsThe

1

worth aDd Bar Harbor. One is by
age B. Dorr, one of the gentlemen
ra arested in the Mt. Desert Transit
who sets forth succinctly the situfrom bis point of view; the
: is a letter to the railroad comwritten in view of the disjiveung rumors of the possible withdraw il of the Transit Co. after the
work of surveying ha, been com-

pleted.
Mr. Dorr’s letter speaks for itself;
: 1c can be added that will make the
The obstruction:ion clearer.
will find it difficult to bring anyrg but pure self-interest to bear
list tbe scheme as outlined by Mr.

t!

Dorr.
The other letter mast not be mistaken for bluff. The men whose signatures are attached, together with
ti; se whom they represent, are not
.era, and if the opponents of the
Tran sit Co. are supposing that, with
vie Transit Co. out of the way, this
group can easily be disposed of, they
ire reckoning without their host.
Ac the State convention of the
county commissioners of Maine, held

1

at Belfast recently, it was voted as the
en*e of the convention that the State
sl ouid take over and maintain ail

State more than ten

h:

Igesin the
feet in length.

COUNTY GOSSIP.
August 21,

and

some

hay still standing.

Harbor horse-show opened yesterday with a record-breaking attendance
for the first day.
% The Bar

A

summer

thought he
his wife

on

could catch

was

a

the

fish.

>

1

great fisherman, took
lake to show her how he
He

caught

one;

she

ERNEST

caught twenty-two.
We6t Sullivan the Benvenue Granite
Co. is still busy putting its plant in conAt

operation on a much larger
scale than the quarries there have heretofore been worked. There are busy times
for

ahead for West Sullivan.
t

The family reunion season is at its
height. No less than four large family
gatherings are being held to-day—the
Butlers, at West Franklin; the Coles, at
Prospect Harbor; the Moores, at Maddocks'

Landing,

Green

Lake,

and

the

West Sedgwick.
To-morrow
the McGown clan will gather at North
Ellsworth and the Clarks at West FrankI ment.
lin.

Grays,

F.

KINGSBURY.

Ernest F., the only son of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred B. Kingsbury, died Thursday, after
He was in
an illness of several weeks.
the twenty-first year of his age. He was
born in Holden, but for the past five years
had lived in Ellsworth, where he made
many friends among the young people of
the city, who sincerely mourtf his death
at the very entrance into manhood. Besides the parents, he leaves one sister—
Blanche.
They have the sympathy of
all in their bereavement.
Funeral services were held at the house
Saturday forenoon. Rev. V. F. Hendee, of
The
tbe Methodist church, officiating.
remains were taken to Brewer for inter-

!

dition

streets and

MV

VI

UC

at

I

_

REV. WILLIAM DOLLARD.

William Dollard, assistant rector
of St. Teresa’s Catholic church at South
Rev.

Eastern Maine State Fair,
in
;

Bangor

next

Tuesday,

and

according

to

all indications will have the most prosperA
ous season in its successful history.
fine list of attractions has been booked.
The fireworks display each night will be
extensive and beautiful.
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Mrs. Annis Jordan, matron of the Children's industrial home, New Brunswick,
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Oscar
N. J
Mrs. Jordan
Morrison, at Bar Harbor.
was in Boston during Old Home week, and
spent the week-end at the home of I. F.
Benson and wile of West Somerville.
Mrs. Jordan's sister, Mrs. Ina Eaton, a
nurse at the Medfield hospital, was also a
guest at Mrs. Benson's, over Sunday.

The grange at Auburn discussed the
'“automobile terror” at some length at f
and for two summers assistant to
recent meeting. Some of the facetioui ! Brewer,
HANCOCK.
Rev. J. D. O'Brien in St. Joseph’s parish
grangers suggested blinders and ear padi
Capt. Shim uel Moo a, one of the oldest
! here, died suddenly of heart disease Tuesfor horses, to which another brother, wh<
residents of this town, died at his home
believed the horsea were not altogether t< day morning.
in j near Waukeag ferry Thursday, in the
esteemed
was
Dollard
Ft.
highly
an
amendment to providi
blame, moved
eighty-eighth year of his age. Capt.
news of his death,
the blinders and ear pads for drivers Ellsworth, and the
: Moon was for
many years engaged as
came without warning, was a great
which
Someone else thought that it would be
to bring vessels in over the treachfriends. He was a member pilot
his
shock
to
a
law
good plan to have
passed to alios
erous Sullivan falls.
He leaves an invalid
of Philip H. Sheridan council, Knights of
automobiles along country roads onb
daughter. Funeral services were held
was a man of
He
of
this
Columbus,
city.
during certain hours of the day so tha
Rev. P. A. A. Killam officiating.
high literary and musical attainments, Saturday,
the women might know when it would b<
a writer of no small reputation, artiand
safe to go out, but after everything ha( |
his pen appearing in
The entire object of true education is to
been talked over it appeared to be th< j cles and poems from
make people not only do the right thing,
opinion of the majority that the matte: many publications.
but enjoy the right thing. Buekin
will be adjusted most quickly and satis
MRS. HENRIETTA SNOW.
Youth is apt too much to spend all its
factorily by having patience with tfa< !
Mrs. Henrietta Snow, one of Ellsworth’s time in looking forward. Old age is apt
horse, and in time training the animal t<
too
much to spend all its time in looking
j oldest residents, died at the ho ne of her l>ackward. People
lose its fear of the automobile.
in the middle and on
j daughter, Mrs. A. Melvin Franks last the apex look both ways.—T. De Witt
j Thursday afternoon, in the eighty-first Tatmage.
Keith’s Theatre, Boston.
The aged oak upon the
| 3-ear of her age.
steep stands
Next week will bring the summer seaMrs. Snow had made her home with her more firm and secure if assailed by angry
for
if
the
winter
bares
its head,
son
at Keith’s to a close, Labor Day | daughter here since the death of her hus- winds;
the more strongly it strikes its roots into
being now looked upon as the opening : band, Robert X. Snow, at Bluehill, four* the ground, acquiring strength as it loses
date of the regular theatrical season. A
teen 3-ears ago. Besides her daughter, she its beauty.—Metastaiio.
notable event of the week will be the fin- leaves one son—George W. Thomas, of
The thing to seek is not the good times
ishing of the sixth annual engagement ol California.
| but the spirit w hich can make good time
out
of common time-the spirit of good
The Fadettes. It will also mark theii
Funeral services were held at the home
cheer. The spirit of good cheer, that is
last appearance in Boston for two years
Sunday, Rev. P. A. A. Killam officiating. | the
spring in the hills whence laughter
The programme for next week will be
runs.— William C. Gannett.
MRS. WALLACE RAYMOND.
made up of request numbers entirely.
Failure, then, is never an obsolete word
Elizabeth M., wife of Wallace Ra3’mond,
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Crane are to pre—always relative; and the only real faildied at her home on High street Saturday, ure is inside, not outside. It is not being
sent that funny farce, “Am I Your Wife.”
Another great comedy act will be that ol in the fiftieth year of her age. Beside her true to the best we know. Inside failure
is the only calamity. Outside failure may
Welch, Mealy and Montrose, whose base- husband, she leaves four children—Mrs. be the
greatest blessing.—Maltbie D. BabEdward L. Royal, Misses Maud and Mary cock.
ball burlesque is one of the drollest things
vaudeville can boast of.
Raymond and Xeil Raymond, all of EllsBeware of Ointments for
Leon Morris is to present his troupe ol worth.
Catarrh That
Contafn Mercury,
Funeral services were held at the home
trained ponies, dogs, baboons and bears;
as
will
surely
destroy
mercury
the sense of
of
the
also the wrestling pony and funny John
Monday, Rev. P. A. A. Killam,
smell and completely derange the whole system when entering it through the mucous
Hedge, his opponent—a really remark- Baptist church, officiating.
surfaces. Such articles should never be used
able animal act.
except on prescription? from reputable physiFoster and Foster in their vocal and
Citizen
Oldest
Dead.
as the damage they will do is ten fold
cians,
Sargentville's
piano specialty called “The Volunteer
to the good you can possibly derive from
William Byard, the oldest citizen of them. Hall’s
Pianist' ; the Six American dancers, in a
Catarrh (Jure, manufactured by
terpsichorean novelty; Ed Gray, “The Sargentville, died Friday, aged ninety- F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O.. contains no
tall tale teller,” Great Scott, the London
mercury, and is taken internally, acting
three years. He leaves a son and daughfireman, who does juggling stunts on an
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces
unsupported ladder: the Lyric trio in op- ter, also four sisters, Mrs. Betsy Eaton, of the system. In buying Hall's Catarrh Cure
eratic selections; Viola and Enpel, acro- aged ninety years, Mrs. Mary Sargent, be sure you get the genuine. It is taken
internally and made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J.
batic humorists; Brown and Bailey, “real aged
X. Sar- Cheney
A Co. Testimonials free.
eighty-three years, Mrs. J. and
coons,’* and the kinetograph will comMiss
Sold by druggists. Price 75c. per bottle.
agea seventy-nine years,
the
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
plete
programme.
ydia Byard, aged eighty-two years.

j
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Daughters of Liberty
serving dinner.
The committee

it

Fair, something Doing all the Time.

Aa Ideal

a

Something to eee. Admire and Remember.
Needlew ork In Auditorium. Phanograohu

Beautiful Display, of Art and
and Kvrntng In Auditorium.

Midway

Between the Heat* the

Afteruo^

Midway aural!

Following: Erentn

will

omeoft

May Stewart SMS«
GORMAN’S ALABAMA
A

troop of JS colored |ieople. will give

Ostrich

a

TROUBADOURS.

different perf

rmxnee

every

xlternw*.

Racing Exhibition

•FI.EItTPoOT." the famous trotting OMnch. will Dot three heal, with a tnxtlair a—..u,
•peed wagon at a speed ot i.ioona half mile track. Fleetfoot bring hitched u>» «
•peed wagon au driven by an expert driver weighing Ito lbs. Bareback ruling
Ostneb alio given. Thl» t, something never *een m this part of the country Deh.n-

CHl'KCll NOTES.

*

THE AIRSHIP

CONORKOATIONAL.

The grea'est attraction of the century la Capt Baldwin and hi, famou, Alr.li n -yu.
nlxArrow,’’ which will make a Right from tire .round,, circling the grounds ind
•tartliui point. This I, one of the greatest attraction, ever on the Eastern
ho rig
Grounds

Rer. R. R. Mathew*, parlor.
Services discontinued until first Sunday

retJiSf
Mxlne vSJUS

September.

Baseball Games

METHODIWT EPISCOPAL.

Rev. F. F. Bender, pastor.

Between

service st

Wed., Thurs.. Friday Afternooni
Bangor Band will forms!

"

Bingor and Portland.

M,,,

EVENING PERFORMANCE

10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Junior league at 2.30. Evening
service

very

Livelier Than Ever
loonuib^
t,,.",

F. Whitcomb, John
Malone, A. W. Curtis. A. I. Saunders, C. P.
Dorr, E. D. Bonsey, A. L. Richardson.
Invitations-living Osgood, A. I. Saunders, John F. Whitcomb.
Reception and entertainment—D. L.
Fields, B. F. Gray, Koacoe Taylor, A. I.
Saunders, D. Y. McFarland.
Campfire-J. E. Parsons, C. P. Dorr,
William Small, W. Cushing, of Foxcroft.
To advise with relief corps for entertainment—A. W. Curtis, M. S. Smith. D.
L. Fields, J. A. Hamilton, S. B. Weaeott,
of Binehill.

Soliciting—John

Aug. 25—Morning

(W.H
ert.

In addition to regular attraettona I. «. FERRARI will bring hi. Putted
•how. In we. the large* Midway •bow ever seen on the grounds. Gold Ruitnn'itnM.
the Wild Man. Tlie Snake Rater. Rand with h', hlg
vtlle.bow
I. B Walker’s Museum, consisting of vaudeville stem
Ferns Wheels
tnomS
rounds. Moving Picture.. Exhibition of War Soeue,. and numerous nth r
'"Ha

follows:

Sunday,

Enirle, Enormous iht,
\-

CATTLE, HORSES, SHEEP, SWINE, POULTdv
FRUITS, VEGETABLES.

Fellows hall at 7.30 p. m. Aug. 28. The
public is invited.
Committees have been appointed as

in

"‘"Bl

Eastern Maine State Fair

in

invitations extends

on

An Oldtime Fair With New Fmh^T.
Success!
Recognized TWENTY-FOURTH
ANNUAL

StBANGOR, ME., AUGUST 27-28-29-30 1907
Better Attractions Than Any Other Fair in New England

special invitation to members of the G. A.
R., the woman's relief corps and Daughters of Liberty to the camp-tire at <Wd

will commence at JO o’clock and la.t until IB o'clock. It will rouslst of ibe A '|UT,1 t.
dour, giving a different performance every evening. Moving ptetnrra-aometi,
n
tiotul, Mrew orka with a change of dl.playa every evening beautiful set piece, and s
"328
a detailed program to !*•
moat w onderful effect, ever produced with ((reworks
A couUnu us pcrloiuusuce from morning until midnight.
Wouderful Right,.
rn—
Drove, of Stork
Acre, of Klhlbll*.
Come In the morning—pay fifty cent, and slay nntll ml ’n’ghr.
Tuesday will e Children’, Day when all children under twelve year, will be drained ‘7— 5
Westncday i» Governor, day and Grand Army day when all soldiers wtl!
sdm-rt-d nm
on their badge or button. also ladle,’ auxiliary of o. A K. will bo admitted free on their
Tenter, will he allowetl ,pace free of charge a.id liirnlshed with plenty ..f straw- tor Mi
Excursion rate, from Boston to Bangor. Including admlMfon to Fair. *•.... (or Hound Tr-n
p'
Reduced rate on all railroad.
Everybody cmne.
F. O. BE At., President
A. a. FIELD. Manager.

iZ

at 730.

Prayer meeting and bible study Friday:

■

evening at 730.
UNION CONO’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Rec. J. D. Prigmore, pattor.
Sunday, Aug. 25—Sunday school at 11.45.

iiJ■
I

Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
Preaching service discontinued through
August.

>

UNITARIAN.

Rev. S

»
Nnffon. pastor
discontinued during August.
Ea9t Lamoine, Aug. 25, st 3. p. m..
preaching by Mr. Sutton.

fH.mtrt).

Services

!

rADY

Rev. P. A. A. Killam, pastor.

Sunday, Aug. 26-Morning service
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at

at

7.

Evening service at 7 JO.
Bible study and prayer
Friday evening.

service at

i^PPER

7.90

u

quire
A. Crippeu. M£W«st Ht. Boston.

or

Frank

Jot Salt.

ttaelaie^A?

P. HaniemM
Pine at., Ellsworth, is offered for sale,
uire on the premises. Mas. A. 8. Hasdbx.

UMBER -A limited quantity of lumber—
joist, planed spruce and pine boards,
M. C. Acsrix.
at reasonable prices.
Cuniculocus Park Mills, Egypt. Me.

IJ

Idleness and pride tax with a heavier
hand than kings and parliaments, if we
can get rid of the former we can eaaily
bear the latter.— Franklin.

etc.,

jepctul Kotins.
“It Is the little rift within the lute which,
ever widening, makes the music mute."
It is
Just a little rift in the health of a woman
often, which gradually take* the spring from
her step, the light from her eyes.the rose from
her cheek and the music from her voice.
Perhaps the bug-bear which ha* frightened
the woman from the timely heln needed at the
beginning ha* been the dreaded qnistloas,
the obnoxious examination, the local treatments of the home physician. There is no
need for these. Nor is there need for continued suffering. Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription can be relied on by every woman,
suffering from wbatare called “female troubles." to renew the health and cure the disease. Women are astonished at the results of
the use of this medicine. It not only makes
weak women “robust and rosy-cheeked,’ but
it gives them back the vigor and vitality of
youth. This is not a “patent medicine" but a
prescription of known composition in which
pure, triple-retined giyceriue is used instead
of alcohol. Each bottle-wrapper bears a full
list of ingredients upon it.

>OTIC...
Power Supply Company
petitioned to the mun'cipa! ofCity of Ellsworth for permission

Ellsworth

THE
having
ficers of the
to

locate aud

construct

|
Bankrupt*,

To the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge of the District Court of the United >:a>» for the District of Maine.
l. hrrrick and peect o.
TOURTE LOTTE. <*f Ellsworth, ia tbs
county of Hancock and State of Slaiw,
in said district, respectfully represent, that
on the 6th
day of July, last past, they wen
duly adjudged bankrupt* individually end
sa members of the firm of Herrick A Tourtelotte
under the Acts of
Congress relating to bankruptcy: that they hire
duly surrendered all their property sad
right* of property, and h»*c fui.y complied
with all the requirement* f *aid actssndof
;r bankruptcy.
the orders of court touching
Wherefore they pray lhat they may be decreed by the court to have a full ouchfttat'
from all debts provable against their estati
and
both individual
partnership under
said bankruptcy- acta, escept such debts
ich discharge.
as are excepted by law from
Dated this 7th day of August, a. d. 1907.
Frank L. Hersjcx,
Pxacv (.». Tocrtelott*.

E.

SESIDENClTof

*

ally.
Bankrupt*

hooee. InTENEMENT^Crippen
of J. H. Breanaban. Ellsworth,

ROMAN CATHOLIC.

Rer. J. D. O'Brien, pastor.
Sunday, Aug. 25— Low maas at 9 o’clock.
Sunday school at 2p. m.
;

Machm^,**

Hank rapt'* Petition for
In tho matter of
tbepartnerwhipof Herrick
ft Tourtclotte. the indivtdtokl copartner*, in
which arc Prank L. Her
,rn
rick and Percy O- Tourte
lottc. and tkey individu- j

Zoha.

Christian Endeavor meeting at

11.45.

lxgal Kotins.

^V\AA AAAAAAAAA
local; in every town to sell
extracts (all kinds;. perfumes,

AGENT

J flavoring
toilet articles, patent medicines, etc. To the
right partv a liberal offer and permanent
work. Address Wixchi»t«> Ext. Oompahy.
Box MO. Lynn. Mats.

BAPTIST.

its tran»n>iraion line

poles and wires along the public way leadBankragth
ing from Ellsworth to Bangor from a point on
the old Bangor road, so called, near where
Thereon.
of
Notice
Order
said old Rangor road cro*-e« Branch Pond
stream, so called. to the junction of said old ; District or Mains, as.
Bangor road with the present highway leadOn this 17th day of August, a. d. 1*7.01
ing to Bangor, at or near the homestead for* re*d;ng «he foregoirg petition, it is—
rnerly of Koval Tyler in North Ellsworth, *o
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be
road
to
called, and theuce along said
leading
bad upon the same on the 6ib day of
Bangor to the southerly line of the town of {September, a. d. 1907. before said wart
Dedham, also to cress said ol(l Bangor road at
district, at tea
in
aaid
Portland,
on Garland's Hill, wo-callei, an ! again near
the forenoon; and that a<>*
in
o'clock
the old Benjamin Joy place.
Public notice is
tic* thereof be publish'd in the E!.‘»crti
hereby given in accordance with the pro- American, a newspaper printed in *ak.d»*
vision of section 17 of chapter 5ft of the re- trict. and that all known e.-fr*,ando»K
vised statutes of Maine, that a hearing upon
at tfi« wm
persons in interest, may appear
sa.d petiliou wilt be\iven at the Aldermen's time
and place, and show cause, if snytMf
r«H>m, Hancock Hall, El'swt rth, on Thursday,
have, why the prayer cf said pent oners shoal*
September 5th. A. D 1407. at 7 30 o'clock p. w
not be granted.
1j at which hearing resi.eo!* and owners of
And It is further orde td hv the **««,*!»
upon higtr-eays to be affected there- 1 the clerk shall send ».y mail to all la?0**
property have
full opportunity to snow cause creditor* copi* a of s*id p- -.ion and tan orby, may
lost.
of •«*'
| why such permit should not r>e granted,
der. addressed to them at thei." p;ac«i
Datec this 21st day of August, a. d. 1*7.
deuce as stated.
BAG—Containing book with owner's
A. >V. UskUV, Mayor.
C.areati•
Honorary
the
Witness
»a£
name on fly leaf, and valuable*.
Lost on
O. B. hTraar.
the aea! flwrw.
Judge of the said Court, and cu
Bsyside road last Saturday, Aug. 17. Finder
C. H. Ctraria.
the l.th day oi
at Portland, in aaid district,
will be rewarded by returning to Fibst NaCuaa. E. ALEXaXDER.
a.
1907.
d.
August,
tional Bams, Ellsworth, Me.
Alvix Staples,
James E HiwiT, Clerk
L d ]
CuAS. Mt.NAC.HAX
A true copy of petition
gold watch, waitham,
Aide men of tie city of Ellsworth.
sma* K. Hawrr,
of

SATIN

_
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Hunting-case

road

NOTICE.
the Firtt Mortgage band9

Hancock Point, Me.

(or general house*
two adults.
Wages
L. Hudson, on the

woman

per

—

Surry road.
for

general
Rooms. Franklin
GIRL

work

at

ptouMionai ta,u",w*v~
"\Ai:V.
C.

City Lunch

street.

"WILEY

atracrtisrmmti.
IllQT

JUOI

Dll PC ||

iLAut u

|

to purchase.
H o w
about 3 acres of the
best laud ever* Twill
UIIIIT
nuni
«house lot*
that will sell for #100
You can purchase this
per lot.
land bargain for a small sum.
Fifteen minutes walk from
P. O.; market produce raising a
specialty; cuts 6 tons of bay.
Don’t put dt off the lime is
now—the place is Ellsworth—
the price is reasonable.
Look it up—we’ll look it over
together—C will be satisfied
with the price.
F. H. JELLI-ON. Water Street.

TUC
I fit

J

CARD OF THANKS.
our thanks to maur
neighbors for attention's
and kindnesses shown during the 111 ess
and death of oar son and brother. Krne»i F.
Kingsbury, and for beaatifut floral offering*
at tbe funeral
Fred B. Kingsbury.
Mas. Fred B Kingsbury.
Blanche F.. Kingsbury.
Ellsworth. Me., Aug. 20.1907.

AXD

COl'NSELOlt AT LAW.

wish to express
\ITE
friends and
f f

|
!

INCIDENT IN CUNICULOCUB PARK.
fT,HE very valuable cow “Muriel I.ouise”,
missing since July 11, 1907, was found
; 1
AND GET
drowned in Emergency Well” this morning,
: Aug. 14, 1907. between 9 snd 10 o'clock, by William Jordau and Raymond Clark. It was an
unavoidable accident, the ground and timberSold in stores for use.
ing going dow n in ten feet of water with the
Sent post-paid on same day order is received. cow. ••0*>li .“
Views from alt over the world.
Also views of
Mary Catharine Frktz Austin.
No
or
actresses.
comic ones, but artistic
cheap
and beautiful. Send the to cents TODAY aud
TAKE NOTICE.
get the cards by next mall. Address
penalty besides Maine laws for close
time
is
from
82.000 to #5.000 or thirteeu
DEPT.
H.
months in state prison: Sunday*. #3 000 to
#7,000 or fifteen mouths’ imprisonment, ia
each and every case of treapaaa In Cunicttlocus park from this date.
Training School for Norses,
Mary C. Frktz Austin.
Aug. 21, 1907.
offers a three years’ course of training In general
nursing Surg'cal. Medical. Gynaecological,
Infectious. Obstetrical, Children, including
SPECIAL NOTICE.
operating room training and emergency hospinot trespass in Cnniculocus Park. I
tal work. A part of tne third year offers opdemand protection to life and property
The hospital has three sub-de- from the
tional courses.
county of Hancock, tbe atate of
and gives experience not usually
partments,
Maine, and the United States of America
found in a general hospital. Please send for
Mary C. Frktz Austin.
of
terms
and
conditions.
Address
prospectus
PR. GEORGE H. M. HOWE, Medical 8upt.
Boston City Hospital, Boston. Mass.

I
Offices. First Xatloual

6 Souvenir Post Cards

ME^ THE
Boston City Hospital.
A.. ELLSWORTH,

*——s

pxi:

lakkabee,

DEXTIsT.
■loom 8. Bsnk

Block.
Mm*

Ellsworth.

D

r.

C

0 N'
C. M 0 R R ■s

of Bar Harbor,
has
begs to announce that he
M
the latest and most improved

machine.
frequency electrical
blued with the X-Ray

treating

various disc

\s

DO
iv.

cancer._
Subscribe lor The

Ray treatment is

^
di *

nostic work, especially in
es and cancer.
It's an established fact

Ankkicaw:

£"‘l',‘l+

•'

Ellsworth.

8END 10 CENT8

M. BEILITTV,

_

EDMOND J. WALSH,

—

|

A^(

‘“..Jf

Kge.

uaanu'o.

experienced
work in family of
AN'
Mas. A.
week.
41

THE

IN

or

tine,

sjUcrlber hire'.;.- «>”'
»<)»»»•
he bu been duly appointed
tiatorof iheealateef
rR*\-.
»« 01 CBA‘
CABOLISE H. hi iSl.f
6EBRY ISL-Kin the county o« Hancocl.,
given bond* »• ihe n«
•on. having demand. *<»>““
ito
•aid deceaMd are desire ! to X‘
stid
lor aettlement,
■ant
make
ww*1
thereto are requested to
t*"" O.
mediately.
Islts. Aug- »■ !>

To the Holder* of
of
Rodick Realty Company:
accordance with a vote cf tbe Director*
of Rcdtck Retlty Company sud under
and by virtue of the provision* of its morttilted March l, 1X6. and recorded ia
ok 129. page* 236 to 381. inclusive, of Hancock registry of deed*, to United States Trust
Company, of Portland, as Trustee, securing
it* first mortgage bonds, tenders of such
bond* are invited to be purchased by the
Cradberry
said United States Trust Company, as Trustee,
from the sum of fifty-five thousand sis hundred and fifty dollar*, which has been received by said Trustee from the sale of real
estate covered by aaid mortgage and which
(
sum is to be used and applied, under the
terms of said mortgage, to the purchase of
said first mortgage bonds at the lowest price,
ATTOKNEV
not exceeding oue hundred and five per cent,
a>'1>
and accrued interest, at which the same may
COl7.V8ELI.OK AT I.AW.
be offered to the said Trust Company. Written tender* of bond* should be made to tbe
United .States Trust Company, of Portland, j
Idtatr
Offices formerly.
Trustee, on or before August 80, 1907, giving i
Bi'ctaw*1'
the number of bonds and the lowest price for Exeat Bloc*.
which such bonus will be sold in each case by
the holders thereof.
Rodick Realty Company,
By Thomas Searls, Treasurer.
attoknev
August 21. 1907.

Hancock

village,
lady's gray cheviot Jacket with black colJACKET—In
lar and cuffs. Call up
notify The Tabbauear

CkrE_

Attest:—J

No. 2837V1, with fob attached.
Finder
will be suitably rewarded by returning same
to Fbsd G. Smith, Ellsworth, Me.

1

Eent,

assist

to

—

KXHIRITION

The Ellsworth members of the regiment
F. Gray,
now living are D. L. Fields. B.
Roacoe Taylor, A. I. Saunders. D. Y.
McFarland, C. P. Dorr, E. D. Bonsey
These will be
and A. L. Richardson.
assisted in entertaining the visiting members by the Grand Army post and relief
The relief corp has inviled the
corps.

IMS

The Eastern Maine State fair will open

A

of next week.

Thursday

buildings.

! which potatoes are boiled will make them
the store on State street recently vacated
bv Mr. Bradv; it is well preserved, and white and improve the taste.
was
!
he
that
even
at
shows that
early age
Salt sprinkled around the drains is an
possessed ot no little artistic ability.
excellent disinfectant.

Brooksville, who

visitor at

light

If this be true, he has solved the problem of future fuel supply, for no longer
would coal be required for cooking, heatexpected.
Mr. Whitcomb was born at Ellsworth in ing or power when electricity could be
1823, and spent all his days here except had so cheaply. All the power, light and
about one veer ago when he was in Cali- heat the world required would be at hand
The economical
fornia. Mr. Whitcomb married Miss Lu- to last as long as man.
cretia Morrison in 1853. She is still liv- saving of such an invention would be being and enjoying comparatively good yond comprehension and could hardly be
health, notwithstanding the shock of Mr. spoken in figures.
Foodstuffs, clothing,
Whitcomb’s death. Six children were transportation and a thousand luxuries
Mrs.
union—two
of
this
daughters,
born
and conveniences would be greatly reA. W. Ellis, of this city, and Mrs. Thomas duced in price.
Electric lights would disSpencer, of Watertown, Mass., and four place all other luminants. Electric power
of
this
Howard
and
M.
F.,
sons—Charles
would move the trans-continental trains
citv, George B. Whitcomb, of Lynn, Mass., and all vehicles,
besides turning the
He
ofOrono.
E.
Whitcomb,
and Dr. Frank
wheels of labor. The cooking and heatAbbie
sisters—Mrs.
two
is also survived by
ing of the home would be done by elecG. Joy and Mrs. Elisabeth Ulmer, of this tricity.
F.
WhitJ.
brothera-Col.
A few years ago this discovery, if it be s
city, also two
comb, of this city, and Octavius Whit- discovery, would not have meant so much
Cal.
comb, of Monterey,
to the world as it does to-day, because the
Mr. Whitcomb was a member of Lygonia inventive geniuses of the General Electric
much
rea
man
and
A.
M.,
Co. had not then solved the problem of
lodge. F. and
spected throughout the city. Ha worked long-distance power transmission. After
all
his
trade
nearly
at the blacksmith’s
this concern introduced the first oil-cooled,
life, until he was obliged by advancing high-power transformers, long-distance
over
to
work
younger transmission of high voltage was made
years to give the
hands.
possible, and to-day current generated on
were
held
Friday the sea coasts could be carried to almost
The funeral services
at
the
church. any part of the country.
afternoon at 2 o'clock
Such transRev. J. D. Prigmore oBciating. The four formers are used in carrying the power
was
the
All
family
sons acted as bearers.
from the Kern river project to Los Anhere except one brother, Octavius, who geles, a distance of 112 miles; from Nibut
had been here for an extended visit,
agara Falls to Syracuse, and in a dozen
his
who left about two weeks ago for
other places in this country, Canada and
was
Interment
home in Monterey, Cal.
Mexico.
at Juniper cemetery.
Good Seed.
The woes of the amateur gardener are
RE IB- ADMIRAL J. A. SMITH.
Word has been received here of the very amusing to others, but decidedly real
death of Bear-Admiral Joseph Adams to the man who has spoiled a suit of
Admiral Smith clothes, blistered hit hands and lost his
Smith, V. B. N.. retired.
will be remembered by the older citizens temper in his effort to make things grow.
A young man, recently married, early
here. He was a son of the late George 8. I
Smith, who lived in the house on Bridge in the spring secured a suburban place,
hill now occupied by Arthur W. Austin.
mainly with the idea of “fresh, homeHe became a clerk in tbe store of A. B grown vegetables”. Every evening he
Black A Co., in tbe building recently would hurry through his supper and rush
vacated by E. E. Brady. Young Smith out to hia garden, where he displayed
did not take kindly to a business life, and more energy than skill. But, alas! When
in the late ’50s secured a clerkship in many little green things began to break
Washington. He entered the navy at the the ground in his neighbors* gardens, hit
outbreak ol the Civil war, and became own remained as bare as the Sahara.
“It certainly has got me beat,'* he conpaymaster. He was on board tbe Kearsage
“1
in "tbe historic fight with the Alabama off fided to a friend at his office one day.
can’t understand why not a blessed thing
the coast of France.
He rapidly rose in ranit, ana oecame has come up. ( planted peas and corn and
paymaster-general of the navy. He waa tomatoes.”
IVVtKC,
placed on the retired liat a few yean ago. j
Admiral Smith made frequent visits to friend suggested.
“I hardly think it was that," the garEllsworth, having a strong affection for
the home of hia boyhood. His wife, who dener replied, “for I got the very bestwaa Mary Watson, died some yean ago.
paid fifteen cents a can for them."
He is survived by ohe daughter—Jose- j
Useful to Know.
phine. and one sister, who lives in Brook- \
I
lyn, N. Y. Interment was at Warren, Pa,' Wash the hands in mustard water after
While clerking for Black & Co., when a peeling onions, in order to remove the unboy, young Smith used frequently to be j| pleasant odor from the fingers.
missed from his work. What he was up 1
To frost leaves and grasses dip them in
to was finally discovered; he had a great a solution of
gum Arabic and then sprinkle
fancy for drawing and painting, ana he
with powdered glass.
A sample
w*as frequently found at this.
of his painting may still be seen in the
A little milk added to the water in
hall of the stairway leading to the left of

A Vf'KJK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
f. w. Rollika. Editor and Manager
W. H. Titus, A woe late Editor.

fncttlMfliniti.

Sixth Maine Reunion.
The reunion of thefHb Maine regiment
will be held in Ellsworth Wednesday and

Power From the Ocean.
Is the cherished dream of scientists to
A German
come true sfter long years?
electrician claims to have invented a machine which utilizes the power of the
ocean waves so thst dynamos on shore can
be made to develop electricity enough to

OBITUARY.

if he <£llsu>ottl) ^Vmedean.

s ’■

■

...

1‘

thcx

the be»

AMKibCAl

j

the electric

ence to our

attempt. Our attempt abandoned,
another would immediately succeed It, others
taking up the charter rights which we surrendered. And the only result of the
change
would be the substitution of other men and
other plans for us and ours, and of the attempt to introduce a highway trolley system
in place of what we now propose.
To say that no such scheme could he
financed Is idle in view of the
widespread
similar development thac is taking place elsewhere and In the presence of the strong conviction that exists throughout the whole of
Hancock county that railway connection of
some kind between Ellsworth and the island
is essential to its development and growth,
and of the desire there is throughout the
county to obtain it. Denial of this desire, or
of the enterprise’s possibility if urged on
by
strong local interests and not undertaken as
an investment
can
be
made
in
merely,
only
ignorance of the facts.
A great power plant is now being
developed
at Ellsworth by outside capital from which
such a trolley system's electricity could be
obtained at a low rate; there would be no
cost for right of way along the highroad; and
the construction expense for such a line compared with ours would be but slight. That it
would be wasteful of power In operation, expensive in repair, slow in communication,
and valueless if the railroad itself should
presently be extended to Bar Harbor would
by no means be sufficient in my judgment to
prevent its being built. And we should in
any case be threatened with it until either it
was built or the
Maine Central took our
burden up and came in with steam, seeking a
terminal here instead of at the Ferry.
A circular has been lately sent about among
the summer residents at Bar Harbor by people
who have placed themselves in opposition to
our undertaking without apparently having
made any serious attempt to find out what it
contemplated. That it would affect “the freedom heretofore enjoyed in driving" is absolutely untrue; it would be true however if a
highway tro’ley system should be built, replacing ours. This is a point to which the
greatest consideration has been given in the
plans which we have made; there are practically no grade crossings in them, on the island; and the road nowhere skirts the driving
roads and rarely would be eren visible from
them.
That the railroad if built would tend to
bring in “undesirable and dangerous characters" who now are prevented from coming by
the presence of the pleasant eight-mile trip
across the bay, seems to need no answer.
That existing residential property will be Injured by the line which we have planned I do
not think is true in any case, and it certainly
has been our earnest eudeavor to prevent it.
If. on the contrary, any other road is built
than such a one as we have planned, whether
a trolley line
along the high-road or an extension of the Maine Central railroad operated as it would naturally be by steam, the
injury to residential property would surely
be a great one and it is precisely this injury
which we are now endeavoring to provide

road.

promoters outMR. DORR.

plans of the
lined BY

POSSIBLE TO
WILL UO EVERYTHING
ATTRACnVB AND PHEmake road
UEBVB ISLAND’S BEAUTY.
one of the men interUeorge B. Dorr,
Tmneit Co., which
Mted in the Mt. Deeert
build «n electric roed from
to
proposes
worth to Bar Harbor, in an open letto some of the objectors to
ter replying
the pUn* of the comthe road, outline!
more detail than hae heretofore
pyny in
been (riven. Heaaye:
the diacueeion of the railway
]n view Of
which haa been lately
situation at Bar Harhor

III,

In the preas and out of It, and of the
regard to It which eytminds of a number of the
dentlv eviata in the
here. I feel thnt some clesr
summer residents
to It Is needed.
ststemeDt with rsgsrd
of the directors of
It ha- been the Intention
Co. to make such a
the >lt. Desert Transit
moment possible, sa
statement st the earliest
surreys for root*
Its
soina

on

misapprehension with

preliminary
completed and ths practical posai-

soon ts

Should be
nnd opblllty could he shown of constructing
But
eration such n llns ns planned by Ihem.
well
a
not
engiobtain
only
their desire to
neered route from the railroad-engineering
thnt would glee the
point of view but one
with the least posbest service to Bar Harhor
or
sible injury. If any. to residential property
nnd ths pleasantisland
ths
of
to the beauty

of its walks end drlres, haa led to a prolonged study of the ground and unexpected
to
delay; many routes have been surveyed
the thickness of the woods
get the best, and
diffitheee
ol
work
obtaining
has made the
is now practically
cult and slow. This work
complete however and the transit company
the
intends to place the results of It before
as soon ns It is
public by map end statement
so.
possible to do
The pains taken by Its engineers to avoid
to its
disfigurement to the Island or Injury
will then
future interests as s summer resort
be seen am people will be able to pass intelligent judgment upon the success attained.
The utmost care has been taken to avoid all
valuable property nnd summer residences,
present or to come, while serylng their convenience. The road will scarcely he seen indeed at any point after construction Is comness

plete. If built along ths llns now planned by
Its few road
and in the way Intended.
crossings within drivingdlstaaee of Bar Harbor have been carefully studied out with reference to neither crossing roads at grade nor
disfiguring them; no Tiaducta are necessary
nor embankments higher than can be easily
and quickly screened from view by planting;
plans have already been prepared especially, with the most careful thought, for obviating st the railroad's cost any injury to
tbe landscape, and to all other Interest# of
summer residents, that might result from engineering necessity In obtaining entrance

and

to

Bar Harbor.
inc real

point

at ihuc,

■■

uw»

gotiate with yea for the transfer of your
rights and franchises, and that we feel that it
is due to us in view of the
understanding between us in the winter that you should give
us the fullest
opportunity to do so. that we
may proceed without delay and without waiting for the meeting of another legislature to
the development of our plans for a street
railwaj’ to Bar Harbor, abandoned in your
**vorYours truly,
John O. Whitney,
(Signed)
A. W. Greely,
J. M. Higgins.
O. W. Tapley,
C. L. Morang,
E. E. Brady,
Thos. F. Moran,
E. N. Benson,
H. B. Phillips,
A. W. King,
M. Gallert.
John F. Whitcomb,
George H. Grant,
Howard A. Walker,
J. P Eldridge,
John F. Knowlton.

GREEN LAKE.
F. Clark and wife, of Bar Harbor, are
spending a few days at the Morse cottage.
Hiram Patten has moved to his parents’
home at North Ellsworth.
Mrs. Edward Kelley and family, and
Mr. and Mrs. Boynton are at the Wood-

Mr. and Mrs. Greenleaf, of Boston, and
Mr. and Mrs. Robinson are guests of J.
Webster and wife.
Mr. and Mrs. Ringwall and son, Mr.
Weiler and wife and Miss Weiler are
guests at the Kirstein.
Mrs. Herbert Abbott has as her guests
Fred Sanborn and wife, of Boston, Ed
Dempsey, of Bangor, and Mrs. Abel Hunt
and daughter, of Bangor, who will spend
a few weeks.
L. Hildredtb, who has been supplying
Green Lake with milk and vegetables, has
sold bis farm to Fred Webster, and
cottagers will be supplied hereafter by
Will Austin and son, of Ellsworth.

|

Sunday brought the usual number of
visitors, among them Walter Morse and
wife, W. P. Lowell, William Miller, W.
Givren and wife, Charles Harlow and wife,
William Gorham and wife, H.
and wife

Levenseller

quite gay, and
there is every promise that the gaiety will
continue way into September. Every day
brings new arrivals. Recent arrivals are
F. Ober and wife, of Bangor; Mr. and
I
against.
Mrs. MacLaughlin, of Arlington, Maas.
inn ii is » aicp
Mjwaru
use oi sieam
me
Mrs. Hunt and daughter Barbara arrived
upon the island is manifestly untrue, as the
twenty-year contract which we have in view Friday to spend a few weeks, and more of
the family will follow later.
with the power company at Ellsworth is
alone enough to show. The importance of
Fishing has been excellent. Thursday
in
of
steam
the
as
securing electricity
place
J. Webster, of Bangor, landed a six-pound
future source of transportation energy c n the
salmon after a hard tussle; the line was
island is a matter which we have steadily
wound around the anchor rope three
held in view from the commencement.
That it would operate in any wa> to bring ; times, and Mr. Webster had to haul up
"the deadly automobile" to the island seems and cut the line and then tie it.
Friday
S.
to me a most unfounded fear.
Iu enabling Mr. Webster added another salmon.
people who come down to the island by auto- Daubs and wife caught twelve pickerel
Rev. Mr. Pember has a
mobile to leave their machines behind at in a few hours.
some near point aioug our tine and to reach
salmon and several bass to his credit.
H.
them readily again, und in giving rapid com- Abbott landed a pickerel weighing three
munication on the island to people living
pounds and twelve perch. Amos Hardy
! here, its effect would be precisely the oppocaughttwo pickerel and nine perch.
site of this in my opinion. Otherwise the
; two things are absolutely remote and the cool
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
discussion of the railway situation ought not
to be complicated by the introduction of anMiss Bessie Johnston, of Amherst, is
other matter wholly foreigu to it.
the guest of her aunt, Mrs. C. W. Smith.
i Finally, that improved raihvay connection
Miss Ethel Crocker has returned from a
j planned as we have planned it and carried
care that we are taking to preweek’s visit with relatives at Green Lake
j> out with the
*
serve the natural beauty of the island aud to
and Bangor.
avoid all injury to residential property and
H. Leslie was at home from
Charles
! the interests of summer resident, would ruin
Gouldsboro a part of last wreek, visiting
j Bar Harbor as a summer resort, hardly seems his
There are
mother, Mrs. Alexander Rogers.
to call for any serious answer.
ne

past

week

nas

Deen

|

|

j
i

|
j

other to exist which would be

better than it.
If a better *han our own
can be shown, I
eel that I
speak with knowledge In saying

all those who are interested in the
ransit
company will gladly co-operate in
ringing it about instead of the one they
°“er; but if none better can be found, then
°Ppoeiition to it is unwise and harmful. For
00 oae
having knowledge of the matter at all
can question the
importance of having any
real that
may be built onto the island
planned with the care which we are giving it
•nd built and
managed under the control of

Jbat

0#® most

interested, through 'ownership
•Qd long
association, in its permanent welAud to this end also it is most desirable
at our
enterprise, if no better one can be
*vised, should be shared in widely, not left
• few to
either own or manage; nor met
w>th an opposition that could
only result, if
result at all, in throwing the underakiug into other hands. For it cannot be
clearly understood that others stand
eady and anxious to take the matter up if we
®
ould drop it, nor could we in
faicness opose their
doing so since they only withdrew
eir l*rfor
application for a charter in defef-

.d

without unnecessary delay a railway
ing practically the same territory that

coverwe

in-

though following an independent right of way and not the highways.

tended

to

cover,

We were at first reluctaut to withdraw, as
at that time
you know, as we were doubtful
whether your intention in the matter was a
of
serious one. But on becoming convinced
this through the representations which you
obour
made us we withdrew in your favor,
of the reject having been the development
And
gion to be served and not investment.
in
we have since followed with satisfaction,
common with our whole community, your

thorough and well-considered proceedings
of the railpreliminary to the construction
much talk,
way. As we have lately heard
to
however, of the development of opposition
some of the summer
your undertaking among
know how
residents at Bar Harbor and do not
for
far this might influence you in your plans
wise to
the building of the road, we think it
understanding
call your attention to the tacit
and obliarrived at between us in the winter
and acceptgation incurred by you in urging
favor. And to
ing our withdrawal in your
or from any
say that if, through opposition
this road
build
to
other cause, your plan
to ueready
should be abandoned we.stand

factory, crossing Main

street

near

! Kiver Power

Co. in regard to changes
necessary to be made in highways and
bridges by the building of the power
dam.
The street commissioner was instructed
to repair Brimmer’s bridge according to
his best judgment.
Complaint having also been made of the
condition of High, Pine and Spruce
streets through surface drainage of sewage, it was voted to notify parties whose
drains are the cause of the nuisance to
discontinue the same at once.

Whiting

block and then following a
generally parallel with Main street
in the rear of the business blocks on the
south side of the street crossing Water
street just below the postofflce, and entering Union river a short distance below
the Main street bridge. Many closets
empty into this brook, and it has become
practically an open sew'er.
Verbal and written complaints of its
condition near Water street have been recourse

ceived, and

;

j

j

at

•nd

BUCKS PORT.
Mrs. Elizabeth J. Carr, a former resident of this place, died at her home in
Bridgeport, Pa., Monday, aged seventyeight years. The remains will be brought
here for interment.

--

ghan and Alexander were present.
H. M. Hall, president of the Ellsworth
Power Supply Co., addressed the board in
regard to the construction of a pole line
from the power house of the Bar Harbor
& Union River Power Co. to the Dedham
line by way of the old Bangor road to
Newhall's corner, thence by the Bangor
road.
Chief-Engineer Leonard of the Bar Harbor & Union River Power Co., addressed
the board with regard to changes which
would be necessary in the roads and
bridges because of flowage from tbe dam
now building.
Maps and plans were subEvelyn]
mitted to show more clearly tbs changes
SAUNDERS—At Orland, Aug 14, to Mr and
necessary.
Mrs Irving R Sauxders, a son.
ii
wm
oe
necessary to discontinue WILLARD—At Stonington, Aug 17, to Mr and
Mrs John Roland Willard, a son.
like
half
a
mile
of
the
shore
something
Lamoine, Aug 6, to Mr and Mrs
road, and build a new road following YOUNG—At
Waiter Young, a son. [Ernest Francis]
generally the line of the old road, but a
few* rods back, on the high land.
The
MARRIED.
present Doyle bridge will be discontinued,
and the bridge will be moved to the site of BUTLER—HOOPER—At North Sullivan, Aug
15, by Rev N R Pearson. Miss Valeria Butler
the present Infant street bridge, which is
to Percy L Hooper both North Sullivan.
in bad condition, or to a point about 1,000 DALZELL—TEEL—At Lubec, Aug 10, by Rev
F J M Appleman, Elva V Dalzell, of Lubec,
feet below the Infant street bridge where
to Clinton B Teel, of Long Island.
by the original plans it was proposed to INMAN-HERRICK—At Bluehill, Aug 17, by
Rev R L Olds, Miss Hittie C Inman to Harbuild a new bridge.
The power company
old L Herrick, both of Bluehill.
will make the necessary bridge changes,
and pay for land damages.
DIED.
Mr. Leonard pointed out the fact that
BYARD—At Sargentville, Aug 19, William
of
of
a
short
the
construction
by
piece
Byard, aged 93 years.
new road on the west side of the river, a
KINGSBURY—At Ellsworth, Aug 15, Ernest
F Kingsbury, aged 20 years, 3 months.
drive would be provided all
the way
around the lake wnich will be formed by MAYO—At Bluehill, Aug 14. Francis C Mayo,
aged 68 years, 11 months, 18 days.
the construction of the dam.
MOON—At Hancock, Aug 15, Capt Shimuel
A recess was taken to Monday evening.
Moon, aged 88 years.
TAPLEY—At West Brooksville, Aug 15, Anna,
MONDAY’S MEETING.
wife of Sewell D Tapley, aged 46 years.

Monday evening’s meeting
was present; Mayor Greely

the full
in

on the ea9t side of High street near
Amos Rooks place, was referred to
the committee on streets and the street

trees
the

commissioner.

it

was

ordered that the

L-Q R D.

The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge

Work.

(ias,

Ether

and

i’aioless Lix-

Cocaine for

j

H.

GREELY,
DENTIST.

Main Street,

Ellsworth.

CLARION.
Whether it’s
nace—If it is

a

range or a fur-

"Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by
a

J. P. ELDRIDGE,
Main Street,

«

Ellsworth

Something

new

in Ellsworth.

PUBLIC

AUTOMOBILE
I have a Ford Runabout Automobile which isavailabie for public service every afternoon.

Terms Reasonable.
FRANK E. GRAY,

Ellsworth,

Me.

1804*1907.

HEBRON
For

ACADEMY

Boys

and Girls.

Thorough Preparation for College and Scientific Schools.

Courses for those who

cannot attend Coileie.
buildings, steam heat, electric light,
telephone, etc. Efficient corps of Teachers.
Physical Instructor all the year.
No better school anywhere for young men and
women to *et training in mind aud body.
Fall Term Begins Tuesday, Sept. 10f 1907.

Modern

For

catalogue and further information,
address. Principal,

W. E. Sargent, Hebron, Maine.

cftbntigtn.nus,

A Hair

Dressing
Nearly

brook or drain or sewer, polluted by sewage
from abutters and others, running under my
property on the east side of Water street in
said Ellsworth, is out of repair, that the odor
to
detrimental
is
arising therefrom
the
a
health
and
great damage to
property, that the undersigned claims that it
is the duty of the city to keep same in repair
and to cause the abutters to refrain from
emptying sewage therein. And the undersigned prays that the city take such action as
is necessary in order to abate such nuisance
Thomas E. Lee.
and repair such drain.

motion,

I—

Porcelain inlays*

TIFFANY—At Northeast Harbor. Aug 20, Rev
Charles Comford Tiffany, D. D., of New
York, aged 78 years.
RAYMOND-At Ellsworth, Aug 17, Elizabeth
M, wife of Wallace Raymond, aged 49 years,
3 months.
SNOW—At Ellsworth, Aug 15, Mrs Henrietta
T Snow, aged.80 years, 5 months.
WEBSTER—At Stonington. sAug 14, Hannah
Robbins Webster, aged 64 years, 4 months.
WHITCOMB-At E llsworth Falls, Aug 15,
Charles E Whitcomb, aged 84 years, 8
months, 9 days.

the

Request of the Western Union Telegraph
Co., presented through Colin McKenzie,
for permission to trim or cut down certain

On

S.

with stable in
for immediate

THE—

BORN.

At Thursday evening’s meeting, Mayor
Greely, Aldermen Stuart, Curtis, Mona-

WAYNFLETE

Something

to

nwke the hair more manageable; to keep it from being

rough,

too

from

or

splitting

10
•*
60
Day
General and College Preparatory Departments.
Certificate admits to all leading Colleges.
Tenth year begins Sept. 24, 1907.
MissCrisfield
PRINCIPALS
Miss Lowell
*•

L.

W.

RUMILL,
Undertaker.

the ends. Something, too,
that will feed the hair at the
at

time, a regular hair-food.
V'ell-fedhair will be strong,and
will remain where it belongs
on the head, not on the comb!
same

—

ers or

—

A

yW

Made

WEST TREMONT,
Telephone connection.

J. C. Ayer Co Lowell, Mass.
Also r-ianufaoturers of

9

"MO

H.
y j'V

MO

WASHKB."

B. ESTEY Jl CO.,

WEST END BRIDGE,

ELLSWORTH

MB

~~

PALMER

Nasal

m&h
Ely’s Cream BataV”™*jk/
CATARRH

cleanses, soothes and heals

m

the diseased membrane.
It cures catarrh ami drives
away a cold in the head

Gasolene

PALMER
48 Portland Pier,

Cream Halm is placed into the nostrils,spreads
the membrane anil Is absorbed. Relief is Immediate and a cure follows. It Is not drying—does

produce sneezing. Large Size, 50
gists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents.
56

cents at

Drug-

Warren Street. New York.

P
P M P, M P P
P
Xdl XL
XL <LJ ii’JL U XlJL
FRED’lv II. MOSES, Bar Harbor.

and Launches.
BROS.,

Portland, Me.

Complain

Why

when at the small cost of 10 cents
for years you can have a sharp razor
and au easy shave by using

over

not

Engines

styles and sizes, 1 1*2 to 20 H. P., 2 and 4
cycle, 1. 2 and 4 cylinders. 'Jump spark or make
aud break. Don't forget our 3 H P. complete
for 9i88.oo. Send for catalogue.
25

quickly.

ELY BROTHERS.

PAT,

Ail kind* of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods c&lied tor aud delivered.

sarsaparilla.

(iLijcrs

Robes, etc.

MAINE.

ELLSWORTH

by

/|

1

Dealer in Caskets, Collins,

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.

The best kind of a testimonial
“Sold for over sixty years.”

the

SCHOOL.

HOME SCHOOL FOR GIRLS.
65 State Street. Portland, Me.
Number in Boarding Department
A

every one likes a fine

hair dressing.

own-

occupants of all property adjoining
brook running under Oak street, via
the Hale stable property and across Main
street to the Union river, be notified that
complaint has been made that offensive
matter has been thrown into said brook,
creating a nuisance, and that they be
ordered to refrain from continuing to
Mrs. Mary Betts and daughter Dora, of pollute said brook.
East Boston, are visiting relatives and
Petition of the Ellsworth Power Supply
friends here.
Co., as presented by Mr. Hall at Thursday’s
Mrs. Stella Wiggin, with little daughter meeting for pole power line to the Dedin writing.
It
Corinne, is at Bartlett’s Island visiting ham line, was presented
was ordered that fourteen days’ public
her uncle, Capt. George F. Ray.
notice be given by publication of petition
The Misses Look, of Boston, are spendand order thereon in The Ellsworth
ing a few weeks with their grandparents,
American, and also by personal notice on
Uriah Look and wife.
property-owners along the highways on
Banand
of
Remiek
Allen
family,
Capt.
svhich it is proposed to construct the
H.
H.
Pratt’s
are
cottage
occupying
gor,
line for a hearing of the matter at the
RemMrs.
Mr.
summer.
Weaver,
for the
mayor and aldermen’s room in Hancock
ick's father, is with them.
hall Thursday, Sept. 5, at 7.30 p. m., at
Mrg. Henry Frazier, of Winter Harbor, which hearing all persons interested may
who
and Mrs. Etta Dorr, of Bar Harbor,
appear and show cause if any why the
have been visiting their parents, Capt.
permit should not be granted. The petiChaney Sadler and wife, have returned

home.__

.."..■■■--

■■

BEAL—At Ellsworth, Aug 16, to Mr and Mrs
Clifton H Beal, a daughter.
BOWLEY—At Franklin, July 18, to Mr and
Mrs Ralph L Bowley, a daughter.
BRANN—At Ellsworth, Aug 17, to Mr and Mrs
Eugene D Brann, a son.
CARNEY—At Ellsworth, Aug 17, to Mr and
Mrs David W Carney, a daughter.
DARLING—At Franklin, July 14, to Mr and
Mrs Julius A Darling, a son.
GRINDLE—At Castine, Aug 7, to Mr and Mrs
Bert Grindle, a daughter.
JUDKINS—At Stonington, Aug 10, to Mr and
Mrs George Allen Judkins, a daughter.
KEISOR—At Elisworth Falls, Aug 16. to Mr
and Mrs Charles E Keisor, a son.
[John S.]
LEIGHTON—At Franklin, Aug 5, to Mr and
Mrs Hollis C Leighton, a son.
LITTLEFIELD—At Penobscot, Aug 19, to Mr
and Mrs Dexter Littlefield, a daughter.
M’GRAW—At Surry, Aug 16, to Mr and Mrs
S A McGraw, a son.
M’NIDER—At Lamoine, Aug 6, to Mr and Mrs
Henry J McNider, a daughter. [Florence

THURSDAY’S MEETING.

ready

occupancy.

traction.

Kllawnrth Port.
Ar Aug 17, ach Storm Petrel, New York, cement (or^am
Sid Aug21,schs Henrietta A Whitney, Newark. staves and heads, Whitcomb, Haynes Sc
Co; Lavolta, Sullivan

possibly legal complications.

At

BENT—House

good locality,

MARINE LIST.
..

Another matter of importance before
these meetings was the change of roads
and bridges which will be made necessary
by the construction of the big dam.

board
chair.

TO

Adjourned.

sion for sewerage of this section of the
city is provided by the city, and the order is likely to cause much inconvenience

j

■

|

some

the

Ellsworth, Aug. 19, 1907.
To the Honorable Mayor and Board eg' Aidermen of the city of Ellstrorth:
The undersigned, a property-owner of the
city of Ellsworth, complains that a certain

j

|

•bowing

shoe

I

J

problem

Woodland,

F. C. Burrill, agent for C. R. Burrill,
presented formal complaint of the condition of the brook running under the
Burrill building on Water street, claiming
the brook is polluted by sewerage from
residences and public buildings, and asking that the nuisance be abated.
The following written complaint relating to the same brook, was received:

j

j

Houses, Farms

Monday evening’s meeting
the aldermen voted to order all propertyMrs. Emery Hastings will leave Thursowners emptying sewage into the brook to
day for Boston, where she will reside this
discontinue doing so.
No other proviwinter.
bury.

of success we may have attained in
doing ibis but whether railroad connection,
of some kind, with the mainland is not certain in the near future; and whether, If the
line planned by the transit company is not
bnilt. some other would not soon succeed it
under the management of those leas Interested in preserving the beauty and attraction
of the island and in giving weight to the interests of its summer residents, or less able
to consider them.
Mt. Desert Island Is an Island in name only
solar as road communication is concerned,
and it would be childish to suppose that a
territory of its extent aud Interest, with seventy odd miles of the most beautiful coast
upon the whole Atlantic, and near as it is to
great centres of population, can be kept permanently isolated from direct connection
with the general railroad system of the
country. It is as inevitable that such development should come as it is that a stream
dammed up should overflow its dam. The demand tor it will increase without and grow
within until it cornea; but if the road should
then be built by those who have not got at
heart the interests of the island as a summer
C. J. Treworgy and family moved up
home, who do not understand these interests i none among the summer residents at Bar
Harbor, however, whose interests, both propor are not able to give them weight by buildTuesday from their cottage at Contention
ing for the future, great and irreparable In- erty and personal, are greater iu the preser- Cove, where they have spent four weeks.
it a desirable and dejury to the island will have been done. Such j1 vation of all that makes
Miss Eva M. Brown returned to Bangor
lines are like river valleys In their perma- lightful summer home than those who have
vacation
undertaken to secure for it such connection Saturday, after spending her
nence when formed. If a good line Is
adopted
with the main laud as will permanently serve ! with her parents, W. H. Brown and w ife,
now. its benefit to the island In the future
will be incalculable: if a bad line is taken or ; its need and save it in the future from the at Bayside.
or even
poor methods of construction are adopted, it ! grave injury that an ill-considered,
F. H. Lowell and wife, who have been
!
will do irreparable harna to the interests of ! any ordinary railway line would surely cause,
here and at North Penobscot durIn view of this aud of the thought which visiting
the existing property holders on the islaud
*
Mr. Lowell’s vacation of two weeks,
and to the pleasure and convenience of those they have given it, would it not be well for ing
others who also have at heart the permanent left Friday for their home at Tarrytowu,
who may come to live here in the future.
YThe character of the present line between interests of Bar Harbor aud the region cenwell aud to
Bangor and the Ferry, bnilt by a promoter, tering here to weigh the matter
Howard Giles, of Jamaica Plain, Mass.,
shows what comes from leaving the develop- wait at least for the transit company’s state- ! was here
Friday on hi3 way to Waltham,
ment of completed plans and its survey of
ment of a railroad
system to those who have
! and again on Monday on his way to Bar
m> interest in the
route before assuming any attitude of opposiit
also
and
served,
region
where he will spend the week
!
shows the permanence which a bad line and tion toward a carefully thought-out attempt Harbor,
with relatives.
which has at least the merit of having been
ill construction obtain when once a line is
built. Ill planned and III constructed, this undertaken for the general good?
Miss Mary Hamilton, Mrs. B. S. Jelliline- has had the one great merit of
The Ellsworth and Bar Harbor men who son, Misses Helen Flood and Marjorie
giving a
beautiful approach to Bar Harbor in the were
applicants at the last legislature for Jellison and W. E. Leighton are spending
summer time, when the weather is pleasant
a charter for an electric road from Ells- ! the week at Camp Ellis, guests of Mrs. A.
and the boat service in dirert and irnnri.
But
worth to Bar Harbor, have also taken a E. Foster and son Arthur.
its effect is to
place the island at its nearest
letter writing.
They have
Mrs. Frank Holden, of Bar Harbor, was
point eight miles off from shore, and other hand in the
to the Mt.
here Monday night on her way home from
poiuts upon it—equally near by land—twelve addressed the following letter
Co.:
mi ts or more
a trip to New York. She was accompanied
beyond. Anyone who looks at Desert Transit
the matter
E.LL-S WORTH, AUg. O.
home Tuesday morning ty her son Robert,
reasonably can see that it is impossible that this condition should continue, Mt. Desert Transit Co.. Bar Harbor. Maine.
who has been spending his vacation here
iuthe presence of the
were charter
—The
undersigned
railGentlemen:
Harriet
rapidly growing
Mrs.
with his grandmother,
way system of the country, when good and members of a corporation called Ellsworth &
rapid laud communication is possible and the Mount Desert R. R. Co. and with others, citi- Hastings. _______
last legisservice by water can
only be maintained at a zens of this county, petitioned the
MOUTH OK THE RIVER.
constant loss and great expense to the rail- lature for a charter to enable us to build an
way company that gives it.
electric street railway from Ellsworth to Bar
Capt. W. L. Remiek is in Bangor on
islaud.
This seems so obvious and the
importance Harbor and other points on Mt. Desest
of looking ahead and
also came business.
trying to provide fo* the Shortly afterward your corporation
change which it will bring so clear that I before the legislature asking similar rights
George Savage, ol Boston, formerly of
cannot understand how
asked us to
this place, called on relatives and friends
any one can fail to from it, and your representatives
recoguue the necessity, in objecting to the withdraw our request for a charter upon your
here recently.
•olution of the
which we offer, of statement of intention to proceed to build
measure

tion and order thereon are printed in
SMurtfacnunt*
fall in this issue.
The matter of removing wires from curTROUBLE
IN
BIGHT
OVER tain streets, as ordered by the board at a
meeting May 8 last, was referred to a speSEWERAGE QUESTION.
cial committee consisting of the chief enF-OR SALE.
PROPERTY OWNERS NOW EMPTYING gineer of the Are department and the
I have to offer several moderate,
committee on Ore department.
SEWAGE INTO WATER COUR8B ORJohn A. Stuart was nnanimonely elected priced houses at about half the cost to
DERED TO DISCONTINUE SAME.
custodian of the Franklin street engine Duild.
One house with stable on Oak streethouse and driver of the hose wagon.
The city
government of Ellsworth has
The driver of the street sprinkler and
modern and In good repair.
.held two meetings daring the past week— ! hook and
ladder truck, Arthur H. Mer- One house on Birch avenue In flue
and
Thursday
Monday evenings.
riam, received four votes and E. F. Jororder and modern; less than half
One of the principal matters of discus- 1 dan one vote, and Mr. Merriam was decost to build a few years ago.
sion was the condition of the water course clared elected.
One house on State street; one tin
Aid. Alexander, Curtis and Stuart were
running from the vicinity of Oak and
Central stree't; several on Water
appointed a special committee to act in
Park streets across private property near
street; also the J. A. Taylor house;
conjunction with the street commissioner
also theHalt estate on School street.
the East side grammar school and Union and confer with the Bar Harbor A Union

CITY MEETINGS.

EDGE

"DIAMOND
Pent

RAZOR PASTE.”

Receipt of IO cents.
E. A. DANIELS,
27 Dane Ave., Somerville, Mass.

Moses

on

Flowers,

and Fine Floral Work for any and
every occasion

Open

all the

year round.

has subscribers al 10
111 post-offices in Hancock count}
*•
SI' the other papers in the County com
bind do no* reach so many. The Axeri
ca: is so* the only paper printed i
Ha cock county, and has never claimed t o
be, st it is the only papei that can prof
erli be called a Cocxtt paper; all tk t
res ire merely local papere. The circuit
The Americas, barring the Ba r
t««>
Ba.bsn Record’s summer list, is large r
the that of all the other papers prints
fn Hancock county

S&brrtisnnnu*.

l£i AMERICAS

welcome their former pastor.
Mrs. Howard Havey and Miaa Vi via
who have been in Hancock the past fev
weeks, are at home.
Rev. J. R. Norwood, of Eaatport. who ii
visiting at Northeast Harbor, called 01

With the standard

York—the

C OUNTY NEWS.
dditional Covn*_ iVftri

net

other pagt

With

Frank A. Havey, druggist, of Eastport
ntly visited his home here.
M s. C. H. Abbott has gone to Portland
w hr re she will visit Dr. E. G. Abbott an<

Further information will be

reti med home.

D vid Patchtn and wife are spending
few weeks at George's pond for the benefil
of Vr. Patehen’s health.

It is reported
one

d

good authority

on

young business

our

men

that

realized

a

pro t from a Mexican mining investment
last veek of nearly *30,000.
E. S.. held a picnic at
Robertson, East Sullivan
Sixteen members
Wednesday.
ava ed themselves of this pleasant opporO* ->is

the

chapter,

O.

of Mrs.

iome

irt

Wanted

Agents

!

|

in*
tra<

principal owners, are
acting the plant here. The
*f the

v

is

in town
raiLroad

finished and will be

about half

by native employees instead ol
was at first supposed.
Th€
wh».rf, which is in bad shape, is being
ton away preparatory to building a new
one with a wing extending up river, probabl. going to the so-called towboat wharf.
Tht houses occupied by employees have
bee undergoing repairs, and it is understood that the store formerly called the
Sul ivan Granite store will be razed. At
the quarry a large face of granite has
bee
cleared
from
which
have been
shi{ ped several cargoes of random. Paving utters are now at work. This work
is tader the direct supervision of Henry
A. Wallace.
Vox Poptli.
Aug. 19.
con

Ital

>leted

as

ins,

LAMOINE.
W. H. Rice, of North Livermore,
will occupy the pulpit here next Sunday.
Miss Mabel Young, of Bangor, is visitRev.

ing

her

and

wife.

Rev.

grandparents, Benjamin Young

Friday,

and

preached

Sunday

morning and evening.
M's. Walter Stanley and young sons
and Mrs. Betsey Young, of Isiesford, are
gueaia of Miss Jennie Hodgkins.

o

days with Mrs

Flossie Joy Kendall, of Wilton,
is the guest of Mrs. L. C. Bragdon.
Robert M. Woodruff, of Ridley Park.
Pa., joined his family here Monday.
Maurice Fernald is substituting for Station Agent Knowles, while he is on a vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Crcssley with guests and
friends had a pleasant ride to Goulds bore
Tuesday, where they enjoyed a clam-hake.
Mrs.

TO

Maine.

Visitors’ day at the Methodist church

Vm,

too

was

favored

Mrs.

Watson

with
was

delightful

weather.

soloist and sang charm-

ingly.

alitor pipi

Evelyn Lant

is

visiting friends

William K. Dodge, who
has t*.
relative, here, returned
Wilder B. Bobbins left Sunday for Bar in*
to “
boB* in
Boston Saturday.
Harbor, where be will Join the steamer
14.
Aug.
Srhoodic es steward.

I

in?u„

^

Mias Edna 8. Loot, of South Portland,
spent last week here with her sunt, Mrs.
W. A. Clark, and other relatives.
H. Rideout end Nettie C. Lunt left
to-day lor Boston, where they have work.
Mr. Rideout will leave lor Philadelphia

Tuesday.
Rev. F. N. Atwood, who has been away
acon bis vacation, wtuinel Saturday
companied by bis father, who will
make him e short visit.

George W. Lunt took s party out to
Duck Islands Ashing Thursday. Coming
in the bead of his mast broke off, but did
Tbc party had fine luck Balling.
uo harm.
Thelma.
Aug. 17.
_

PRETTY MARSH.
Ibe schooner Lit tie hale, front Rockland,
arrived Aug. 10 with grain for W. H.
Freeman.
Mlee Laura Brown and Master John McDaniels, of Philadelphia, who have been
vieiting relatives here, will leave Wednea-

Fred Donnell is at his home for a short
His family came from Hall Quarry
the first of the summer. This is his first
visit in town for six years.

J. Harper and wife were in Ellswortf
Bangor this week.
Mrs. Core Reed, of Boston, is the guest

W.
and

Creek.

The school committee has built
house at No. 3 schooLhouae.
A.

G. Blake returned from

a

a

wood-

business

Hodgkins, of Waltham, Mass., ► trip in Washington county Friday,
who joined his family for his vacation
i
Capt. Harry Wood, in the schooner
here and at Isiesford, will return home
Lincoln, arrived from Rockland Saturday,
early next week.
bringing freight for merchants here.
C. A. Reynolds returned to his home in
A union picnic of the Baptist and
Mrs.
SumCambridge, Mass., Saturday.
Methodist Sunday schools will be held at
ner Foster and sister. Miss Louise Reytbe old steamboat wharf some day this
nolds, will go to Ellsworth this week for
visit with relatives before returning to

a

Cambridge.
The Biverview Local Union of ChrisEndeavor at Marlboro was attended
by a large delegation from this town.
The services were interesting and inspiring. The hospitality of the few members of Marlboro society was unbounded.
H.
Aug. 19.
tian

_

week.

Mrs.

Helen

Coulter, with daughter
Doris, of Brockton, Mass., is visiting her
parents, Josiah Coulter and wife, and
other

friends here.

Aug.

Homer Wilbur, of Marlboro, is employed
Birch Tree farm.

James Roper, of Brook sville, was it
town last week on business.
Mrs. Margaret Barbour, of Ellsworth, ii
visiting Mrs. Everett Tinker.

unable to walk, one foot being a mass of
bruises.
The physician assured her no
bones were broken. Allen Goodwin, son
of Mrs. Koppel, secured the number of the
machine, and the name of the owner and
also of the chauffeur were soon learned.
The matter w-as placed in the hands of the
In the parly were Mrs.
authorities.
Abigail Rhodes, Mrs. William Koppel
and son Allen Goodwin, and Miss May
Young, all of Boston and vicinity. George
Callahan and wife, Harlan Murphy, wife
and little daughter, Mrs. Millie Freemans
Miss Louise Robbins.
N.
Aug. 17.
_

S.

19.
_

WEST GOULDtsBORO.
J. Galbraith and son Jack are visiting at
Glenockie cottage.
Mrs. Ernest D. Shaw, of Nashua, N. H.,
is visiting friends and relatives here.
Mrs. Serenas Kodick, of Bar Harbor,
visited Mrs. Charles Wood last week.

snowman

and wife

were

in

Robbins, of Boston. „

* 4‘
with relative,
here.
William Thurston, of Crabt™ >
light station, is at borne for . few
dan
Charles W. Procter, of
Gloucester
waa the guest of friend,
here |„t *„*1
William Cnderwood Co.',
weeks

mL

h~,

new

William Thurston, of
Portland, f,
•pending . few day* here with hi, ,trlJ
"’
Cipt. W. J. Thur,ton and wife
C. W. Ku9«, of Stonington,
win
dunce in Mt. Dcaert hell.
ing, Aug. 17. Orunite City band will
r*
niah music.
Aug. 14.
Axm
________

Saturdaycvm'

It is better to prefer honors ble
delest
mean victory, to
lowering the lerel
2" aim that we may more certainly
the complacency of auccess.
j0kn
•

M

enfcj
jjjj

A hammock lor two;

Just you—and

I

ZuZu
the

glorious little ginger

1

snap.

|

Tor what better company

Castine Sat-

£ Charles Field, of Reading, Mass., was
in town one day last week calling on
friends.

Mrs. Ella Hutchinson has gone to her
home in Milford, N. H., after an extended
visit here.
Mrs. William Sellers and daughter
Jeanette have gone to Belfast for a few
days* visit.
I

Wells F. Wardwell, who haa been away
summer in the schooner Kit Carson, ia

j all

L.

;

at home for

a

short vacation.

)

at Seaside

xs

j

Carey's
Murphy,
recently.
Mr. Sprout, of Brookline. Mass., has

the

past week visiting relatives, has reBoston to resume his work with
the Star Brass Co.
turned to

Wade cottage for the remainder
Elmer Snowman and wife, of Litchfield,
of the season, and, with wife, children
Lee McKay has finished working foi
i Conn., have returned home, after spendMrs. Coburn Palmer and son, of La- and servants, arrived Friday.
Ralph T. Young and returned to his home
! ing two weeks here, the guests of Leander
The remains of a little child of Vivian
moine, are visiting Mrs. Calvin Chick.
at Hancock.
i Snowman and wife.
Mrs. W. E. Bragdon, of Franklin, spent Gott and wife, of Bar Harbor, were
Miss Mildred Lord has returned to East
here and buried in the Murpby l The many friends of Mrs. Seymour
a
few days last week with Mrs. F. P.
brought
Surry after spending several weeks with
*
I Wardwell will be glad to know that she
cemetery, South Seal Cove, Saturday.
Noyes.
relatives here.
Baa so lar recovered from her recent illMrs. William Koppel, who was so badly ;
afternoon eight little
Last
Wednesday
Mrs. Herman Stover and children are
ness as to be about the house.
in the accident Friday la«t, is still
friends of the Misses Galbraith were
injured
spending the summer with Mrs. Stovers
Mrs. Bessie Grindle
and
Gleuockie suffering from a badly sprained ankle, a |
daughter
pleasantly entertained at
sister, Mrs. Wilson Eaton.
: Georgia and Miss Lillian Goldthwaite. of
bruised
and
numerous
bruises
foot,
and
cottage.
1
who
has
boarded with
Irving Harden,
Bangor, are spending two weeks at the
contusions on limbs and body.
L.
Aug. 19.
Mrs. Nelson Young several years, went
home of Ellery Leach and wife.
W. J. Harper, who went to Ellsworth
home to Gott's Island last week.
TREMONT.
Nahum Varnurn is building a house on
and Bangor last week, made several
purJ. Clark Swazey and wife, of WashingMiss Lena Bunker is at home from chases of vehicles.
In Ellsworth Mr. ■ *he lot adjoining the home of his sister,
Mrs. Barbara Perkina. Deiter Littlefield
ton, D. C., are visiting Mrs. Swazey's Portland.
Harper bought a wagon for use on the I
parents, E. E. McFarland and wife.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Bertrand Bennett are mail route, also a heavy team wagon, and 1 and S. G. Varnurn are doing the work,
Aug. 19.
Rev. C. H. B-yant has gone to Bristol
receiving congratulations on the birth of in Bangor purchased a covered grocery
and Northport, where he will
a son on Aug. 7.
Mrs. Bennett is a daugh- wagon.
apend hia
NORTH LAMOINE.
ter of O. M. Kittredge.
annual vacation. There will be no serAug. 19.
N.
Crosby Young, of Cambridge, Mass.,
vices
at the Methodiat church while he
Mrs. S. J. Nealley and Miss Jennie L.
ia
SOUND.
arrived home Sunday for a two weeks’ vaaway.
Farrington, of Brewer, guests at the home
cation.
Miss
Rubie
leaves
Higgins
of Mrs. Leslie Rich for the past w eek, reTuesday for
Mrs. L. A. Luey, Miss Marion
Luey and
East Holden to visit Miss Mabel Sweet.
Dr. Herbert Holt, of Livermore, Falls, turned home
Harold Johnson were in
Wednesday.
Bucksport Sunwas the guest of Hollis Austin the first of
Frank Sargent and wife have returned day, w here they went to meet
Fred Rich and Ashbury Lopaus have
Mr. Luey,
the week.
who will spend the rest of bis
finished building new steps on the west to their home in Colorado.
vacation
Dr. L. J. Holt and family, of Phillips, side of the
w'ith
them
at
the
Misses
and
Harriet
Noreva
Penobscot
house.
Higgins left
Congregational church, and rearrived Saturday at The Elms to pass their
for
Waltham,
the
to
Miss
resume
Nina Varnurn delightfully enterpaired
Mass.,
belfry. Edward Gonia, from Sunday
vacation.
the firm of Siminton Bros., Rockland, 4aid their work.
tained her young friends
Thursday evenMrs. James Tweedie and family are in ; the new carpet in the church.
Rev. J. R. Norwood, of East port, ing, the occasion being her eighteenth
Southwest Harbor visiting relatives. They
12.
Aug.
L.
preached very interesting sermons to an birthday. The evening was passed pleasiwere joined on Sunday by Mr. Tweedie.
antly with music and games. Ice-cream
19.
and cake, stuffed dates and
Y.
2oanti*mnrt*.
Aug.
candy were
rented the

I

Clicquot Gub Ginger Ale
rPRONOT’VCED

deajj

JCUCQUOT

THE KINEO
OAK FURNACE
that burns wood or coal
equally well is ju.'t the
one

Miss Florence Stewart and Miaa Edna

here,

are

Scott’s Emulsion

strengthens enfeebled
nursing mothers by increasing their flesh and

at

Luther Gilpatriok's.
Mrs. McNider and daughter, of Melrose, Mass., have been visiting Mrs. Harry McNider the past week.

force.

nerve

mates or write to

Noyes

& Nutter Mfg. Co.,
Bangor, Maine.

F. B. Aiken,

_Ellsworth,

Agent,

Maine.

E

Q,

employed
visiting his

provides baby with the necessary fat
and mineral food for healthy growth.
ALL DRUGGISTS:

been

in Boston the past year, is
parents, S. W. Bennett and wife.

Miss

**.

j

•»%S

8wa m pscott

McCloude, of Loveland, Col., who have
been spending the summer at
Thousand
Islands, arrived here Saturday, and were

the guests of Mrs. J. B. Sellers

over

Sparkling

Sun-

day. They left this morning for a lewdays’ visit in Boston before returning to
Colorado.

It

Mrs. Charles Bellatty and Mrs. Higgins,
of Ellsworth, were guests of Mrs. Loren
Collins Friday and Saturday of last week.
has

your

slimmer.

served.

Miss Mary Kelley and Miss Agnes Collins, of Bangor, are guests at Shore Acres.
H. MoDevitt and wife, of Boston, who

Harry Bennett, who

in

put
this,

Users of this furnace
admit that it has no
equal. Ask the nearest Kineo agent for esti-

..

EAST LAMOINE.

seasons

to

house

_

several

M1LUS, MAS&

CLUB CO.,

[

..

CLICK-O ")
m

__

■■

■

Mode of Pure Importfd
Millu. M*u. Auk your
tell mn where you can get 1l

Tfc«
Cm

j

spent

Mi« S«ah

ing a few

urday.

Harold Johnson, who has been at the
Laity
inn,
employed
i Penobscot house two weeks, has returned
Seal Harbor.
; to his home in Woburn, Mass,
Harlan Mnrpby is employed at Bar HarLewis Gibbs and wife have gone to their
bor on the new Catholic church.
home in Newton, Mass., after
spending
Fred Brown, of Someaville, visited his ;
two weeks at the Penobscot bouse.
grandmother, Mrs. C. H. Sawyer, last
Mr. and Mrs. Gouth and daughter, of
week.
Bangor, have returned home after spendMrs. Octa Carey, of Portland, and Mrs.
ing a few days here with relatives,
Linnie Stanley, of Northeast Harbor, visi Leo M. Sellers, who has been in town
ited Mrs.
brother, Harlan
R.

There is to be an apron sale in A. O. U.
W. hall next Monday evening, by the
Baptist church aid society. Ice-cream
and cake will be on sale.

PARTRIDGE COVE.

have

MK1NLEY

IttartunMu

Charles Barden and wife, of Boston, returned borne last week. Joseph Cross Um
leaves for the Pacific coast this week
Mrs. Barden, of Pasadena, will re mail
until September.

of Mrs. Eliza Rutnill.

^l**rtoo

for I wo weeks.

nl

Mnnset.

time.

SEAL COVE.

day for North Wear*. .V hTT fT"5®
'u,t
Brown’s eieter, Mr,.
Bin
rTtrn^n
Melvin J. Atherton
and tam
*
Charles Atherton .re „
c.,Ue

athfr pages

C.

FRANKLIN.

County

a

see

WEST TREMONT.
Mis*

Rev. Clarence Emery and wife, of St
George, spent a day in town recently
The promoters of the picnic at tb<
They were cordially welcomed. AU hop<
they will grant us a longer visit wher Point Aug. 7 were Mrs. C. E. Dwelley am!
Mrs. Jennie French Dyer, it being th<
they come again.
birthday of each. The correspondent in
A buck board party of ten, driven by
advertently mixed the worthy Mrs. Dyer
A son w as born to Stephen Jordan and Charles Carver, met an automobile in tb<
last week.
wife Aug. 18.
; Emery district near Bar Harbor at 10 a. m
B.
Aug. 19.
The Haslem reunion will be held at the Friday. The horses became nearly unmanageable. and the occupants of th<
town hall Sept. 14.
RYKP1ELD.
board were forced to alight. In some way
Mrs. Ina Davis, who has been in Brewer
j Fred N. Williams will go to Shertnai
Mrs. William Koppel, of Dorchester
several weeks, is at home.
Wednesday to visit his sister, Mrs. J. £
|
Mass., who had Jumped from the vehicle Cushman.
Mr#. Nettie DeBeck is visiting friends was
drawn under the
wheels, anc
Merle Springer returned Wednesday t<
in Franklin and Seal Harbor.
trampled upon by one of the hones, re- his
home in Foxcroft, after spending hi
;
Mrs. Rena Yates and Mias McCusely, of ceiving serious injuries.
Pinned undei
vacation with his grandparents, J. O
Bangor, visited friends here recently.
the heavy wheels, it required the com- j
Bunker and wife.
Miss Alice Clough, of Ellsworth Falls, bined efforts of two men of the party tc |
Spec.
Aug. 19.
extricate her from her perilous posiis visiting her grandparents. Increase Jortion.
Mrs. Harlan Murphy, anotbei
dan and wife.
PENOBSCOT.
Mrs. Herbert Hayes, of
Waltham, passenger, with rare presence of mind,
Preston Sellers, of Waterville, is spendthrew her two-year-old daughter clear ol
HasAlden
her
Mrs.
visited
aunt,
Mass.,
! the carriage as she herself sprang from bei | in? his vacation here.
lem, last week.
seat.
Mrs. Murphy was also
Miss Mildred Wilson has gone to Northbadly
hall Wednesday
The dance at town
bruised and shaken up. All the member) port to spend two weeks.
evening was well patronized. A good of the
party were more or less injured,
Lester Sellers and Lida Perkins were
time is reported.
clothing torn, and suffered from fright. among our
people in Bangor Saturday.
Frank Dunham, of Amherst, with a As the
occupants of the car offered no
been in town haying
crew of men, has
Among the late arrivals in town is a girl
assistance to the unfortunate people, they
at the home of D. C. Littlefield and
the past week. Mr. Dunham was accom- were
obliged to continue on the journey, baby
wife.
panied by his wife.
and soon reached Bar Harbor, where Mrs.
H.
Mrs. Eva M. Sellers returned to EllsAug. 19.
Koppel was taken at once to Dr.
and her injuries at- worth Thursday, after a few days’ visit
office,
Hagvrthy’s
SURRY.
tended to. At this time she is suffering here.
J. E. Gott Is visiting friends at Otter from severe bruises and nervous
Edward Snowman and wife and Elmer
shock,

Lionel

at

few

Mrs. George C. Gordon, who was verj
ill last week, is improving.
Miss Helen Macomber has returned froir
a visit with relatives at Detroit.

request.

additional Coant

Omit JT«m

_

Thomas McDonald returned from

La bee

and child,

wife
a

19._H.

the most protit-

COUNTY NEWS.

Bennett

sumed his former position as engineer at
tun ry, and cannot say too much in praise
He is boarding at
of t ie hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. Rob- j the coaling station.
ert.** n.
A drive to Tunk pond made t | Dyer Young's at present, but will soon
move his family here.
pleE^ant ending to the day's outing.
H.
Aug. 19.
G o. Supt. Smith, of the Benvenue Granite f o., and Mr. Ingleman, of New York,
WALTHAM.
one

on

KENT, Ellsworth,

L.

left to-day for a viait with
relative# in Boston and vicinity.
Raymond Hodgkin# and family, of Portland, are spending their vacation with
Mr. Hodgkin#’ parent, W. 3. Hodgkins
and wife.
Arthur Ashmore, who moved to Ellsworth last spring, has returned and re-

Mary

Aug.

than those of

agents.

supplied

Hancock

APPUY

FRED

M *9. Abbie Lyon and daughter, of Pomfret Conn., are enjoying a few weeks at
the lome of Dr. 8. E. Phelps.

Swan

dividend-paying company,
company for policyholders,

The best company for

the

last week.

P. 8. Higgins recently.

by many millions
closely invested in

vast resources-greater

The best

Here

Abram Norwood,
s Island, spent

the laws of New

ist exacting ever enacted

Company's

Tlu* best

June Lang, of Caribou, who ha:
guest of Mrs. A. B. Havey. ha:

ss

by

economy of management equalled ly few and excelled by none,
maintains its place in the front rank held by it for sixty-four years as

wif<.
M

and the safeguards established

friends

ai;

reet

bee

m

policies

any other company in the world—now
able securities consistent with safety

»

WEST SULLIVAN.

New York

UNDER A NEW MANAGEMENT

With the

tor

Company of

*m uMiiinui

to

i THE MUTUAL LIFE
Insurance

COUNTY NEWS.

appreciative audience Sunday morn
ing and evening, August 11. All =vere gla<

tbs

SOc. AND $1.00.

a^^%SjftssAaaPlfe*^ta <>: V

<JA JA .A. JL .A.

AU«-19-

__________

Gelatine

SUBA.

Keep true to your best faith and dot the
aayB with deeds which love and kindness
Be just in your
dealings, and
keep from stain of sin in thought and
and
word,
you shall wear the crown of an
approving conscience and know the secret
of a happy life.—/. Mench

A

prompt.

Chambers.

i

j

GRANULATED QELATINE

Makes 2 qts.

Jelly

Costs JO Cents.

__

COUNTY

Davies, of Philadelphia, occupied the pulpit, presenting his discourse in his usual
able manner. There was
special singing

SEWS.

CA8TINE.
U at the
Medley, of New York,

Mrs

Divereiix oottaff®*

Sunday with hia
c NV N0Vf9 pent
home here.
mother
Biddelord, is visiting hla
Ed Conner. Of
Conner and wife.
norei't'*' Fred
ia
Kingman, of Brockton, Masa.,
Grindle.
his cousin, F. V.
visiting
In
Devereux, who is employed
for a short time.
t« «t pome

*t*her

Ovolo,

of Pitteburg, Pa.,
„ ii Thompson,
Mrs. J. W. Dresser.
visiting her mother,

..

is

Davies sttended the reunion
the lath Maine, at Au0( his ri'giment,
week.
gusta last
Miaa HaakeU, ot
Raymond Haskell and
week in the
1,1c, were guesta last
.Perkins.
fcmily Of B.F
snd wife, who have
pr W-iH. Jones
have
ending several weeks here,
to Northampton. Maaa.
('silt E

F.

been'sj

COUNTY
NEWS.
Additional County

For

crates

Mrs.

are

number

shipped each week.
P. Church, of

Alice Holt.
John P. Stevens, of Boston, is
spending
his summer vacation in town.

L.

Arlington
Heights, come last week as a surprise to
her boys, who are
camping here.
Miss Amy Bacon left
Friday, for South
Bristol, where she will stay two weeks
before going to her home in Boston.
Capt. George Line and family, of Rockport, and Mrs. Louis Lane, of Portland,
are guests of
Capt. Hardy Lane and wife.
The work of repairing the steamboat
wharf here is finished, and the crew has
gone to Sargentville to repair the wharf

Chamberlain's.
George Gregory, the blind lecturer, gave
entertainment in the music room ol
the Acadian Friday evening last, for the
bene tit ol the school tor the blind, in
which he is a teacher. There were piano
solos, whistling solo# and a short talk on
the life of Helen Keller.
an

Unitarian society held
Emerson hall Wedevening with great
The ball
success, faking in about fflOO.
decorated in green and
was tastefully
white, and with the several bootba presented a pretty appearance. Ice-cream
snd cake were served in the banquet room
down stairs, which waa decorated with
The ladies of the

Sunday

ing.

Ward Hinckley, with his family, is visiting bis aunt, Mrs. Morton, at Orchard

Lodge.

Johnson's

Beatrice

French, of Brockton,
Mas-., is the guest of Mrs. Mary L. Leach.
Arthur aud Ernest Perkins, of Malden,
Mass., are gueats of Uriah Bowden and
wife.

Harvey Webster went to Bangor Friday,
w ill be
employed as tire man in a

where he
mill.
:

Miss Bertha Carter, of Boeton, is visither parents, Allen Carter and wife.

Mrs. Lillian Lnfkin and children, of
West Sedgwick, are visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Lee Powers, of Boston, was the
gueet of Harold Powers and wife one day

a

party for

an

outing

at

If your cup is small, dll it to the brim.
Make the moet of your opportunities of
honest work and pure pleasure.—Beury
Fan Dyke.

his

occu-

J.

P.

Eldridge, Ellsworth,

Me.

seven

enjoyed.

on a scythe one day last week.
He
had removed his shoes and stockings, as
he was mowing in wet land. Doctors McCurdy and Littlefield dressed the wound,
which required ten stitches to close it.

lsw,

Alvah

Greenlaw, Dorothy Bickford,

legal Notice*.
j

Etflal Is’oUtts.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate coart held a<
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock
on the sixth day of Aligns., in the year o'
our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and
•even.

1

CERTAIN instrument

be
purporting
last wi)] and tes'ameot of
A
copy of
SARAH STRATTON, late of
a

to

ihe

PHILADEL-

and

Robbins is

spending

his

Sinking.

vaca-

Idles get quick and certain relief from Dr.
Bhoop's Magic Ointment. Its action is positive and certain. Itching, painfnl, protruding or blind piles disappear like msgie by its
use.
Large nickel-capped glass Jars 50, cents.
Sold by O. A. Parches.

Among the

many arrivals in town are
A, F. Earle and Christey Weyre, of Worcester, Mass.

is what your money will
invested in shares of the

Thtr? will be an excursion from Stonington to Brooklin Aog. 21, on steamer
Minnehaha.

Benvenue for Xew York.

earn

if

Miss Florence Morgan, who has been
forking for Mrs. Rice, has returned

home.

I

That persistence in saving wins, is
increase in deposits of the

Fred Pflinger tnd G. Bailey, of Massachusetts, are boarding at O. T. Ware’s at
the Point.

I

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING COMPANY

P

Are you

i

before.

'’u.v M. Hooper baa gone to tbe muuntsins in New York atate,
hoping to regain
his health.

£

William Wilson and wife, of Dorchester. Mass., came Friday, for a few week*’
at their old home.
Mrs. Fields and Miss Adams, of Dorchester, Mass., are spending several weeks
st Thomas Boardman's.

I

*

\

®

j

proven

by

'.he nrge

to save more money this '-:ar than ever
An account with this bank wif uelp youon

Savings Accounts.

before the tenth of the month in our
Department uraw interest from the first of the month.

Deposits made

on or

CO.
EASTERN TRUST & BANKING
MAINE.
BANGOR,

particulars Inquire of
HB9xtr It. Hioonrs, Sec’y.
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
A. W. Kino, President.

Legs. >c.:rts.

j

/
*

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
JAMES 8. GREENE, late of BLUEHILL.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
T. M. Coombs.
Vtnal Haven. Aag. 10,1907.

THE

|

P
■

f
*

testament

WILLIAM DOW, late of TREMONT.
in
the
of
county
Hancock, deceased,
and given
bonds
as
the law
directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imGbo. R. Fi ller.
mediately.
Sonthweet Harbor. Aug. 9,1907.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been dnly appointed executor of
the last will and testament of
HARRIFT BROPHY, late of CA8TINE,
In the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Henry D. Brophy.
Fairfield, Me., Aug. 9, 1907.

f THE

1

J

notice that
executor of

of
CHARLES H. PERKINS, late of BROOKS
VILLE,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being reqmred by the terms of said will.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to prefect
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imFeed J. Peheins.
mediately.
Brooksville. Aug. 9. 1907.

To all persons interested m either of t e estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, Ir and
for the county of Huucock. on the -ixth
day of August, a. d. 1907.
^T'HE following matter having been pre1. seated for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered tbu notice thereof be riven to all person* interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be pub1 is bed three wee a* successively in the i'.llsworth American, a
at
newspaper publish
Eilswortli, in said county, that they m;>. apat a probate court to be held at
ueill, in said county, on the third day of
September, a. d. 1907, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if the., see

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
James G. Blaine by his mortgage deed dated the first day of Apiil,
a. d. 1905. and recorded in the Kennebec registry of deeds, in oook 46?. page 519. conveyed to
me the node signed, ail
his right, title and
in crest in and to a certain parcel of real estate situate in Augusts, in the State of Blaine,
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at a stoue bound set in the northerly side of Green street and on the easterly
side of the road leadiug from Western avenue
to Winthrop street across the Mulliken Farm,
so-called, said road being formerly known as
the Mulliken Lane; tnence running in a
southeasterly direction along said Green
street about thiee hundred and twenty five
(325) feet to a store bound; thence running in
a northeasterly direction about four hundred.
,400) feet to a stone hound; thence running
in a northwesterly direction about three hundred and twenty-five (326) feet to a stone
oound set on the easterly side ot said road
eiteriding from Western avenue tQ Winthrop
street; thence in ti.e southwesterly direction
alosg said last mentioned road about four
hundred and ten (410) feet to the bound be-

WHEREAS,

gun at.

Said premises containing about three acres
and being a part of the first parcel of real estate described in a certain deed from Charles
H. Mulliken to William H. Gannett, dated
May 1. 1891, and recorded iKennebec registry of deeds, book ?85. page 318. at d a so in
the first parcel of real estate deferred in a
certain other deed from Lendal] Titcomb,
guardian, to said William El. Gannett dated
May 6 1891. and recorded in Kennebec registry of deeds, book 385. page 316. to both of
which deeds reference is herehy made.
Also ail his irfbt. title and interest in and
to a certain lot o* land situate in
subscriber bereoy gives notice tha: the town of Kd-n known as Bar that part of
Harbor, in
he has been duly appointed administheSta e of Maine, bounded and described aa
trator of the estate of
fot o- s :n wit:
AMANDA M. EMERSON, late of BUCKSat
E.
Leed's corner on the
Beginning
Mary
PORT.
west side of Cleftstone road, and follows said
•n the county of Hancock, deceased, and road south 17
degrees 15 minutes eas sis rods
All per
given bonds as the law directs.
and fift*-eo links to steps; thence south 6 desons having demands against the estate of
grees 45 minutes east eight reds and thirteen
said deceased are desired tc present the same links
to a stake at George H.
Norman’s
for settlement, aDd all indebted thereto are coi
ner; thence follows said George H. Norrequested to make payment immediately.
man's line sooth 5s degrees 15 minutes west
Elijah P. Emerson.
thirty- sis rods and twenty links to a stake on
Bocksport, July 17,1907.
the east side of Norman's road; thence on
aid road no tb 35 degrees 15 minutes wt si two
subscriber hereby gives notice that
rods snd
twenty one links; thence north 32
he has been duly appointed adminisdeg-ees wesr right reds and foart eu links to
trator of the estate of
a stake; tbenre north 47 deg ees 30 minutes
SARAH E. AMES, late of BUCKSPORT,
east twenty one rods and five links to a
pine
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and tree in
Mrs. Mary E. Leed’s east line; thence
All persons rorth 62
given bonds as the law directs.
degrees east twenty-one rods and
demands
the
estate
of said snieen links
having
against
to the first mentioned bound,
deceased are desired to present the same for and contains
three acres and eighty four
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re- ;
square rods, more or less, according to a surquested to make payment immediately.
of R. M. Haraor, May 10. 1882. Together
vey
Thbodork H smith.
with a right of way for all purposes of a way
Buckaport, July 17, !»>;.
over Cleftstoue road from Eden street to
High
Brook road, and over Norman road, said
subscriber hereby gives notice that ; rights of way. however, to be nsed and held
she has been duly appointed adminis- in common, with said Charles T.
How, bis
tratrix of the estate of
heirs and assigns, and all persons to whom
DAVID W. MOSELEY, late of HANCOCK, said Charles T. How has
conveyed or may
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and convey similar rights.
given bonds as the law directs.
All perAnd whereas, the condition of said mortsons having
demands against the estate gage has been broken, now
therefore, bv reaof said deceased are desired to present son of the breach of the condition
thereof, I
the same for settlement, and all indebted claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage.
thereto ase requested to mare payment imLanodon B. Wood.
Susan A. Moseley.
mediately.
Dated at New York City this 31st dav of
Hancock, August 9, 1907.
July, 1907.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
been duly appointed administrator
estate of
FLORADR FULLER, late of EDEN,
in the county of Uancoca, deceased, and
All per
given bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imAndrew P. Havey.
mediately.
Bar Harbor. July 17, 1907.

THEheof has
the

THE

subscriber nereoy gives notice that THE
he has been duly appointed
THE
of the last will and
and codicil of
executor

striving

3 1-3 percent. Interest Paid

Savings

*t»y

amply

your

For

I

|

on

pay

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.

land, where she will keep a lodging house.
Joseph C. Harmon will occupy her rent.
Prof. Cooper, of Bucksport seminary, is
in town making up a class for the fall
term.
Among those who will enter is

THE REWARD OF PERSISTENCE.

borrow

duly appointed

testament

will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
will

Mrs. John G. Tyler has moved to Port-

I

can

subscriber nereby gives

he has been
THE
the last will and

shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments ana interest together

Mrs. Alva Conary, son and daughter,
who have been at Bar Harbor on Capt.
Conary’s yacht, returned home Aug. 16.

m/WMsmsw****

»eek.

when you

Mrs. J. P. Simonion has bought the
house of Mrs. Mary Wells, on Main street.
It will be used for a parsonage.

RDbmismrnts.

J. T. Butler and son
Douglas, of Hollis,
E- I., arrived at Traveler’* Home last

LORING G. EMERSON. late of ORLAND.
in the county of Hancock, and State of Maine,
deceased, no bonds being required by the
term of said will. And he has appointed Mrs.
Alexander B. Black, of Ellsworth. Maine, his
agent in the State of Maine, as the law directa.
All persons having demands against the es
tate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, ana all indebted
thereto are requested to make- payment im
Albert B. Emvrsok,
mediately.
No. 61 Market Street,
San Francisco. Cal.
August 5, 1907.

tion at Oceanview with his uncle, Capt.
Sam Goss.

Moose head

Those who did not attend church Bunttsy morning missed a rare treat. Dr.

held in Oceanville at the home
Mrs. H. M. Hatch Aug. 14. Seventywere present, and it was voted
by
all a very enjoyable affair. A picnic dinner was an important item.
For entertainment there was a game of baseball,
vocal and instrumental music, and phonograph mixed in with a jolly good social
time.
Those present w ere Mrs. Melvins Greenof

ward

the

Mrs. Frank Bridges and family, who
have been at home for a week, have returned to Tinker’s island.
B.
Aug. 19. __

L.

Mrs. Lottie Smith, of Providence, K. I.,
is visiting her
mother, Mrs. G. A. Parker.
Mrs. Cecil Weacott has gone to Burnt
•Band to visit her father, Y. H. Cain.
Miss Lillian Sylvester left Friday to

lake.

family

A* the Clarion .gent, or write ns.
T|ftl‘Tt5iiCh^*?ma Stove.
WOOD
&
BISHOP
CO., Bangor, Me.
ESTA,!£5MED

SOLD BY
Hatch

was

Mrs. George Silver and family arrived
A NEW SERIES
Tuesday from Hallowed, where she has
last week.
is now open. Shares, SI each; monlhly
been visiting relatives.
ments, SI per share,
Mrs. H. J. Batchelder, with son Carl, of
Capt. Andrew Anderson, with his new
Rrooklin, visited her brother, Hiram schooner Wacaman, is loading stone at
WHY PAY RENT
Carter, last week.

SEDGWICK.
Mr. Moseley, ot Needham, joined his
tsmily here last week.

join

I

The

Tom Snow received a very bad cut on
the bottom of his foot by
stepping back-

Allison

ing

There was no meeting at the Dunbar
ichonlhouse Sunday because of the absence of the pastor. Rev. W. A. Hanscom,
who is away for a two weeks’ vacation.
Elijah Heath ia suffering from a fracture of the
kneepan, caused by a fall on
board the tug-boat on which he waa employed. His many friends bope for a
speedy recovery.

Mavid Stevens, of Presque Isle, is
pying ‘-The Idler” this season.

much

WEST BROOKL1N.
Miss Belle Bridges is very ill.
Harold Powers and wife, of Melrose,
Maas., are viaiting their parents here.

Horace Hernan, who baa been visiting
bis parents at the Dunbar cottage, left
Sunday tor Boston.

Ernest Cole and family are visiting
Parents, E. P. Cole and wife.

1

OCEANVILLE.
HATCH FAMILY REtTNION.
third annual reunion of the

_

Capt. John Avery and hia sister, Mrs.
Phebe Wilson, of Portland, are visiting
relatives here.

19.

ety in ranges and heating stoves for
wood or for coal is unusually large.

THE

Willis Leach, of Boston, la spending
with his mother, Mrs. Mary
L Leach.
J.

his vacation

Aug.

hia

is accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
Rice and Miss Clay.
The Concert of Nations given in the
town hall Friday and
Saturday evenings
of last week was a great success.
All
parts, both choruses and solos, were well
rendered and the entire programme was

second

A

NORTH CASTINE.
Miss

on

vacation,

no

Clarions are made in different sizes
F to meet different needs and the vari-

__

Norman Merrill, who is at home

grade. We have
quality goods in our line.

Rrobate

between
Belfast team
a
was hotly contested, and resulted In
score of 7 to 3 in favor -of Castine.
It waa
a pitchers
game throughout, and the
game was won by Castine in the last
hill of the eighth inning,
when
it
landed on
Kobinson
for six inns,
knocking out two home rqps, one threebase hit and two two-baggers in that inning. The flatteries were Johnson and
Robinson for Uelfaaf, and Perkins and
Hooper for Castine.
G.
Aug. 19.
locals and

sible

|

_

cool and

refreshing appearance.
The tall game Wednesday
the

We bend every energy to the production of goods of the highest pos-

A

their annual fair at
nesday afternoon and

a

THOROUGHLY

PHIA.
Mrs. Gertrude Anderson and two in the
county of Philadelphia, and Commonchildren, of Camden; Mrs. Elsie Manning wealth ot Pennsylvania decea-ed. md of the
thereof in said Commonwealth of
and two daughters, of Hockport; Mrs. probate
Pennsylvania, da y authenticated, having
UDUIAHJ.
Margaret Fifield and three children, of been presenttd to the judge of probate for fear
our said county of Hancocx f.
the
The many friends of F. C. Mayo were ! Rockland; Henry Buckminster and
wife, of being allow* d, filed and recordedpurpose
in the
shocked and saddened by his sadden of
of our said county of Hancock. cause.
Lewiston; Ralph Buckminster, of probate courtThat
notice thereof oe giveu to
Charles G. Dodge, late of Backsport, in Mid
death, which occurred at 10 o’clock Wed- 1 Sedgwick; Mrs. Grafton Torrey, Mrs. Jes- allOrdered,
persons interested therein, by publishing county deceased. A certain instrument purdesday evening, Aug. 14. He had been in sie Torrey and two children, of Boston; a copy of this order three weeks successively porting to ne the last will and testamr-nt of
in the Ellsworth American, a
said deceased, together with petition for probis nsual health during the day and even- Susie
Hatch, of Charlestow-n, Mass.; printed at Ellsworth, iu paid countynewspaper
of Hanbate thereof, presented by Nancy Dodg' the
ing. He had just retired for the night, Frank Joyce, wife and son, of Malden, cock, prior to the third day of September executrix therein named.
a. d. 1907, that they may appear at a
Amanda H. Farnbam, late of
in
prowhen he called to one of bis daughters, Mass.; Bertha
Hatch, of Melrose, Mass.; bate court then to be held at Bluehill, said county, deceased. A certainBacksport,
instrument
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten purporting to ce the last will and testament
making important who hastened to his room. She immedi- Mrs. Bertie Watts, of Dorchester, Mass.; o’clock
in the forenoon, end show cause, if of said decease
together with petition for
changes. The contract for frescoing the ately summoned the other daughter, Mrs. Thomas Greenlaw and wife, Fred Webb, any they hsve, against
the same.
probate thereof, presented by Lottie F. Haley,
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of Probate
walls and ceiling has been made with a
the executrix the. ein named
Henderson, and her husband. Mr. Mayo wife and two daughters, Mrs. Viola
A true copy of the original order.
Fdward Rinalda, late of Trenton, in said
lived only a few minutes. Dr. Littlefield Harmon
Monmouth artist.
and
* hildren,
tw'o
Mrs.
A certain instrument pur_Attest:-T. F Maboney, Register. county, deceased.
Maude Cousins, Mrs. Fannie Crockett
porting to be the last will and testament of
Mrs. Esther Leach and daughter Bel vs, was called and pronounced it apoplexy.
STATE OF MAINE.
said deceased, together OTih petition for proMr.
was
a
veteran
of
the
Civil
and
Mayo
daughter, Mrs. Clayton Gilley
Mrs. C. M. Bryant and Mrs. Delia Saunbate thereof, presented by Emeline Rinwda,
Hancock ss.—At a probate coart held at
ders started Saturday for Northport, war, having been second lieutenant of Co. and Misses Hazel and Margaret Nutt, of Ellswortn. in and for said county of Hancock, the executrix therein named.
Albert M. Hopkins, late of Ellsworth, in
on the sixth day of August, in the year of
16th
H,
Maine
the
volunteers,
regiment Stonington; Capt. Seth Hatch and wife, l our Lord one thousand nine hundred and said county, deceased.
where they will spend several daya
A certain instrument
taking
purporting to be the last will and tenement
that, the day of his death, held its re- Hattie and Robert Hatch, Augustus seven.
in the caripmeeting to be held there.
of said deceased, together with petition for
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
union in Augusta, the city
where
it Pierce and wife, and Margaret Pierce,'of
a
presented by Earab Frances
copy of the last will and testament probate thereof,
Many of the farmers have finished bay- was mustered into service. He was in South Deer
codicils thereto of
Hopkins, the executrix therein named.
Isle; Mrs. A. J. Joyce and ! aod
MARIA McCAULEY. late of PHILADELSullivan, late of Buckaport, in
ing and all an nearly done. The hay crop Andersonville and other rebel
Ephraim
prisons daughter, Mrs. Eliza Hatch, Artnur Webb, |
said county, deceased. Petition
PHI A,
1 by
in this section will not vary much from
j nine months, and never fully recovered wife, son and two daughters, William in tbe county of Philadelphia, and Common- Annice Sullivan that she or somepresent*
other aitlast year. Grain and hay crops sn lookweal tn of Pennsylvania, deceased, and of the able person be appointed administrator of
from the effects of that terrible experi- Hatch and wife,
Everett Hatch, Allie probate thereof in said Commonwealth of the estate of said deceased.
ing fine and the pastures have taken a new ence. He was one of the soldiers who
E. Jeannette Batch, late of Castine.in -aid
Hatch, wife and son, Charles Webb, wife Pennsylvania, duly authenticated, having
•tart since the recent reins.
Petition that Jon:'.'ban
been presented to the judge of probate for county, deceased.
carried about bis person all those months and son, Ina Buckminster, Mrs. H. M. our seid
county of Hancock for the purpose of Hate or some other suitable person be apindications point to an increaaed at- a piece of the colors of the 16th Maine— Hatch.
allowed, filed and recorded in the pro- pointed administrator of the estate of aid
George Hatch and wife, Alice being
bate court of oar said county of Hancock.
deceased, presented by Mariacna Batch,
tendance at the Held day of Hancock Pothe flag which the boys in blue tore in Small, Mrs. Lonie Fifield and daughter,
Ordered: That notice thereof be given to daughter of said deceased.
mona to be held at the Bluehill mineral
Rufus P. Or indie, late of Bluehill, in said
shreds and secreted among them, while it S. G. Buckminster, Mrs. Sadie Stanley all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
county, deceased. First account of Forrest B.
springs Wednesday. The Bucksport band was already riddled with rebel shot and j and two children, and Capt. Jeremiah ; in
the Ellsworth American, a newspaper Snow, administrator, tiled for settlement.
has been engaged for the occasion, and in
Walter R Ash, late of Eden, in said county,
printed at Ellrworth. in said county of Hanshell, rather than have it fall into the Hatch, of Oceanville.
cock. prior to the third day of Septem- deceased. Account of .Alice Higgins, adminthe afternoon Obadiab Gardner, master of hands of the
8.
Aug. 16.
enemy.
ber, a. d. 1907, that they may appear at a istratrix, filed for settlement.
Charles A. Trask, late of Mount Desert, in
the State grange, and .the master of Ohio
court then to be held at Bluehill,
Mr. Mayo’s wife was Rnby Hinckley
said county, deceased. First account of Maud
and for said county of Hancock, at ten
state grange, will address the gathering.
NORTH BROOKSVLLLE.
E. Trask and Jerome H. Knowles, admin traMayo, who died very suddenly nearly two
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
tors, fixed for settlement.
H.
Aug. 19.
W. W. Black has gone to Ca&tine to any theyhave, against the same.
years ago. He leaves two daughters, Mrs. :
Charles F. Bunker, minor, of Crar erry
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of Probate.
Hallie Henderson, of South Bluehill, Mrs. work.
A true copy of the original order.
Is’-es, m said county. First and final at >unt
SOUTH BLUEHILL.
F. W. Bunker, guardian, file! lor s—.Deof
Attest:—T.
F.
Maboney,
Hattie Cushing, of W'aitham, Mass., one
Register.
Miss Hannah Grindle is visiting her
ment.
Miss Snow, ol Nortn Brooksville, is vis- son,
Cornelia E. Gott, late of Buckaport.)
aid
Ralph, also of Waltham; and two brother. Kenney Grindle.
STATE OF MAINE.
First and last accou at of
county, deceased
iting Mrs. George Bickford.
brothers, E. W. Mayo, of this place, and
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at Annie L. Saunders, administratrix, fil'd for
Mrs. Gertie Young and two children, of
in
ana
for
said
of
Ellsworth,
Hancock, settlement
Miss Closson, of Bangor, is the guest of A. H. Mayo, of Lowell, Mass. Mr. Mayo
Also private account of » anie
county
on the sixth day of August, in the year of
Brewer, are here for a few days.
L. Saunders, administratrix, filed for
iowwould have been sixty-nine years of age
Walter Hodgden and wife.
our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and ance against said estate.
Lverett
and
of
seven.
Gray
family,
Brockton,
Abbie L. Grindle. minor, of Brooksvi e, ia
L. H. Sibley and wife are entertaining Aug. $i. He was a respected citizen and
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be said county.
Petition filed by William E.
had a large circle of friends who will miss Mass., are visiting his sister, Mrs. Eugene
a copy of the last will and
friends from Somerville, Mass.
testament of
Chat to, guardian, for license to sell certain
MARY T. ARMOR, late of CINCINNATI,
his cordial greeting and his good com- Li me burner.
real esta t o said minor, as described in said
in the county of Hamilton, and state of Ohio, petition.
Myron Gott, wife and son Earl, of SomSchooner Lulu W. Epps, Capt. Ernest deceased,
panionship. He was a member of Jame«
and of the probate thereof in said
William P. Newman and Louise Ne*- nan,
erville, Mass., called on friends here this A. Garfield
E. Ray, sailed Saturday for Rondout, county of Hamilton, Ohio, duly authenti
minors of Eden, in said county.
Pe..tion
post.
week.
cate j. having been presented to tbe judge of
filed
liby Eliza W. Newman, guardian, f
A very appropriate service was con- N. Y., jvitb staves from Goodell’s wharf.
probate for our suia county of Hancock for cense to sell certain real estate of said m. tors,
Mrs. f-attie Cushing and Ralph Mayo, ducted
tbe
of
filed
and
repurpose
being allowed,
as described in said petition.
by Rev. C. G. Harwood Friday
Mrs. Eldridge, one of the teachers in corded
iu the probate court of our said counVi. Simpson Car er, et als., minors, of
of Waltham, Mass., are visiting M. H. afternoon.
den,
the French*American college at Spring- ty of Hancock.
in said county. Petition filed by Les.P.
Henderson and wife.
That notice tbe*eof be given to Carter, guardian, for license to sell c- -tain
M.
Aug-. 19.
field, Mass., spoke in the cnapel Sunday allOrdered. interested
therein, by publishing real estate of said minors, as described in said
persons
12.
C.
Aug.
a copy of this order three weeks successively
_•_
evening.
petition.
STOXIXGTOX.
in tbe Ellsworth American, a newspaper
of
Abby M. Fulton, an insane perse
C.
Aug. 19.
LEACH’S POINT.
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Han- Southwest Harbor, in said county. Pt lion
Mrs. John Relly, of Xew York, is spendof
cock. pr»or to the third day
Sep- filed by John B. Redman, guardian, ior lia.
d.
Lyman Sawyer is still very ill.
w ith Mrs. J. P.
tember.
that
at
the
summer
1907,
cense to sell certain real estate of said ward,
Plunkett.
they may appear
ing
Get a free sample of Dr. Shoop’s “Health
a probate court then to be held at Bluehill.
as described in said petition.
Coffee” at oar
If real coffee disturbs
Mrs. Austin Ripley and Miss Mary L.
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
Miss Lillian Atw ater, of Flat bush, X. yonr Stomach, store. Heart
John H. Hopkins, late of Eden, in said
or Kidneys, then
your
o’clock
in
the
in
and
show
If
forenoon,
cause,
Bangor.
county, deceased. Petition filed by Amanda
Ripley spent Wednesday
Y., is the guest of Mrs. Frank S. Warren. try this clever Coffee imitation. Dr". Shoop any thev have, against the same.
M. Hockins. widow, for an allowance out of
has closely matched Old Java and Mocha
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of Probate. the personal estate of said deceased.
Mrs. Florence Gray, of Bangor, is visitMiss Cora Small, of Marlboro street, Coffee in flavor and taste, yet it has no. a sinA true copy of the original order.
Ernest J. Harrington, late of Ellswort i, in
ing her parents, Decateur Leac h and wife. Boston, is visiting her sister, Mrs. S. W. gle grain of real Coffee "in it. Dr. Shoop’s
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney. Register. said county, deceased. Petition filed by S^rah
Health Coffee Imitation is made from pure
Harrington, wi ;ow, for an allowance o it of
toasted grains or cereals, with Malt, Nuts, etc.
Miasea Maud and Edith Brewster are at Fifield.
the personal estate of said deceased.
Made in a minute. No tedious wait. You
subscriber Albert B. Emerson, resid
North Orland visiting their aunt, Mrs.
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of said Court.
Mrs. Addison Young, of Camden, is will surely like it. Sold by G. A. Parches.
ing out of the State of Maine, viz.: at
A true copy of the original order.
Ginn.
San Francisco. Cal., hereby g.ves notice that
spending a few weeks w'ith Mrs. E. E.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoxet, Register.
he
Las been duly appointed executor of the
M.
16.
Aug.
Grindle.
last will and testament of

Through the kindness of Mrs. Margaret
Johnson, a number of tha children enafter
joyed a hayrack ride Thursday,
which they were served with ice-cream at

presented

ARK MADE

The Uniform rank, King Arthur lodge,
will visit Rockland Aug. 21 and 22 to meet
in convention with other lodges. A grand
street parade is scheduled for the 22d.
William A. Engerman, of the Benvenne
Granite Co., who has been spending a
week at the plant here, left Friday morning for West Sullivan. From there he
will go to his home in New York.
Aug. 17.
Nihil.

Rev. Mr. Morse, of Brewer, preached in
the Congregational church
morn-

returned

evergreen, etc., and

CLARIONS

the Settlement.

Mrs. Ida Bunker, of Bar Harbor, visited
her state.*, Mrs. Partridge, last week.

there.

__

Florian Arey, who graduated at the 8ton
ington high school in May.

other pnget.

BLUEHILL.

of

Miss Margaret Koch was in town Sunof Swampecott, U visltPeieg Gardner,
day. Mrs. C. C. Koch will accompany
e short time
lor
here
her to Eden, where she will meet her husM bis birthplace
of several years.
band.
siter an absence
of Penobscot,
Mrs. Lewis Hutchins,
Miss Bertha Wilson is at home for her
Isst week with her
summer
,mut severs! dsys
vacation.
Her sister, Miss
Werdwell.
Mrs.
Ueorge
daughter,
Marian, has returned borne from the C. E.
Elisabeth
Parker, summer school at Charleston.
hjieeee Issbell and
their grandAug. 19.
who have been visiting
H.
returned
to
(sther, Ctpt. fl. O. Parker,
NORTH
week.
Uet
PENOBSCOT.
Jiew bury port. Mess..
The postoffice is to be made a
the CongremoneyKev. George Patterson, of
this morning for order office at the beginning of the next
gutional church. left
attend
the
will
he
postal
quarter.
where
Randolph. Vt.,
Mrs. Thompson, who has been
wedding of s former parishioner.
visiting
her brother. Rev. C. M.
Bryant, returned
Mrs. Stephen Cash and her aon Lewis,
to
her
home
in
for
the
Massachusetts Saturday.
who have been in Dark Harbor
has employment,
Rev. Mr. Bryant will go to Bristol
summer where Mr. Cash
home here.
this week and spend a few days with his
have returned to their
Mrs. Daniel Eaton, with her grand- parents, prior to his attendance at the
daughter, Mias Bernice, of Hedgwick, Northport campmeeting.
in Castine, the guest of
Rev. Mr. Bryant is repairing the interspent Monday
ior of the church and
her daughter, Miss Josephine West.

ste

Mrs. Andrew Anderson, who came with
Capt. Anderson on schooner Wseaman,
will spend a few weeks with frier ds here.
Isaac Treworgy is
visiting friends in
Mrs. John Webster, after a long illness,
town,
John Philip returned to Haltowell last died at her home Aug. 14. Funeral services were held Friday, Rev. C. W. Robinweek.
son officiating.
Mrs. Lydston, of Boston, i» the
guest of
Capt. Reynolds, schooner Francis Hyde,
Mrs. E. W. Mayo.
is in port to load stone.
Capt. Relly, of
Miss Gladys btone, of Machias, is the j
schooner J. Frank Seavey, is loading at
guest of Miss

in addition to the regular choir.
Miss
Grace Moseley sang a solo, “Just as lam.”
A male quartette
composed of Mr. Kubell,
first tenor; Fred Hamilton, second
tenor;
Henry Hamilton, first bass, and Sidney
second
Hamilton,
bass, rendered “Let the
Lower Lights be Burning”
very fine.
Many in this section are engaged in the

blueberry business, and a large

A>*r»,
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By ANNE HEILMAN.

..
\

ed a horse nnd rider rapidly bearing
down upon her. Not relishing the |iossibility of being run down, she struggled to her feet and uttered a belated

-4#4<?4<*4

but frightened shriek.
"Isabel,” calk'd out .Jim's voice as be
reined in his horse dose beside her.
“are you ail right?'”
"Oh. yes. I'm all right." she answered sarcastically, shaking the snow from
nei ski.as. "but where's my horse?"
'Tretty nigh home by this time If he
keeps up the lick he was going. Lucky
l saw him tearing down Ihe hill or I'd
never have thought to look tor you up
here. Put on ttiis coat and wrap this
scarf over your ears.
Now. ciiutb on
that rook and get up behind me."
“Dock won't carry double." said Isabel argumentatively.
"He'll have to this time." said Jim
grimly, reining up close to a lone bowlder. "Come here nnd climb on liehind.
Now
put your arms around me—
whoa!" as Iax-k pitched violently and
Isaliel for the second time was hurled
into n lied of snow.
She could hear the swish of Jim's
quirt bringing swift retribution to
Dock ns Jim again forced him close
to the rock.
“You're not hurt. Isaliel?" anxiously
“Come on and try it again."
“No. I'm not hurt." reproachfnliy.
“but I prefer to walk." starting off

J

righted, lfOT. by P. C. ParceHs.
fvt i .*4'. 4 vv ‘4 404^4*^4^4
i>;

•.

t'-'

no

talking
“My mind

use

.timed.

c-

to
is

me.” Isa!>el
fully made

*'

«1
and. limping siowly over to
the girl sat. stood looking down
n her Intently.
She shifted uncomti
fortably under his gaze and finally
sli |**d from her chair and fled i&noJ:ui rose

where

the farthest window,
where, she felt sure. Jim. suffering
from his swollen ankle, would not follow her.
“And. besides,” sb*» continued loftily
as he subsided iuto the chair she had
vacated—"besides. 1 have no inteution
I feel that 1 have
of ever marrying.
a mission which is altogether too im-

m;nk>usly

to

portant*—
“Huh!”
“Oh, of course you are shocked—
Tom and Sally
scandalized. In fact.
were both* seemingly outraged when I
tokl them what I had decided on. Every one «eem*< to think it’s plainly a
girl’s mission in life to marry the first
man who condescends to ask her. but
I have entirely different ideas on the
subject and I really feel that it Is my
mission to go and help teach those
poor, ignorant Chinese**—
“To He and cheat allee samee MelIcan man instead of guileless heathen.**
Jim Brinson had never before progx>sed to a girl, and her calm refusal
diurt.
"wnere

lie asaed
you going.'
Miss Amber in haughty
•Hence commenced to pin on her hat
“To the postofflee,'' Icily.
"The letter

presently

are

as

announcing ray appointment lias certainly arrived by this time.”
“You surely ain't going to attempt to
ride over to Kiowa and back today?”
“I surely am.”
“But look at the weather! Can't you
there's a storm coming?"
“No, I cannot” answered Isabel, donning a light jacket. “The day la beautiful."
“Walt until tomorrow, and one of
the boys can go.
And. besides. Tom
has taken your pony out on the range.
{There ain't a bone left that you can
tide."
“I Intend to ride Firefly," said Miss
Amber shortly.
“Don’t attempt to ride that cayuse.”
warned Joe.
"He needs a Arm hand
or he's liable to take the bit In bis
Iteeth any old time and go loping off
after any stray horse he'd spy grazing
on the range.
He ain't got a lick of
sense and wonld be sure to balk and
pitch yon off aoon’a the storm strikes
him. And there's a blizzard coming,
•nd that right soon."
“As I said before.” replied Miss Amber, “the day Is perfect—a trifle hazy,
but that is caused by smoke. Firefly
Is as gentle 11s one could wish.
He
units me.”
“Some people appear to have as little
knowledge about weather and horses
•a they have common sense.” returned
31m in no genial tone.
“Well, as the weather and horses and
cattle evidently comprise the extent of
• cow puncher's knowledge one ought
not to be expected to excel them In
their limited sphere.” answered the girl
tauntingly a* she abruptly left the
■ee

room.
me

nir

was

uenciousiy

iresn

ana

dear. “Not the slightest Indication of
■ storm, and It's as warm as one could
wish," Isabel murmured to herself as
Bbe cantered blithely aloug the deeply
marked trail. "How contrary a man is
Jf he’s thwarted in any little thing!
ihnd Tom aDd his wife are just as
onrensouable.
They think I ought to
consider myself in great luck to marry
•
prosperous cattleman and settle
Idown as their nearest neighbor. Well,
1 must admit I'll hate to leave them
soon.
bo
How quickly those two
months have passed! I never thought
I would like Colorado so well.” glancing approvingly around the undulating country. "How near the mountains seem! Tes, It's big and free and
Inspiring, but It's not for me," and abe

Sighed unconsciously.
Absorbed with her meditations. Isabel failed to notice that a misty veil
before the far
was suddenly drawn
foothills. She was rndely brought to
■ realization of her whereabouts as the
Btorm swooped down upon her malignantly. Firefly was aimlessly picking
his way lip the side of a decidedly unfamiliar looking hill. Not a sign of the
trail was to be seen. "And it was so
plain a child could follow It.” his rider
dolcfui'y reflected.
The earth became blanketed with
white, and surrounding objects grew
dimmer. It was a new world—a threatening, confusing, shifting white world.
At the top of the hill they met the
full fury of the first blizzard of the
season.

“Joe was certainly right about the
weather.” Isabel admitted shiveringly.
“b it Hi- was entirely wrong about FireBy. He behaves admirably. It was
He
not his fault that we are tost.
hasn't the slightest disposition to
buck”—
The storm gave a whistling shriek.
Suddenly there was a tumultuous upheaval of something somewhere—a
brief, breathless sensation of flying
through the air—and then a snowdrift
received Miss Amber into its downy
embrace.
It was a horrible shock. Isabel did
She was too stunned and
not cry.
To think that
humiliated for that.
Firefly would pitch her off and abandon
her on this desolate hill! She bad not
the slightest Idea of what direction to
take and wondered dumbly what she
Bbonkl do.
Presently she heard the
muffled tramping of hoofs and discover^

valiantly.

j

“Isaliel. if you walk. I'll walk’”
Jim's voice was as decided ns her own.
“Oh. just ns yon please." she replied,
trudging obstinately forwnrd.
Jim sxvung down, took one stride toward her. then wavered and clutched
the saddle.
The girl caught her breath sharply.
“Why. you can't walk!" she cried
penitently. "I forgot alniut your lame
ankle!"
Jim's face
“Will you ride then?"
was white, but he wonld not give in.
Don't stand there
“Yes—oh. yes!
and look like that! Why did you venture on horseback? Yoo know the doctor forliade It!"
lu

use

to Know

wuat

wouiu

ua^r

become of you If I hadn't come! Now
on!"
Jim slowly remounted and rode to
the bowlder, where Isabel meekly followed and mounted again, clinging
de«|>erately In response to Jim's warn

come

Ing

to hang on.
“This beats walking, don't It?" asked
Jim after a few minutes’ blissful
realization of her clinging arms.
Isahel. though she made no reply,
certainly did not deny the assertion.
She could not forget Jim’s face In
that Instant when be clnng to the saddle. and she was consumed by a desire to know the exact state of his feelings toward her. Her mission to Chi
nn
grew all at once distasteful and
stupid as viewed from behind the
broad hark of her brother’s partner
’•The storm's lifting.” Jim remarked.
“We'll lie home In a little while now."
"Jim—I"—
'•What's that?" snld Jim. turning his

head.
“Jim. I’m—awfully—sorry."
we're’ almost
Because
“Sorry?
home? SVm I.”
The undoubted sincerity of his tone
aroused Isabel's drooping courage.
“Oh. Jim. I'm sorry I said I knew
more about horses and the weather
than you did—and because you had to
come
after me—and—and—hurt your
foot again."
“Anything else?”
“V-e-s: I'm sorry for wbat I said
about cow punchers and—and—every-

thing."
Jim managed to turn around enough
catch a glimpse of her face.
“Isabel, look here. You know what
I asked you liefore you started out on
Have you got
your wlM goose chase.
a different answer now?"
There was no escape.
to

“Er—y-e-s”—
have you got any mission to
go and teach the heathen Chinese?”
“No—that is-I"Jim groaned helples-“And you're stuck there behind me
where 1 can't—steady, now. Dock
Reach around here and : >s me. Isahel. If you don't I’ll set Dock to buck“And

ing again.”
Isabel, thus Intimidated, made haste
to

obey.

A Specimen of Italian Humor.
The following story is typical of one
kind of Italian humor: Fasolacci was
a young idler.
He had been spending
money right and left, and one day
found himself unable to pay his hotel
bill. His father being very close with
his money, he appealed to his uncle in,
this wise:
Dear Uncle—If you could see my shame
while I write, you would pity me. Do you
know why? Because I have to write for
100 francs and know not how to express
my humble gratitude.
No. it is impossible to tell you; T prefer
to die.
I send you this by a messenger who
awaits an answ*er.
Believe me, dear uncle, to be your most
obedient and affectionate nephew.
FASOLACCI.
P. 8.—Overcome with shame for what 1
have written. I have been running after
the messenger in order to take the letter,
but I could not catch up. Heaven grant
that something may happen to stop him
or that this letter may get lost!

Touched by tills appeal, the uncle

re-

plied:
My Beloved Nephew—Console yourself
Providence heard
and blush no longer.
The messenger lost your
your prayer.
letter.
Goodby. Your affectionate uncle,
ARISTIPPO.

Asleep In the Deep.
When the const erosion commissioners visited Walton, on the Naze, recently they were shown a spot north of the
pier and about a mile from the shore
which was formerly a churchyard. A
quarter of a century ago the tombstones could be seen under the water
at ebb tide, but since then the sea has
further encroached, and even when
the tide is extraordinarily low and the
>’J burying ground is
sea clear the
scarcely discernible from the tea level
—London News.
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EAST BLl-KHILL.
EAST SULLIVAN.
The Koliinoer fell into the hands of I
Schooner Annie and Lizzie arrived FriA girl baby, Victoria, came wwolly to
the ruler of Jjahore and ou the c ui 1
day with coal.
the home of W. B. Kstabrook.
quest of the Puujib became a passes
M. H. lying was in Stor.ington recently
combrcn
b»»
Cummin*
Fronia
i Mm.
sion of Queen Victoria in the yer.r
to return from Ogunquit. on business.
The first authentic meat: »n of pelled by illne**
1$50.
The Willing Worker* have purchased
Mr*. H. O. Johnson and Mrs. Natnan
this matciUeSH gem is by an eastern
new chairs for the library building.
monarch. who refers to a “Jewel valued Dunbar are recovering rapidly from severe
A. B. Leach spent Saturday and Sunday
at one half ti>e daily expenses of the surgical operations.
wh lie world.’* A century or two later
There w ill be no church service or Sun- in Penobscot.
the Persian nMMqueror of India, seeim day school Aug. 25, as Mr. Pearson will
Mr*. A. B. Leach and son Earle visited
the diamond gl.tter In the turban of be at campmeeting.
last week in Penobscot.
the unfortunate rajah, exclaimed, with
Miss Marie Johnson, of Boston, and I
Harry Wright, of Billerica, Mass., iathc
rough and somewhat costly humor. Mrs. Sarah Johnson, of Charleston, are guest cf L. B. Grindie and w ife.
“Come* let ns chauge our turbans in the guests of Mrs. Henrietta Johnson.
Fred Williamson, wife and family
pledge of friendship!** The exchange
to their home in Waltham,
Theodore Johnson and w ife are enter- returned
was promptly effected. The stone fell
and Mass.. Friday.
taining five of their grandchildren
at last into the bauds of the Brill?
son’s wife, Mrs. Chester Johnson.
A. I. Long, wife and little son Irvin, of’
and tending its delivery to the crown their
Much sympathy is expressed for Fred Portland, are guests of Mr. Long's parSir John Lawrence, afterward Lord
Orcutt, who is in ill health and obliged to ents, E. U. lying and wife.
laiwreuce. was made Its guardian.
His biographer. Bos worth Smith, re
give up active duties on the farm-a great j Mrs. P. W. PeBerk and two children, of
late* a curious incident of Its custody
change from his busy life.
are
Mrs.
West Franklin,
guests of
Half unconsciously Sir John thrust It.
John Allen and w ife, of Winthrop, ! l>eBeck’s mother, Mrs. 8. A. Long.
1
wrapped up in numerous folds of cloth, Mass., are visiting Mrs. Allen's mother, j Carlton Strout, who has been the guest
into bis waistcoat pocket, the whole bv'- I Mrs. J. A. Dyer. Dean Allen and friend ; of W. M. Wardwell and
family a few
i:rr in an insignificant little liox. I!
hive also spent a vacation there.
weeks, returned to his home in Bpringcoitlm.ed the work upon which he was
Augustus Saw,er and wife, of Jackson- field, Maas., Monday.
engaged aud thought no more of bis
ville, Fla., with their daughter, Mrs.
The musical and literary entertain r.ent
precious treasure. He changed his Thomson, and her husband, of Baltimore,
Monday evening at the Baptist church
clothes for dinner and threw his waistMd., who are spending August in Bar was a great success. Altuougb little time
rout aside, still forgetting all about the
Harbor, recently visited at Mrs. Sawyer's was spent in preparation, all the part#
little box contained in it
maternal grandfather's home, now ow ned were well rendered and
greatly enjoyed by
Borne weeks afterward a message
by Mrs. Elisa Hill.
all. Mrs. Wright's soloa deserve especial
came from the viceroy saying that the
automobile
was
timed
mention.
The
Workers
thank Mrs.
An
Willing
recently by
queen had ordered the Jewel to be ini
the cloud of dust, and was six minutes j L. B. Grindie, of this place, end
Mrs. I
mediately transmitted to her.
from w hat is known as the Edward Noyes 1 George Hussey, of Everett, Maas., and ail
In a moment the fact of his carries
place in Sorrento until it passed East j who so cheerfully contributed towards the
ness Cashed across Sir John, but he
Sullivan poatoffice. There are automobiles success of the entertainment, also Mrs. A.
slipped away to Ids private room
which are driven w ith due respect to life E. Long for the use of her piano.
Proand with his heart in his mouth sen:
and property, and these cause no ill feel- gramme: Piano solo, Mr*. Mabel Wardfor his old bearer, of whom he naked;
w*ell Btrout; reading, Alvra Gray; solo.
ing.
“Have you a small l»ox that was In
H.
Miss Gladys Williamson; piano duet, Mrs.
Aug. 20.
my waistcoat pocket some time ago?*’
Mildred Long and Miss Marjorie Loug;
“Yes, sahib.” the mau replied, “i
NORTH SULLIVAN.
duet, Misses Lena and Margaret Wardfound it aud put It in your chest of
Miss Mary B. Shea, o( Bangor, is the well; piano solo, Miss Marjorie Long;
J rawer*.”
Miss Ckssie Orr.
reading, Mrs. Nellie Hardy; soprano solo,
“Bring it here,” «aid 8lr John. “Open guest of
it.** he ordered when the little box had
Ralph SpriDgrr has gone to Providence, Mrs. Emma Twining Wright; reading,
Miss Susie Long; bas* solo, A. J. Grindie;
R. I., to accept a position.
l»eon produced, “and see what is In
side.**
MissM. E. Moon spent last Thursday reading, Harry Leach; trio, Fred Williamson, Mr*. Emma Wright and Miss MarHe wstcbed the man with teuse aux
with Mrs. Eugene Orcutt.
jorie Long.
iety as fold after fold of the rags was
Frank G. Robinson, of Lynn, Maas., arR.
taken off.
Aug. 19.___
rived Monday for bis vacation.
“There la nothing here, sahib,” said
Miss Lillian Grant, of Bar Harbor, visBROOK8VILLE.
the old man at last, “but a bit of
ited her cousin, Mrs. H. B. Gordon, last
Professor Robert* and wife are visiting
jlass.”—Sunday Magazine.
week.
bis mother, Mr*. L. M. Roberts.
Eva and Agnes Butler were in Franklin
Mrs. Abbie Urindell is quite ill. Mrs.
DINING TABLES.
last week, visiting their sister, Mrs. WalSusie Campbell is caring for her.
ler
Fereald.
rue Traa»ltl<Mi
Prom
the
restive
All were pleased to see the Kveret DougBaarg of Primitive Mae.
Arthur Hall went to Harrington last lass
family home again, after a year's abThe first dining table was probably
week, for a visit with his grandparents, sence.
s
block of stone or a log of wood, Zrmro Hall and wife.
)nst
W. 8. Walker ha* sold hi* cottage by
but even primitive man must soon
Mrs. Theo H. Peters, who has been the the lake to
Lynn parties, who are now ocbave discovered that these devices dlti
guest of Miss Martin at The Florence, Bar cupying it.
not provide for the comfortable dls
Harbor, arrived home Saturday.
Ur. and Ur*. Prim, of Boston, are at
posal of his legs and have set about
Merton L. Gordon and wife, of Walli'lng all Lla Ingenuity to Invent some
Rocky Crest lodge, the home of Mia* Martham, hare been visiting their aunt, Mrs.
garet Walker.
Ih'i.g el<e. It Is proVwble that as the
A. M. Moon. They are now at Tunk pond.
result of his cogitations a rough hewn
Miss Mabel Babso n, of Bluehill, is visMrs. Charles A. Gordon, who went to
piece of hoard supported on two big
iting her grandmother and aunt, Mra. and
the
Eastern
Maine
a
general
hospital
itoti’i came Into fashion among the
Miss Billings.
short time ago for an operation, is gaining
e'ite tr> these fnr prehistoric times.
Mrs. Halley and children, of Washingas
as
can
be
rapidly
Tb» early trestle table which was
expected.
ton, D. C., are spending the summer with
used In the beginning of the fifteenth
M.
Aug. 19.__
Mrs. J. W. Baboon.
century consisted of a parallelogram of
Frank Hooper picked two barrels of
WINTER HARBOR.
wood, fasnioued Into a board, resting
blueberries yesterday for the factory, but
upon two or more pedestal-like su[e
Mrs. H. E. Harrington came home from
then, he bad a scraper.
ports. And we have n reminiscence of Bar Harbor Friday.
A party of tweniy-Bve Sew York
this movable kind of table In the exMrs. Joseph E. Bickford went to Rockfriends catne in backboards from Haven
pression. "A seat at the hoard." today, land Monday to visit relatives.
to a picnic dinner with Ur*. Morris.
while that of "taking the chair" Is obMrs. H. E. Frsrier returned Saturday
S. V. Tibbetts and bride, of Washingviously a survival of the time when a
from a visit to relatives in Ellsworth.
chair was the place of honor reserved
ton, D. C., are visiting hit old home after
Carrie
Mrs.
Reed
and
of
Swan's Is- their tour to the Jamestown
for the master of the house or given by
son,
exposition.
the grand seigneur to the guest whom land, are visiting her mother, Mrs. WilAug. 1#.
Spec.
liam
he wished to honor, the other diners
Sargent.
WEST
EDEN.
sitting upon rude benches placed at
Rufus Bickford, who has employment
Mrs. Lelia Tripp is at Northeast Harbor,
the side of the table.
in Boston, is spending two weeks with
the guest of Jerome Knowles and wife.
line can Imaglue the Inventor seated relatives here.
at th« head of his new dinner table,
Thomas Knowles expects to more his
Miss Sadie L. Easton, who has been
clad 1u his best bearskin and surrouudfamily to Ellsworth the first of next
spending a week with Dr. and Mrs.
ed by a select and admiring company returned to her home
at Camden Monday. week.
of his intimates, who ate roast llesh
Aug. 19. __E.
Quite a large number attended the midliterally off the festive board and who
summer sale at Hillcreat house.
Over |50
drank the first toast at this first primePRETTY MARSH.
was realised.
val dinner party in his honor In cool
M. P. Atherton and family, of Boston
Mrs. Arrilla Boyce, of Haverhill, Maaa.,
war»r from a stream hard by.
From arrived at bis
cottage on Aug. S. Mr has been spending the past week with her
this stage to planks resting on rude
Atherton will remain until Sept. 3. Mr. sister, Mrs. Lottie Knowles.
trestles wonid be an easy transition,
Atherton is a native of Pretty Marsh.
Charles Kittredge and Miss Marion Kitand civilization had of course made
considerable progress before the suptredge left to-day for Waltham, Maaa.
A man’s nature runs either to herbs or Fred
Haynes will go to-morrow.
ports nnd the board were joined as one
weeds; therefore, let him seasonably water
piece of furniture.
the one and destroy tbe other.—Bacon
Malcolm and Arden Peach, of Northeast
A man’s nature runs either to herbs or Harbor, and Clarence Suminsby, of Bar
Tl»« Word "Studio."
weeds; therefore, let him seasonably water Harbor, spent the past week with their
“Studio” it one af the many foreign the one and destroy the other.—Bacon.
grandparents, T. B. Knowles and wife.
words that have acclimated them
The pulpit was supplied Sunday by Her.
selves In the English language. It la
cllriirrtisRntnU.
Mr. Fields in the absence of the regular
a
recent impart front Italy, unknown
pastor. Miss Margaret Koch, who is at
to Johnson's Dictionary and
apparentCharleston during the summer C. E.
UP
ly not occurring before the nineteenth
school.
century, but it haa supplied a want.
A
Vilda Lurvey, the little daughter of
?
“Study,” which is the real English for
Murray Lurvey, met with quite an acci“studio," suggests a room for reading
and writing and “workroom” lacks Kidney Trouble Makes You Miserable. dent last Monday, fracturing her arm
below the elbow. The bones did not
distinctiveness. The French get along
sepAlmost everybody who reads the news- arate, and the child is
doing nicely.
with "atelier." which literally means a
papers is sure tc know of the wonderful
17.
Aug.
M.
place In which small planks are prepared—In other words, a carpenters
Kilmer's Swamp-Root,
DEER ISLE.
the great kidney, liver
workshop.
Frank Marshall spent Sunday at home
± and c ladder remedy,
with his parents.
The Slldille I less In Sovela.
It is the great medir*
Is it true that the modern English
John McUornel and wife, of Fairfield,
^ cai triumph of the nine*» teentfi century; dis- are visiting at
novel reader Insists upon hearing about
Judge Spollord's.
covered
i
alter
of
the rich or the great?
years
I con hardly
Rev. Mr. Boeworth exchanged pulpits
scientific
Si
research
by
think so when I remember the in-, ay
with the Sunset minister Sunday.
S Dr. Kilmer, the emisuccessful works of fiction dealing
•*au UUIUMrs. Sarah Burns and Mrs. Blanche
|)
Jjfr
1
with costers and Scottish ministers.
ae_
specialist, and 1c Joyce, of Atlantic, were in town a tew
Journalists and typists, actresses and wonderfully successful in promptly curing
days this week.
novelists. The Disraeli typo of novel lame back, kidney, bladder, uric acid trouMrs. Ed A. Richardson left Sunday for
bles and Bright's Disease, which is the worst
seems almost extinct, and the great
of kidney trouble.
Boston to visit Capt. Richardson aboard
bulk of works of fiction deals with the form
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root is not rec- the four-master Medford.
middle classes.—London Lady.
ommended for everything but if vc u have kidCapt. C. A. Haskell, in the three-master
ney, liver cr bladder trouble it wul be found
Urlis For Him.
Just the remedy you need. It has been tested Mary J. Hall, and Capt. George Torrey, in
“There's n new young man calling on tn so many ways, in horpkal v --b, in private the Elm City were in the harbor over
Miss Maod this evening." said the fox practice, among Me he c.ecct.. : o
Sunday.
j
chase relief end has proved so suucessfui in
terrier, “and he seems real nice."
The Martha Washington society held
case
that
a
special
arrangement has
“Tea, I heard her say he was nice every
its annual spinning bee at the
been made by which all readers f -hi- rrzet
chapel
enough to eat," replied the bulldog on who have not
already tr.cd it, may love e Thursday. It was well attended and prothe lawn.
"That’s what I'm waiting
ceeds
The
bottle
sent
free
satisfactory.
old-fashioned
sample
by mail, aiso a book
for."—Philadelphia Ledger.
telling more about Swamp-Root and how to spinning wheels were an object of interfind out if you have kidney c: t adder trouble. est to the summer people. Novelties of
When writing mention readme t.-.is generous all kinds were on sale. An
Woman's Part,
excellent din"What part of speech Is ‘woman.’ offer in this paper and
f ;-f,y
ner was served.
■end
your address to gffiT
pa?"
Aq8Rk*
'__
"Woman Isn't a part of speech, my Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, H. Y. The
son.
She’s the whole speech."
SULLIVAN.
regular fifty eer.t and Hem. of
Mrs. West, of Cambridge,
dollar sizes are sold by all good druggists.
Mass., will
He is truly rich who desires nothDon't make any mistake, bat remember the arrive for her annual visit Aug. 30.
ing, ami ho is truly poor who covet
name, Swamp-Root, Dr Kilmer's Swamp-fioot
George Walker, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
aid the address, Binghamton, N. Y., on every
all.—Soion
came last week for a vacation with his
i bottle.
1
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DO YOU GET
WITH

LAME BACK

\nm C

J

THE RIGHT MEDICINE
FOR PELVIC
TROUBLES
FOUND IN PE-RU-m

CAROLINE KRAMER.
porI
Fw*
Mrs
Collin*, Col., Writes:

"The majority of women
whoatent
from disordered
other pelvic trouhles, have
,Ueh ...X"
faith In doctors that thev
allow the
to experiment on them for
kidney w
or stomach tronhle*
until they

ferlng

p.^?™'

{

beem,
completely discouraged and their mon"

1

:

I* Rone.

"Tbit waa my unfortunate
exaa.
Hence tor nearly two, ears
wbeami
V
attention waa called to Penna.
“1 hardly dared believe that at
lute
had found the right medicine,
hut „ ,
kept on using It and was finally corsl
1 could only thank Cod an,l uke
com!
••I have had most
satisfying result*
ftom the u*e of your medicine and
hast
advised doxensof women
whnweresuf.
ferlng with woman's ills to use Pena*
and let the doctors alone.
“Those who followed my advice at*
better today and many are fully restorsd
to health.”
Mrs. Wild* Mooers, R. F. D., No. L i
Lents, Ore., writes:
“For th* past four yeara I waa a i
wretched woman, suffering with seven
backache* and other pains, leaving ma
;
ao weak and weary that it was
only
with difficulty that I was able to atteal
to my household duties.
"I

mn

amerent

remedies, m

found aa raMof until I had tried Ptrwm.
“Within two weeks there was aching*

tor ths batter and in less than thras
Bontha I was a well and happy woaaa.
“All the praise ta duo to I'.

family at Miae Helen Smith's. Mr. Wiliaccompanied by his daughter. Mn.
Jewel, and her son, from Newton Center.
Mrs. William D. Emery and daughter
Alice, of East Boston, ire guests of Mn.
Cummingi.
Miaa Juliette Simpson, who has been in
Massachusetts the last eight months, arrived home Thursday.
Mr*. Augusta Smith, of Walerville.with
bar daughter Blanche, is occupying her
cottage here during Angnst.
Mr*. J. Levy, of Bodton, h*s been visiting her deter-in-law. Mrs.-ttimson, the
last two weeks.
She will return Tuesday.
R.
Aug. 19.

er was

BAR HARBOR.
The largest and most daring robbery
which baa been know if at Bar Harbor lor
many years took place Monday mgbtal
Donaqne, the summer residence of
Howard Hinkle, of Cincinnati. The thief
entered three room* in the second atory of
the cottage, climbing in by mean* of the
porch on the elde. The entry was made
while the family was at dinner at about
7 JO. The intruder removed many article*
value, mostly Jewelry, to the value of
from |6,000 to |10,000.

of

GOvLDSBUKO.
A son >u born to Lewis Kidder and
wife August 8.
His* Lola Spurting, w ho hss been emat Prospect Harbor, nas returned
home.
Mr*. A. E. Guptill, who has been visitMrs. J. d. Bragg, of
her

ployed

ing
daughter,
Harmony, returned home Friday.
19.
Aug.

MINTl'KN.
ill
Mrs. Alma Pray, who has been ijuite
for three weeks, is better.
visRoy Htewart, of Prospect Harbor,
ited friends here last week.
William
schooner
The
loaded paving here for New
week.
Aug. 19.

Matherson
York, last
J-

__

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Rev. Charles Comford Tiffany, D-D-,
Yor
for many year* archdeacon of New
and prominent in Episcopal church affatn
of that diocese, died at hia aumnter home
at Northeast Harbor Tuesday, of apoplel.vfor
He had been retired from active work
sometime.

SWjfTtisnnml*.

Stopped his
Dizziness
Steep Falls, Me., July 3'. ‘905“I have uaed the true L. F.’ Bitter*
for constipation and dimness and
ceived much benefit from them, ?«“*
almost entirely cured fromdurme'
be
with which I was greatly afflicted
fore I uaed the BittersT
^ gtrout

Atwood'*
People who use “L. F."
sic
Bitters regularly, never suffer the
derange

nesses

that come from

tern.

Stomach, liver and bow<>

a

s>

an

blood are kept in a condition oi P^1"
healthfulness by this useful median
e
re
They are the standard family
At your dealers, 35c.

